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I N T R O D U G T I O N. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N , ' 
Although over one m i l l i o n children frequent Colonies 
de vacances i n France during the summer months alone, i t i s 
very d i f f i c u l t to f i n d any general information about then, 
There are only two men at the present day who can he said 
to have w r i t t e n a u t h o r i t a t i v e l y about the h i s t o r i c a l aspect 
of the i n s t i t u t i o n . I t i s perhaps fortunate that each 
represents the opposing tendency? 
Rey-Hermefs work ~ h i s thesis f o r a Doctorate i n L e t t e r s 
was horn of a doubt (1): the lioubt that the Colonie de 
vacances might not date s o c i a l l y from the reforms of the 
ministers S e l l i e r and Lacore (which res u l t e d i n 1937 i n the 
f i r s t l e g i s l a t i o n concerning Colonies de vacances), and 
pedagogically from the foundation of the Confederation des 
Oeuvres Lalques d'Enfants e t d'Adolescents and of the Centres 
d/Entrainement aux Me"thod.es Actives i n the same year - which 
was the o f f i c i a l view put forward by Inspector General Be'cart. 
Rey»-Herme,s detailed examination of the growth of the 
Colonie de vacances from i t s o r i g i n s u n t i l 1936 shows beyond 
doubt that Herme's own experience was in d i c a t i v e of the 
s i t u a t i o n i n general. The reforms of 1937 were the culmination 
o f a period of growth and not the s t a r t of a new i n s t i t u t i o n , 
I t w i l l be the object of the present study to survey 
i 
t h i s growth i n order to discover whether the i n s t i t u t i o n has 
changed esse n t i a l l y i n nature and whether or not i t has 
( l ) P. A. REY-HERME, (These p r i n c i p a l e pour l e 
Doctorat &s Lettres) Les Colonies de Vacances en France de 
1906 a 1936. L * i n s t i t u t i o n et ses problemes. B i a r r i t z , mth. Ap*l 
achieved i t s alias and ceased to progresso 
The sources of information consist of Rey-Herme's works 
and a r t i c l e s "by Etienne Be'cart ('2), the magazines, books 
and brochures published since the Second World War by the 
p r i n c i p a l organisations concerned w i t h Colonies de vacances 
and information supplied by the head o f f i c e s of some of these 
organisations. Other material was gained by personal 
experience of a basic t r a i n i n g course'for monitors ("stage") 
run by the U.F.C.V., four colonies and a special course 
("stage de perfectionnement") run by the C.E.H.E.A. Personal 
contact w i t h the leaders of the p r i n c i p a l brganisations, 
including the Inspector f o r the Department of the Youth and 
Sports o f f i c e (Inspecteur Departemental a l a Jeunesse et 
aux Sports), made i t possible to v e r i f y these sources by 
actual contact w i t h the i n s t i t u t i o n i n operation today. 
+ + +' + • 
Because of the inadequacy o f t r a n s l a t i n g French 
terminology i n reference to Colonies de vacancee i n t o 
English, the o r i g i n a l terms are used throughout t h i s study. 
An explanation of these terms i s provided i n the glossary. 
( 2) E.' BECART. "Cong!s, vacances, voyages**• 
Chapter XXXVI of the Encyclo-pgdle pratioue de 1*Education en 
France. I.P.N., Tours* 1 9 6 0 . ' " 
E. BECART. "I/Evolution des Colonies de 
vacances", i n Belles Vacances Et€-automne, 1958: No. 7 - 8 . 
E. BECART. "Conclusions", a speech by E. Becart 
reported i n Belles Vacances. Printemps, 1960: No. 13* 
f 
P A R T I . 
THE COLOHIE FROM ITS ORIGINS TO THE PRESENT DAY. 
A 
1 
S E C T I O N I . , 
The Rise.of the Colonieo 
Chapter I . 
The Pioneers. 
A. The E a r l i e s t Beginnings, 
i . The "Trois Semaines*'. 
Between 1882 and 1893 a series of h i l l s brought 
about universal and free primary education f o r children i n 
France. These were the d i r e c t r e s u l t of a desire to give a 
new lease of l i f e to the nation which, although proud, had 
had to suffer under the conqueror's heal. 
.The sudden growth of charitable i n s t i t u t i o n s , especially 
f o r women and children was part of t h i s movement to give the 
less fortunate a fresh chance i n l i f e . I t was i n keeping, w i t h 
the times that Efime. Bonnet and her daughter, who had already 
gained some knowledge of Bion's work i n Switzerland, should 
have been deeply interested i n a l l that pastor Lorriaux had 
to t e l l them. He had discovered a new kind of work i n a i d 
of poor children i n America during a t r i p he had made there 
to attempt to gather funds f o r h i s parish at Clichy. 
I n 1876 Bion had begun sending children from Ztzrick to 
the mountain v i l l a g e of Appenzell ( l ) f o r a holiday i n what 
he termed "PerienEoionie". Here, i n groups of about ten, 
accompanied by a devoted school-teacher, children were to 
have a holiday which should give them wholesome holidays 
^ , # • ,*v. B?9E*~ Les r ^ s u l t a t s des Colonies de vacances quoted (p.9o; by P.A.REY-Himnffl L 6 8 c u i o i i i u y a» vacancee nil ^VER 
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"fonde& SUP les prlncipes memes de 1*Education". This was 
something more than a mere "MilchJcur" f o r c h i l d r e n of had 
health, Blon c a r e f u l l y selected healthy ch i l d r e n whose parents 
could not possibly a f f o r d to take them away f o r a holiday; 
From 1880 onwards the growing numbers of children were no 
longer placed i n f a m i l i e s , but were lodged by a l o c a l i n n -
keeper. Very quickly other towns i n Switzerland, Germany 
and Austria saw the value of Bion's work and colonies were 
soon t h r i v i n g i n each of these countries, 
A year a f t e r Bion an American clergyman, William Parsons 
from Pennsylvania, began to take ch i l d r e n away f o r a f o r t n i g h t ' s 
holiday* Here too the movement spread r a p i d l y so t h a t i n the 
second year some 1,077 children b e n e f i t t e d from the scheme. 
Although Lorriaux, i n l a t e r discussion w i t h C o t t i n e t 
over the o r i g i n s of the Colonie de vacances, claimed to have 
been c h i e f l y influenced by Bion, the system hes adopted was 
tha t of Parsons which Bion had dropped by 1880, that i s to 
say the system of "placement f a m i l i a l " whereby children are 
sent to d i f f e r e n t homes under the supervision of a person 
who i s responsible f o r seeing that the c h i l d r e n are properly 
cared f o r while at the same time arranging c e r t a i n a c t i v i t i e s 
i n common from time to time. 
Under the influence of Lorriaux, lime. Bonnet was the 
f i r s t person to attempt a colonie i n France when she sent 
three small g i r l s to spend three weeks w i t h a countrywoman 
a t Nanteuils-les-Meaux i n 1881, ®hd came back w i t h " t h e i r 
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cheeks sparkling w i t h health and t h e i r hearts f i l l e d w i t h 
joys never experienced before 1 1. This experiment convinced 
Lorriaux that the scheme could work i n France and accordingly 
the "Trois Semaines" sprang i n t o being a few months l a t e r . 
Much discussion occurred i n m i l i t a n t firotestant c i r c l e s 
during the following winter i n Paris and i n 1882 f i v e centres 
came i n t o being and took care of 79 g i r l s and boys wff WBBB 
o f three to sixteen years o l d , who were sent to l i v e on farms 
where the f ariner T s' w i f e, caring f o r anything from two to ten 
ch i l d r e n , would undertake to look a f t e r them and take them 
f o r walks. "Devoted f r i e n d s " , teachers or others kept an 
eye on both the children and the f a m i l i e s who took them i n . 
The system was not i d e a l and i n 1891 "La Clef des Champs" at 
Hont javoult was inaugurated to provide space f o r f o r t y to ; 
f i f t y girls>every summer• 
i i . The "Chaussee du Maine"* 
Just a f t e r the L i b e r a t i o n of Paris^a Free Church 
clenpian 1 s w i f e , Mme. PressehsS, had been responsible f o r 
beginning charitable work i n the Chauss^e du Maine i n P a r i s , 
which included providing work f o r widows and s t a r t i n g some of 
the f i r s t primary schools i n Paris. 
I n 1882 a gentleman from Strasburg. sent 1,000 francs to 
send "a number of anaemic or s i c k l y children" f o r a stay i n 
the country. With t h i s sums of money lime. Pressense1 sent 
some twenty children to Lorriaux* s centre at Horijjjavoult. Since 
the g i f t was renewed the f o l l o w i n g year Mme, Pressense" was 
able to send away eighty children - t h i s time i n three groups 
to a b i g farm at Be'zard. An outbreak of measles i n 1805 d i d 
not stop the good work as the farmer's wife nursed the children 
back to health without. asking anything for', her pains* When 
the farm became too small other homes had to be found. By 
1888 one hundred and thirty-height children were being sent 
away under the care of fourteen supervisors and the railways 
helped matters by allowing a twenty^-five to f i f t y per cent 
reduction f o r the p a r t i e s . I n 1890 the new organisation 
received o f f i c i a l recognition of " u t i l i t y publique*'. 
Both the Chausse'e du Maine and the Trois Semaines began 
the experiment of sending away some mothers. I n 1899 and 
1901 the Chausse'e du Maine obtained i t s f i r s t two buildings 
i n order to run c o l l e c t i v e colonies de vacances. By the 
year 1962, the year following the death of both the presidents 
of the committee formed i n 1898, the Ghausse'e du Maine was 
sending 1,387 children to colonies de vacances, representing 
1,870 months of holiday* and besides t h i s number about s i x t y ' 
child r e n were also sent i n t o the country to stay w i t h r e l a t i v e s , 
A b i g i n d u s t r i a l f i r m , C o l i n , Damon & Cie, of the Faubourg 
Saint-Antoine^sent f o r t y - s i x sons and daughters of t h e i r 
employees to the Chaussle du Maine and thus formed what was 
i n a l l p r o b a b i l i t y the f i r s t colonie run by p r i v a t e enterprise. 
Despite the f i r s t f a t a l accident i n 1903,when a c h i l d 
had been k i l l e d a f t e r walking behind a loaded haycart* a 
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governmental Order i n 1901+ o f f i c i a l l y recognized the colonie 
de vacances as part of the charitable work of the Ghaussee 
du Maine. Seven municipalities sent children to t h e i r 
colonies and the annual sale i n the h a l l of the Naval M i n i s t r y 
brought i n quite an appreciable revenue: the work was w e l l 
established on a charitable 'basis. The colonies were open 
to a l l , regardless of r e l i g i o u s background, and the organizers 
a l l 
were not at concerned to proselytize or. t r y out educational 
theoriesc 
l i i o School Cftolonles. 
A w r i t e r and p h i l a n t h r o p i s t , Edmond C o t t l n e t , quite 
independently of the f i r s t two movements, had also discovered 
Bion*s work i n Switzerland and, encouraged as Mme. Pressense 
had been by a g i f t f o r the purpose, decided to run a colonie. 
This was not a reward f o r clever p u p i l s , s i m i l a r to the holidays 
run by the revolutionary Turgot School; i t was not an 
"excursion de vacances" such as Teepffer had t r i e d i n 
Switzerland as early as 1823, but i t was an.attempt to b e t t e r 
the health of poor chi l d r e n by taking them away from the 
borfldom and unhealthy conditions of t h e i r town l i f e ~ 
"Les colonies devaient n*avoir r i e n en commun avec 
. l e s "voyages" quelque divertissante et p r o f i t a b l e s qu* 
l i s . solent , dont d'autres Caisses d'Ecoles g r a t i f i e n t 
leurs e'coliers meritants de certains arrondissements de 
Paris. Notre visSe, toute d i f f e r e n t e , £talt purement 
hygienique, d'hygiSne preventative, nous designs 
enlever des e'coliers etiole's au mephitlsme ambiant 
de l a grande v i l l e , au confinement, a I ' o i s i v e t ^ , a 
I'ennui qui sevissalt sur eux - - - " . v 
(1) 
(1) E. COTTINET. La colonie scolalre du lXet arrondiaeement (report given to the Caisses des Ecoles, 1883)• 
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Young teachers and t h e i r wives ran these colonies i n schools 
i n the country* 
I n order to.carry put his'work more e f f e c t i v e l y , C o t t i n e t 
was elected administrator of the Caisse des Bcoles of the 
n i n t h Arrondissement of Paris -Cthe Caisse being a fund, . 
supplied "by voluntary contributions, t o a i d primary schools 
i n many areas). A f t e r &Msoi<ttrial^years,'Bion was asked to 
give a report on h i s own work to the Caisse* Following t h i s 
a "Comite" Parisien" was formed* This committee was so 
successful and provided the work w i t h such a s o l i d foundation 
th a t three years l a t e r the committee was able to be disbanded, 
leaving the work of organisation i n the hands of the l o c a l 
"comit^s d'arrondissement"* 
B* The Movement Begins to Take Shape. 
I n the early days of the colonie de vacances i n France 
there was no r e a l l y fresh . i n i t i a t i v e and nothing which d i d 
not d i r e c t l y owe i t s origins, to the Swiss founder of the 
i n s t i t u t i o n . 
Up u n t i l the time of pastor Comte, those who had 
organized colonies had almost stumbled upon the idea by , 
accident or had formed colonies because others had promoted 
them to do so. Comte on the other hand was a man who 
possessed not only the strength of h i s convictions but also 
a dynamic personality w ith which to carry out whatever work 
he undertook. 
I n 1891 Comte l o s t one of h i s children and a second c h i l d 
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who was anaemic, was restored to health by a stay i n the 
country. Comte rea l i z e d that i f so much good could be derived 
by h i s own Childss from such a holiday then others alee would 
derive equal be n e f i t ; and once t h i s idea had become f i r m l y 
rooted i n h i s mind there was nothing which could shake h i s 
purpose. Through the generosity of two ladies,and w i t h the 
a i d of the dlaconate of the Evangelieal Church of the Ce'vennes 
he was able to send f i f t y - t w o children away for a holiday i n 
the country, f o r t y from Saint -Etienne and twelve from Lyons -
and so the"Oeuvre des Enfants a l a Montagne" was founded. 
' Comte was ins p i r e d by a l l the early organisers of 
colonies de vacances but t r i e d t o place the i n s t i t u t i o n upon 
a more p r a c t i c a l f o o t i n g , making i t less c o s t l y and more 
supple at the same time -
"Nous n'avons done f a i t , a Saint-Etienne, qu'lmiter 
ce qui se f a i s a i t a i l l e u r s . 31 nous avona eu quelque 
merite, e'est de provoquer par notre propagande orale 
et ^ c r i t e , et par l*exemple, l a fondation, dans&des 
ftanH*RW&&B localite's, d'oeuvres s i m i l a i r e s , e t d*avoir donnS 
a. l a nStre une organisation plus pratique, plus souple, 
mo ins couteuse,. plus apte a produire avec tai minimum de • 
depenses un maximum d'effets u t i l e s . " 
Spurred on by Comte the new organisation grew r a p i d l y and 
i n 189U i t was able to send away one hundred and s i x t y children; 
by 1900 the number was w e l l over a thousand, most of whom 
came from Saint-Etienne i t s e l f . I n 1898 Comte formed an 
organizing committee of x?hich he was elected "Bres&dent u n t i l 
he resigned two years l a t e r to take up the more active post 
of General Secretary, 
The children were chosenwith extreme care to ensure 
that only r e a l l y necessitous f a m i l i e s were able to send 
t h e i r children to the colonies. From 1901 onwards there 
was always medical supervision to eliminate any who might 
cons t i t u t e a r i s k to those i n contact w i t h them* A f t e r a 
time, six weeks was found to he the shortest acceptable 
duration f o r a colonle ; and before long ^ special colonies were 
formed f o r those who were too i l l t o be accepted i n a normal, 
colonie. I n Comte's colonies, c h i l d r e n were not merely 
encouraged to come once., and often came f o r two,three and 
four years ins succession; some, even came f o r as many as 
eight years. The physical benefits were undeniable and 
there was no question of losing i n t e r e s t i n chi l d r e n as soon 
as they reached school-leaving age, unlike the colonies 
belonging to the primary school Caisses which were reluctant 
even to accept c h i l d r e n during the summer fol l o w i n g t h e i r 
l a s t year at primary school. 
As the whole movement of colonies de vacances began to 
take on larger proportions. Soman Cafoolic c i r c l e s took 
notice of i t , f o r , more and more frequently, Catholic c h i l d r e n 
were being accepted both i n Protestant colonies and in. 
the school colonies where r e l i g i o n was frowned upon even i f 
i t d i d not come under oavert attack. Thus although Roman 
CaSholic c i r c l e s had remained dubious about taking up an 
i n s t i t u t i o n begun by Protestants and which hadobaBls of 
very l i b e r a l pedagogy f o r the more conservatively-minded 
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Catholics, they nonetheless set about creating t h e i r own 
colonies. The f i r s t to come i n t o being was the Colonie 
Edouard at Arcachon to which c h i l d r e n from Paris were sent 
from 1897 onwards, others such as the Saines Vaeanees at 
Lyons and the Vacances a l a Campagne of Saint-Etienne followed 
r a p i d l y on i t s heels* These Catholic colonies were very 
frequently offshoots of the Patronages. The Patronages 
came i n t o "being during the f i r s t few years of the nineteenth 
century, "but took on much greater importance when, i n 1882, 
Thursday was made a holiday f o r State primary schools so 
that parents would have the opportunity of providing r e l i g i o u s 
education i f they so wished f o r t h e i r children during t h i s 
day. As the Patronages had often been l a r g e l y a r e l i g i o u s 
club f o r apprentices, many of the e a r l y supervisors i n 
the colonies were apprentices. 
The scope and extent of colonies de vacances increased 
cm. 
more r a p i d l y as time went^ hut t h e i r growth was haphazard 
and theite was sometimes i l l w i l l generated by the uninformed 
who objected to bands of what they took to be disease-ridden 
paupers invading t h e i r quiet v i l l a g e or sea-di&etown. 
G. The Si t u a t i o n by 1906. 
T h i r t y years a f t e r the f i r s t colonie i n Switzerland, the 
movement i n France had grown so that something approaching 
two hundred organisations were sending 26*000/on holiday* 
Social work i n the l a t t e r h a l f of the nineteenth century 
i n France had assumed considerable proportions. Social 
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reformers., especially i n Protestant circles,began to discover 
that much could he done t o improve the state of . health of 
chil d r e n , many of whom sufferead from tuberculosis,.the f l a i l 
o f the times, or suffered .through lack o f a balanced d i e t , 
a i r and exercise• As ear l y as 1882 Dr. G. Warrentrapp i n 
hi s report to the I n t e r n a t i o n a l Congress o f Hygiene at 
Geneva showed the very p o s i t i v e value of colonies de; vacances. 
(Warrentrapp published t h i s report a year l a t e r under the 
t i t l e of "tTher die XSEgSXSZESS bisherigen Ergebnftsse der Ferien-
kolonien" i n Brunswick) • 
By 1888 colonies de vacances were so w e l l known i n 
Prance that no lesser person than the Inspector General o f 
public schooling attended the f i r s t I n t e r n a t i o n a l Congress 
of colonies de vacahees i n Zurick w i t h quite a large delegation* 
The value of the colonie de vacances was evident ^ woxthe 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Congress of Hygiene i n Madrid some ten years 
\3nvn 
l a t e r once again acknowledged xas being one of the most 
e f f i c i e n t means of improving the health and morale of chil d r e n 
and parents -
"La sixieme Commission recommende ce genre d* 
oeuvres eomme l*un«des plus capables de f o r t i f i e r l a 
saute" des enfants et d'ame'iliorer leur moral, en meme 
temps que c e l u i >de leurs parents* w 
The idea behind the work of the early Protestant workers 
i n colonies de vacances and of Cot t i n e t was undoubtedly to 
bet t e r the health of the c h i l d r e n , spurred oh as they were 
( l ) DELVAILLE (a member of the French delegation). 
Revue Pgaagogicue. 1098; Gompte rendu du Congres I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
O^IH^T^nSS1^«fi?U?^?N^EY-HERME. ftQS Colonies flS vacances en France (I88I-1906V. Paris 195b* PaM l a b . 
"by the'movement against tuberculosis. &ut f o r a l l Cottinet's 
claim that hie colonies .were "purement hygieniqueS1 there 
remained the danger that school teachers, most of whom 
found themselves i n charge of the same p u p i l s whom they 
had had i n t h e i r classes the whole year round, would "become 
to treat"the colonie as nothing more.than the extension of 
the classroom - i t was demanding great self-possession of 
the teacher concerned to expeet him or her to set aside 
t r a d i t i o n a l d i s c i p l i n e , which was extremely formal and s t r i c t 
and "become the child- s f r i e n d and companion f o r the space of 
a few weeks* 
Pew of those who ran or took part i n the running of 
early colonies expected any remuneration and there i s no 
doubt of the r e a l devotion of a l l those concerned. The 
children derived r e a l "benefit from t h e i r holidays, often 
lessening the hurden on t h e i r f a m i l i e s * finaneiaHyand from 
the point of view of the mental s t r a i n of mothers having t o 
care unceasingly f o r t h e i r a i l i n g children i n crow&& l i v i n g 
Quarters,• But the. i n s t i t u t i o n as a whole, lacked any form 
of cohesion* 
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Chapter I I . 
The F i r s t Steps Towards Organisation. 
A. The Second I n t e r n a t i o n a l Conference. 
, As early as 1903 Gomtehad had . the idea of holding 
a conference at Saint -Etienne which would "bring together a l l 
the leaders of organisations concerned w i t h improving the 
health of children. He obtained the support of many people 
i n i n f l u e n t i a l positions and launched an appeal i n the 
"Relevement Social". ( The.conference had.to he postponed -
nonetheless Comte succeeded i n "bringing together a group of 
people.to study the l e g a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of directors of 
colonies de vacances i n cases of accident or/illness to the 
children under t h e i r care. 
Prom t h i s f i r s t gathering a c i r c u l a r l e t t e r was sent 
out by Mme. Puaux of the Pr otestant :Chauss<Se du Maine and 
by Comte, who had been appointed the leader of a s p e c i a l 
commission to study eolonie de .vacances by the Minister of 
the I n t e r i o r , expressing the need f o r colonies to fostm some 
kind of organising body: a date and place f o r a meeting were 
suggested. 
During a preparatory meeting by the organising committee, 
i t was c a t egorically decided to exclude representatives of 
the CaHholic movement, however Comte and the Bureau i n s i s t e d 
and they were f i n a l l y included amongst those to b^ e i n v i t e d . 
On the 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th A p r i l , 1906 the second 
"Congres I n t e r n a t i o n a l des colonies scolaires de vacances" 
took place a t Bordeaux* The c i t y received i t s guests w i t h 
the t r a d i t i o n a l round of banquets, special performances at 
the Grand Theatre and excursion*: topics of v i t a l importance 
f o r the smooth running of colonies de vacances were broached 
during the lecture and discussion meetingof the 
conference. Reports were also presented by three special 
commissions. 
A number of subjects of p a r t i c u l a r importance were 
dealt* withp The question of providing proper insurance f o r 
colonies was raised; and i t was decided to establish 
a "fiche medicale" f o r a l l c h i l d r e n going to colonies, which 
would be.in two parts - one gi v i n g a statement of the general 
condition of the c h i l d , and the other containing personal 
detail8. concerning the child's background, i n h e r i t e d defects 
and physical deficiencies (a copy of which would remain i n 
the possession of the organisation receiving the c h i l d ) . The 
Chausse'e du Maine had had such a card i n use since 1906. 
The perennial question of group t i c k e t s on the railways 
was discussed and i t was agreed to c a l l f o r a universal 
reduction of 75#* 
Most of the current problems i n colonies were discussed 
i n the course of the four days, including the placing of 
child r e n i n i n d i v i d u a l homes ("placement f a m i l i a l " ) or sending 
them to a place were they eould be lodged c o l l e c t i v e l y 
("vacances c o l l e c t i v e s " ) * Many views were aired and, most 
of a l l , the colonies were brought to the notice of the 
Ik 
general p u b l i c . 
The l a s t and most important item, which had been i n 
Cpmte's mind f o r some years,.was the formation of a Federation 
to untie a l l the d i f f e r e n t organisations. The president o f 
the"Enfants a l a Montagne" of Saint-Btienne had the task of 
formulating the proposal. The Federation was to give 
complete independence to a l l i t s members and i n r e t u r n f o r 
a small f i n a n c i a l c o n t r i b u t i o n i t would enable i t s members 
to obtain c e r t a i n b e n e f i t s , such as medical cards and a 
standard r a t e of reduction on the r a i l w a y ; the Federation, 
would be able to create commissions to study and report upon 
the progress of the work in- general and would be able to 
make the movement known to the public at large; i t would 
also be able to represent i t s members i n approaching publie 
bodies with a view to obtaining f i n a n c i a l a i d . Such a l i n k 
. between organisations would also enable i n d i v i d u a l bodies 
to exchange children i n order t o send them t o the mountains, 
to the countryside or to the aea-side as t h e i r p a r t i c u l a r 
physical state might require* 
The members of the organisations from Bordeaux refused 
to agree to the praised Federation i f Catholic bodies were 
to be admitted on an equal f o o t i n g w i t h themselves. This 
l e d to fur t h e r attacks upon the Catholics and i t was not 
without d i f f i c u l t y that the president managed to prevent 
t h e i r representatives from leaving the conference altogether. 
Agreement was reached when i t was decided that a clause 
should he added to the statutes s t a t i n g that the Federation 
would not become involved i n any r e l i g i o u s or p o l i t i c a l 
question. 
Thus, i n theory," the "Federation Nationale des Colonies 
de vacances et Oeuvres de grand a l r H came i n t o being, f o r 
the purpose of improving the health of anaemic, lsjphatic 
or poorly developed children through holidays at the sea-side 
i n the countryside or i n ,the mountains. Gustave Theryy who. 
organised one of the groups from Bordeaux, withdrew w i t h M s 
organisation when he was outvoted i n an e f f o r t to have the 
description "non-confessionnel" added to the nomenclature of 
the Federation. I n the concluding vote of forty-two, there 
were only two opposing votes — Mme. Puaux probably withdraw 
as she had no.need of f i n a n c i a l support and the Catholic 
organisations r e f r a i n e d from v o t i n g i n a l l p r o b a b i l i t y . 
However time progressed and nothing matured. 
B. The F i r s t Move Towards Generalized Organisation 
i . The F i r s t Federation. 
Shortly a f t e r the Bordeaux conferenee, during A p r i l , 
1907 BJtrreille founded the fUnion des Colonies de vacances et 
Oeuvres de Grand A i r de l a Region Parisienne", no do-abt i n 
f u l l agreement w i t h Comte. Boureille was younger than 
Comte and more impatient to have the wheels set i n motion: 
t h i s union was to provide every possible material advantage 
f o r i t s members and nawW do i t s utmost to promote the 
creation of new colonies. Lorriaux and Adrien Seignette 
were the f i r s t vice-presidents - Adrien Seignette was at 
the same time president of the "Association des I n s t i t u t e u r s 
pour l ' l d u c a t i o n physique et l e patronage de l a jeunesse". 
At i t s outset, the union grouped together twenty-four bodies, 
which had increased to forty-nine bodies by the foll o w i n g 
December, combining twenty-seven Catholic, three Protestant 
and nineteen n e u t r a l organisations - the 55$ of Catholic 
organisations however only accounted f o r 27••9$ of the 
children actually present i n eolonies de vacanxxes. 
By the beginning of 190? there was s t i l l no sign of 
the Federation which should have resulted from the Bordeaux 
conference since no one had made a move to come to Paris 
to carr^out the necessary organisation. So, as many groups, 
outside Paris had long wished to be inftiuded i n the Union, 
Boureille gave way, while s t i l l leaving an open door to 
f u l l cooperation w i t h the.Federation* On the 13th January, 
190$ the Union became the "Union Nationale des Colonies de 
Vacances et Oeuyres de Grand A i r " , and was s h o r t l y followed 
by a number of regional federations such as the"Federation du 
Sud-Ouest" a f t e r a regional congress i n Toulouse, or the 
"Fe'deration du Sud-Est4 a f t e r a congress i n Avignon, both 
during the fol l o w i n g summer. 
i i . The Early Congresses. 
At the end of 1909, Comte had gathered together 
the members of organisations favourable to him i n Paris and 
seventy of these were elected to be reepoteible f o r a congress 
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i n the f o l l o w i n g year* The Congres de Paris was the f i r s t 
great congress concerned w i t h the actual p r a c t i c a l running 
of Colonies de vacances. A detai l e d programme was elaborated 
and f i v e commissions dealt w i t h the material organisation, 
rules and regulations concerning colonies, propaganda, 
s t a t i s t i c s and f i n a n c i a l questions. Out of the 6typ organisations 
which Plantecfc and ,Delpy had found to he i n existence i n the 
previous year, 156 were represented, and also about one 
t h i r d of the 300 doctors who had been present a t the 
Bordeaux Congress were also present. Three days were spent 
hearing and discussing reportSj and matters such as "place* 
ment f a m i l i a l " and c o l l e c t i v e holidays were broached, but 
no mention was made whatsoever of forming, a federation, no 
doubt to t r y and avoid once more a complete rupture w i t h 
the Catholic organisations. 
The Catholics, f e e l i n g that the Paris Congress had 
not dealt w i t h many essential matters r e l a t e d to colonies 
decided to hold a congress of t h e i r own i n the f o l l o w i n g 
year. : The 1911 Congres de Iftmapawas concerned f a r more 
w i t h the educational aspects of colonies: i t included a 
review 'of the work of Catholic colonies, and discussion of 
devotional aspec-ts, d i s c i p l i n e , and other simi l a r topics, 
took place. However even t h i s Congress did not r e s u l t in-
any form of federation as might have been expected, although 
such a proposal was made and accepted - t h i s was no doubt 
because Catholic regional organisation was already e f f i c i e n t 
and stood i n no, need of any ce n t r a l d i r e c t i o n . 
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I n 1912 the Cpngres de Lyon followed upon the 1910 Congress 
i n Paris organized by Comte, f o r although no federation 
had resulted from i t , there was at least on executive 
committee i n existence. The 1912 Congress was held under 
the patrongge o f the Ministers of the I n t e r i o r , Public 
I n s t r u c t i o n and Social Provision, and of the Ligue de 
l'Enseignement (the school-teachers 1 association), the 
Alliance d'Hygiene Sociale, and the Touring Club de France. 
Two days were spent uponHhe hearing of reports, but the 
t h i r d day was given up to the f u l l discussion of the 
creation of a federation. 
C The Bra of the O f f i c i a l l y Recognized Colonie 
Begins. 
i . The F.N.C.V. ' 
The "F^d^ration Nationale des Colonies de Vacances 
et Oeuvres de Grand A i r " was o f f i c i a l l y declared during 
March 1m 1913 • I t was t o cooperate w i t h the Catholic 
-organisations and the U.K.C.V. and those regional unions 
which joined the new Federation wkere to r e t a i n t h e i r e n t i r e 
independence. I t s aim was to promote the work of Colonies 
de vacances using the money entrusted to i t by means of 
lect u r e s , publications, grants, p r i z e s , congresses and 
by the creation of o f f i c e s to supply information and organize 
the placing of children i n those organisations which had 
vacancies. Exhibitions were to be. held from time to time 
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and committees would be c a l l e d to carry out research i n t o 
p a r t i c u l a r problems* Also the M i n i s t r y of the I n t e r i o r 
was to have the r i g h t to inspect the colonies belonging to 
the Federation's member organisations. Thus State a i d was 
sought, whereas the Catholic' organisations and the U.U.C*V*. 
would under no circumstances accept State a i d , knowing 
that o f f i c i a l recognition and a i d would be bound to b r i n g 
some State intervention i n t h e i r work. 
i i * The Development o f the U.H*C.V* 
The Union JJationate already had 99 organisations 
belonging to i t by 1909* By 1913 there were 172 organisations 
belonging to i t , of which about 80$ were Catholic and > 
accounted f o r about ,6o$ of those children frequenting 
colonies w i t h i n the scope of the Union - only about 28 of 
the t o t a l number were o f f i c i a l l y declared. When the news 
of the Federation reached the Union Hationale i t was 
welcomed, but there was now no question of the two 
organisations j o i n i n g fosjces as the Catholic organisations 
were much too wary of anything too closely l i n k e d w i t h the 
State. The Union i t s e l f had been o f f i c i a l l y declared on 
the 11th September, 1911 a^ nd was therefore very capable of 
carrying on a separate existence, and although Comte 
delayed the annual general meeting by some months i n h i s 
e f f o r t s to b r i n g about an .amalgamations w i t h the F.N.C.V* 
when the matter was put to the vote, an overwhelming 
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major i t y decided against the step. This re s u l t e d i n the 
resignation of the President and the Vice-President, but 
only a few m i l i t a n t l y non-religious organisations withdrew 
as f o r instance the Association des I n s t i t u t e u r s and the 
Oeuvres de Voyages Scolaires? bothaf of which were to become 
p i l l a r s of the Federation. 
D. The S i t u a t i o n by 191U. 
At the time of the Bordeaux Conference about 30,000 
child r e n were being sent to polonies de vacances; by 1913 
the figure stood at beteeen 110,000 and 120,000* Colonies 
were expanding r a p i d l y and were becoming better organized. 
The public was becoming more aware of the need to senA. 
chi l d r e n ariteuAidMm away f o r t h i s k i n d of holiday and the 
Press was becoming more interested i n the work. On the 
occasion of the t h i r t i e t h anniversary of the work of the 
Chaussee du Maine i n the f i e l d of colonies de vacances, 
Madame JtaooDfafr-Puaux had been i n v i t e d to give a t a l k to 
the General Assembly of the Ligue de I'Enseignement, and 
t h i s speech,which was cir c u l a t e d to every State primary 
school, did much to spread i n t e r e s t i n the work i n teaching 
c i r c l e s . 
Religious issues had led the Catholics i n t o j3HL|Q«ofe& 
by the 1886 Act they had been prevented from 
having any hand whatsoever i n State primary schooling and 
they had be made uneasy by the 190i|. Act which prevented 
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r e l i g i o u s sects from running schools at a l l * The Catholics 
could not a f f o r d to see their, own children^ v/ho often 
attended State primary schools ; spending t h e i r holidays i n 
Protestant^organised colpnies* Once they had begun, the 
Catholic colonies spread quickly, often as the natural 
c o r o l l a r y of the Patronage. Sometimes, as was the case 
w i t h the Secretariat patholi^edes ©olonies de Vacances de 
Marseille, a number of.colonies would he grouped together 
so that resources could he pooled and.the r o r k rendered 
more e f f e c t i v e : p r i o r to the F i r s t World War t h i s organisation 
was handling 1,11+9 children «n 31 d i f f e r e n t colonies. 
From 1907 onwards some professional organisations 
had begun to send c h i l d r e n to colonies. One or two 
organisations began to provide f o r children of wealthier 
parents ( f o r instance the "caravanes scolairey of the 
Oeuvre des Agennais a l a Montagne, begun i n 1899), and i n 
1908 a society was founded i n order to provide i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
exchanges f o r the children of workers. 
Although the progress of colonies de vacances was 
almost general, there was l i t t l e progress- made by the 
school colonies of the Comite" Parisien des Colonies de 
Vacances - Qottinet's work. A f t e r t h e i r i n i t i a l expansion 
and recognition* i t was flifficult f o r them to tap new 
sources of fuflfls and equally d i f f i c u l t to persuade the 
Gaisses or municipalities i n the d i f f e r e n t Arrondissements 
to increase.rtheir grants, . 
Hot only was the work increasing i n i t s extent, hut 
hew experiments were also being t r i e d . Both the Trois 
Semaines and the Chaussee du Maine had t r i e d sending away 
some mothers w i t h t h e i r c h i l d r e n , and Comte had arranged 
f o r some Algerian children to take part i n c e r t a i n * colonies 
i n the Loire v a l l e y . There i s no doubt th a t t h i s expansion 
would have continued had not the War intervened. 
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Chapter I I I . 
i ' i t 
The F i r s t World \7ar. 
A., The F i r s t Three Years. 
I n 19U4. many colonies were cancelled and some of' • 
those which a c t u a l l y did leave had flifficulty i n returning* 
For many people the colorfes became of only very secondary 
importance compared to the War e f f o r t . Nonetheless, the 
organizers of the two founder colonies r e a l i z e d once more 
the v i t a l p a r t that the Colonie could play. I t became harder 
to raise the necessary funds, and besides t h i s , ik was no 
easy task to f i n d either s u f f i c i e n t food or suitable.places 
i n which to hold the colonies, since many of the buildings 
which had been used previously had .been commandeered to 
be turned i n t o hospitals or barracks f o r the War e f f o r t . 
The f o l l o w i n g year saw the small beginnings of a new 
movement to help the children of the mobilized. Yet only 
f i v e of the Caisses des Ecoles managed to continue running 
colonies, although f i f t e e n Caisses between them sent 2,ij.l5 
out of the Cits'1 to spend days i n the open a i r . 
I f the Trois Semaines was sending qMte a few children, 
less to colonies de vacances than immediately before the 
War, i t s e f f o r t s had not slackened and much bene f i t was 
derived by mothers, and War widows i n p a r t i c u l a r who were 
sent away wi t h the children. The ChausSSe du Maine was 
handling nearly as many children as baCpre the war, and had 
extended i t s f i e l d of action by sending U28 children to 
A l g e r i a , and by f i n d i n g homes f o r some U00 refugees i n Prance* 
The Colonie became^at t h i s period^ s p e c i f i c a l l y a Colonie 
f o r soldiers* children and. orphans* The Society was now 
handling altogether more children than before the War. 
Elsewhere however, despite many heroic e f f o r t s , the majority 
of organisations had'been forced to eease t h e i r a c t i v i t i e s 
e n t i r e l y . 
I n 1916 seven Caisses sent children to colonies de 
vacances* but amongst the remaining Caisses"fewer chSdren 
were sent out of the C i t y to spend days i n the ppen a i r . : 
Madame Lorriaux found things harder and harder, and only 
managed to t i f i S the Trbis Semaines over i t s d i f f i c u l t i e s 
by buying charcoal and drie d vegetables i n bulk, since the 
invading armies had l e f t the peasants w i t h nothing to give. 
Even s t i l l numbers of mothers and \nfer widows were s t i l l 
sent away. The Chauss£e du Maine on the other hand was 
able to send over 1,300 moee children to colonies — an 
appeal launched by the Franco-Australian Society of 
Sydney had brought i n s u f f i c i e n t funds f o r a new b u i l d i n g 
to be established opposite the already e x i s t i n g "Maison 
BleuS at Coutainville which was named "Australia". 
During the winter of 1915 and 1916 some 1+67 families 
had been l e f t w i t h only the Chaussee du Maine t o depend 
upon. These were joined during the. spring by 500 more 
ch i l d r e n , mainly war orphans or children from bombed-out 
homes; so the Society entered upon the extensive work of 
placing these children i n suitable f a m i l i e s . 
1917 proved the most d i f f i c u l t year of the War and 
only the Chausse'e du Maine managed to Increase the number 
of children i t sendk to colonies s l i g h t l y . This was only 
possible due to help from America and support by the French 
Press, Once again during the spring of t h i s year, homes 
were found for nearly 500 orphans i n Prance, Switzerland ' 
and Algeriao 
B. The New Impetus. 
. With the bombardment of P a r i s the general public 
became aware of the urgency of sending children away from 
the c a p i t a l during the danger-period. The HStel de V i l l e 
became the home of the Commission de l a Sauvegarde de 
l'Fwfance and 80 d i f f e r e n t organisations were given o f f i c i a l 
status i n order to organize the massive evacuation of 
children. The Municipalities of P a r i s were responsible for 
sending 9*712 children away under the care of school-teacher 
i n groups of about t h i r t y to what had been "centres de 
placement" prior to the War• There was a great ferment of 
a c t i v i t y amongst these school-teachers - educative rambles, 
group a c t i v i t i e s , games, sing-songs and outings became the 
order of the day - t h e i r energy was boundless* 
The Ligue de l'Enseignerient played an important part 
i n t h i s work and also the Federation Natioriale des Co-
operatives, The l a t t e r had run a service handling only 
a few dozen children previously, but during t h i s period 
i t made use of i t s contacts throughout the country* 
sending children from the c a p i t a l to a l l - t h e larger tov?ns 
uhere "branches! of the organisation existedb 
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Chapter IV. 
The Years From 1919 to 1956b 
A, The U.N.C.V. 
In A p r i l 1907, under the guidance of Dr. B o u r e l l l e , 
the colonies de vacances of P a r i s founded, the Union Parisienpe 
des Colonies de Vacances et de Grand A i r tinder the presidency 
of Eiaile Loubet, a former President of the Republic. At 
the outset t h i s Union only admitted organisations north of 
a l i n e from Besancon to Nantes and grouped non-confessional, 
Catholic and Protestant as well as I s r a e l i t e "bodies. Very 
quickly the pressure of deaand was so great for the Union 
to exten*. i t s work that the P a r i s i a n Union of. 1907 "became 
the Union Rationale i n 1909 ? and extended i t s work "beyond 
the L o i r e . 
According to the " B u l l e t i n O f f i c i e l " , the Union, which 
had grouped 180 organisations p r i o r to the War, grouped 
211 a f t e r the War, although no s t a t i s t i c s are available for 
the War period. As we have seen, the Chaussee du Maine 
extended i t s work, "but the Union as such probably played 
a very minor part i n t h i s for i t i s not u n t i l J u l y 1919 that 
the b u l l e t i n de 1*Union Rationale" reappeared. 
As the work of the Union increased, the majority of 
new member-organisations were Ca t h o l i c , so that, when i n 
1922 the Municipal Council of Marseilles offered to publish 
the b u l l e t i n of the FiN.C.V v Penel-Beaufin 1 s request for 
si m i l a r f a c i l i t i e s to be offered to the U.N.C.V. was turned 
down on the grounds that • unlike the Federation, the U.B.G*V* 
did not maintain a "neutrality absolue". Although Penel-
Beaufin r e p l i e d quoting the U.Jff.C.V.'s second a r t i c l e 
excluding tttouteimmixtion dans l e s questions politiques e* 
religieussfis - a l l involvement i n p o l i t i c a l and r e l i g i o u s 
questions*- the mayor of Marseilles remained uncon«vi.nced» 
and j u s t i f i a b l y so« I t was wel l enough to make such a 
claim when i t was a question of applying for grants, hut 
i n f a c t 97$ of the organisations were Catholic and the 
b u l l e t i n i t s e l f showed t h i s biae» , 
I n they years following the Var a number of unions 
had sprung up i n the provinces, which had spon absorbed the 
diocesan unions formed on Catholic i n i t i a t i v e , and i n 1928 
the f i r s t Union Rlgionale csme into being for the South of 
Prance. 
I n 1925 some groups of the Scouts de Prance had become 
member-organisations of the U.N.CoV. and i n 1927 th e i r 
Chaplain General was elected Vice-President of the Union, 
although t h i s led. to the withdrawal of two of the bi g . 
neutral organisations: the Trois Semaines and Zuydcoote, 
Prom January 1929 9 the "bub-title of the b u l l e t i n of 
the U.IT.C.V became "Groupement des Colonies de Vacances 
Catholiques sous l e haut patronage de I'ArchevSque de 
P a r i s " and the A p r i l number explained t h i s i n i t i a t i v e * 
Three years l a t e r * i n A p r i l 1932, Penel-Beaufin 
f i l i a l l y r e t i r e d flue to bid age, as he was then eigh^-two 
years old* He was replaced by Girardet, who was the 
Commercial Director of the Catholic Organisationsgrouped • • 
together under the Union des Oeuvres* Thus the U-.IT.CoV* 
came overtly under the d i r e c t control of the Catholic 
Churchjand, during the General Assembly i n the same year, 
twenty-five members of the committee and four out of f i v e 
of the Vice-Presidents were e c c l e s i a s t i c s . 
As early as the Congress of Limoges the Catholic. • 
organisations had been so concerned with the educational 
aspect of colonies de vacances, that Rey-Heriae describes 
t h i s Congress as the f i r s t great educational congress 
concerningcolonies de vacanceso Many of the Catholic 
colonies formed part of the Patronages and the same educational 
theories and techniques were used i n both i n s t i t u t i o n s * 
Crirardot had been the founder of "Vie au Patronage" some 
twenty-five years before becoming President of the U.lT.C.Vy, 
therefore the change i n the b u l l e t i n of the Onion i n 
January 1933 was to be expected; 1 also the Union was now 
strongly supported by the Catholic Scouting movement 
with a l l the planned system of train i n g and methods which 
Baden-Powell*s movement implies-
The new bulletin', '*Saines Vacances" was designed to 
keep members of the U.U.C.V. informed not only of every-
thing concerning p r a c t i c a l matters of hygiene or i n -
s t a l l a t i o n s but also to keep them up-to-date with 
new educational methods* phy s i c a l education, games and 
everything concerning the day-to-day l i f e of the c h i l d 
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I n the colonie. During the following year the magazine 
ca r r i e d put an important survey of Scouting i n France i n 
order to discover whether or not i t was possible to adapt 
methods used i n sc o i i t i n ^ to the narrower f i e l d of the 
colonies de vacances. I n the second issu e , a column was 
introduced to put seminarists into contact with one another 
to enable them to exchange views and information* Under 
these circumstances i t was not surprising that when the 
"Comite d'Entente" began i t s f i r s t "cours pour digigeants" — 
lectures for the leaders of colonies de vacances - i n 1936, 
the U.F.C.V. took part i n arranging them. 
I t was during an extraordinary meeting of the Union 
i n 193S that. I t was decided to apply for o f f i c i a l recognition 
of " u t i l i t y publique", despite the modification of the 
statutes which t h i s would involve. This was granted i n 
May 193lt» Under i t s ,new statutes, the Union Fran|aise des. 
Colonies de Vacances was to admit declared and non-declared 
organisations; the clause r e l a t i n g to non-involvement i n 
p o l i t i c a l an3 r e l i g i o u s matters was dropped. Local and 
RegionalSmr groupings were recognized and i t was also possible 
for organisations to belong d i r e c t l y to the c e n t r a l body*' 
The Union was placed i n dependence upon the MinistersB of 
Public Health and the i n t e r i o r who thus had the r i g h t to 
inspect those groups which were founded by the Union i t s e l f : 
normal member-organisations were not affected by t h i s new 
s i t u a t i o n . 
Bb The F.H.C*V. 
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Before the f i r s t World War, Comte'had already 
"been the driving force "behind, the great congresses i n 
Bordeaux, P a r i s and Lyons. These, were continued i n 19.20 i n 
P a r i s , and i n Marseilles i n 1922,and,from'.then onwards, 
occurred approximately every two years. The f i r s t three 
congresses set a t r a d i t i o n of prgcfcical topics which each 
congress i n turn thrashed out - the most important question 
before the War had "been, the formation of the Federation i t s e l f . 
But the groundwork had "been complete^ the empirical stage 
was giving place to the " s c i e n t i f i c " stage, and for Comte 
these conferences every two yearo were e s s e n t i a l for the 
drawing together of the threads of the work. 
As e a r l y as the 1922 Congress the ixdesire that the 
"the State should intervene as an enlightened guide and 
benevolent support" i n the organisation of colonies de 
vacances had been expressed. This idea re^pcurs i n "Air e t 
S o l e i l " and i n the following congresses. 
On the death of the President, Ed?. Beauvisage, i n 1923, 
Dcquidt, who was also Inspector O e n e r a l at the Ministry of 
the I n t e r i o r and charged with the task of writing.a report 
on colonies de vacances, became, Honorary President. Robert 
Lorriaux, whose father had been the founder of the Trois 
Semaines.became "treasurer of the Federation (although the 
T r o i s Semaines remained on the books of the U.IT.C.V. for 
two more years, i t had already given i t s support to the 
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P.K.C.V.)* 
The first stop tocsirds greater cooperation with the 
authorities was taken i n the following: yep,r when the Federation 
decided at i t s General Assembly to bceome the "Conite 1 
r a t i o n a l den Colonleis de Vaeancee". A committee r e m i t t e d 
the f u l l adhesion of o f f i c i a l "bodies, whereas a federation 
could only l e g a l l y federate bodlees Qitnila? to i t s e l f , A 
committee was e n t i t l e d t© be a fuliy^flodged go-between 
v i s - a - v i s public bodies an«r privete organisations* t h i s 
ote? immediately placed the C*1?.C«V. one step i n front of 
the tT.H.CV, The noi" coanlttce was o f f i c i a l l y recof^iized i n 
19P5 an* received recognition of " u t i l i t y ptiblioue" oil the 
30th June, 1926. 
T>i3Fln2 the ease . year i n the ne~ magazine **Alr ot S o l e i l t t # 
whieh nor? replaced the "bulletin of the Federation, Dequidt 
-oaid horaa<?e to Coate* who haa^sick since the ^ a r an* who 
died i n J u l y , 1926* 
The Conite"1 national beeane a f f i l i a t e d to the Oor.itS 
TTstlonal des friorts anr! was then able to consider it-nelf 
on an ecnal footing with the Conit& Ffoticnal Contre let 
?uberculose» 
Decraidt had Ion** been T>re©rin£ for o f f i c i a l ©id f o r 
colonies de vaeanc-Sj but there had s t i l l beon no d i r e c t 
a i d except i n the case of thf? "Caiaiers" carrot established 
by the TUnlBtry of ^ a r i n three humored huts l e f t behind 
by B r i t i s h tFottpn a t t>c end of *he.Har» A l l the old 
which existed c^ne from in&ivid-dal efforte of e e r t a i n 
municipal, councils. I n 1925 Dequidt pressed the Comite* 
National Obntre l a Tuberculose to allocate a part of the 
funds i t gained from the national "carapagne' du timbre" of 
s t r e e t - t o - s t r e e t c o l l e c t i n g to colonies de vacances without 
. fiAiciting any response. 
1928 was the f i r s t time that grants were made s p e c i f i c a l l y 
for aiding colonies de vacances through the Ministay of 
Hygiene although a few colonies had previously received 
some ai d from the Minister of Public I n s t r u c t i o n or the 
Minister of Physical Education. Some 517 organisations 
representing a t o t a l of 130*000 children were aided; 
appreciable a i d was continued u n t i l 1933 when the amount 
given was halved due to the d i f f i c u l t s t r a i t s i n which the 
country's economy had f a l l e n at the time. Thus i n 193U 
Dequidt formed a committee under the presidency of the 
President of the Republic, bringing together the Ministers 
of the I n t e r i o r , of- Public Health and of National Education? ourA. 
representatives of the c h i e f organisations under the 
patronage of the Cardinal Archbishop of P a r i s . 
Denuidt sendb a c i r c u l a r l e t t e r to a l l organisations 
concerned with colonies de variances explaining what he 
proposed to do, and e n l i s t e d the a i d of several radio-
stations and the national Press i n order to advertize the 
"Carnet National he intended to organise to r a i s e funds for 
the colonies. I n the following year, committees were set 
up i n the individual Departments to organize the rork at 
l o c a l l e v e l . F i f t y per ce:nt of the money gained remained 
i n the possession of those organisations which participated 
i n the fund-raising, and the remaining amount was distributed 
c e n t r a l l y , fhe money r a i s e d by the Garnet was not sole^r 
r e s t r i c t e d to the C.N.C.V; By 1938 the sum collected was 
in^the region* of 1,208,000 francs. 
As regards the organisation of the C.N.C.V. c e r t a i n 
modifications had been made i n 1927» since, the Seneral 
Assembly agreed to e l e c t nine permanent members to represent 
the Head Of f ices of the Assistance anc Hygiene ana of the 
Primary Education of the country, as well as nine members 
from regional delegations. Thus Dequidt had, from t h i s time 
onvrards^the delicate task of balancing the action c a r r i e d 
out by the organisations themselves, the regional federations 
(the f i r s t of r h i c h had been the Pe'deration du 2?ord et de 
l ? E s t i n 1909)'and' the National Committee. 
Hand i n hand with the progression of the actual 
organisation went the, progression of educations! thought 
behind the whole movement* As earl y as 1929, Guerin-
Desjardins, Holland and others hao given a s e r i e s of lect u r e s 
to t h S i t y young leaders of colonies de vacances; these 
"cours de T)erfectionnnement n dealt i?;ith such topics as the 
1 
r o l e of the " s u r v e i l l a n t r t (who.£ today would be termed the 
"noniteur"), the planning of da i l y a c t i v i t i e s and suitable 
games. I n the following General Assembly, as the minutes 
record, i t was strongly recommended that some kind of 
leader's diploma should be created,,' and that, u n t i l - such 
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time as t h i s should "be i n s t i t u t e d , every care should "be 
taken "by the organisations i n obtaining a l l possible 
references and guarantees concerning the leaders accepted 
to look after'the children under t h e i r care. 
The congresses during the nest few years were orientated 
more and more towards educations1 auestions, as i n 
p a r t i c u l a r the 1931 Conference i n Geneva which l a i d down 
the structure for an International Committee.for Colonies 
de Vacances* which came into being i n 1937 under the 
General Secretaryship of Deouidt. 
i 
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3 E C T I 0 K I I . 
The Colonle Under State Control and Guidance. 
Chanter I . 
The Beginning of the E r a of L e g i s l a t i o n . 
A. The L e g i s l a t i o n . 
I n h i s report .of 1930 to the C.N.C.V., Bequidt c a l l e d 
for control for colonies receiving State a i d - such colonies 
should conform to m i n i s t e r i a l directives, and grants given 
should he awarded upon a b a s i s of "une sel e c t i o n me'dicale 
e t s o c i a l e " . i n the previous year Dequidt had already 
made a step towards achieving h i s aims by forming a 
parliamentary group within the Conseil a*Administration 
(the Administrative Committee) of the C.N.C.V. This group 
formed a proposal for an Act dealing with colonies de 
vacances i n 1931» but t h i s was passed over without debate. 
When, i n 1935s at the Congress of Lyons» Doussain reported 
upon the progress made by t h i s group he was only able to 
express i t s powerlessness i n the face of a Bight Wing 
government,which took no in t e r e s t i n s o c i a l reform. 
By the mid-thirties even the U.P.C.V. was beginning 
to f e e l that some kind of o f f i c i a l intervention was 
« 
necessary i n those colonies which received State aid, although 
Catholic circles were wary l e s t the State should have too 
much authority as far as the running of t h e i r own colonies 
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was concerned* . 
The f i r s t move came i n 1935 when the Conseil Superieur 
d*Hygiene Publique, of which Dequidt was a member, produced 
an Order i n Council, c a l l i n g upon the PrSfets at the head 
of each Department to e s t a b l i s h health and hygiene control 
throughout t h e i r j u r i s l l i c t i o h . Three o f f i c i a l C i r c u l a r 
L e t t e r s were sent out i n the following year "bringing 
Departmental Committees and Departmental. Unions into being: 
these were to be administrative councils which would have 
to be consulted on matters of health and hygiene, and which 
would, i n p a r t i c u l a r , be responsible for the d i s t r i b u t i o n -
of any sums of money which might be at the disposal of the 
Department for the work tft& which they were TTiTnyitrrtTfliA 
The Unions were to coordinate the work of private organisations 
while leaving them "complete autonomy and complete independence 
By 1931 the t o t a l sum of money provided by differe n t 
M i n i s t r i e s towards the running costs of colonies de vacances 
amounted £ox 7,000,000 francs, which was distributed Among 
8U8 colonies. After the 10$ reduction upon a l l governmental 
expenditure i n 1933 thfta t o t a l f e l l to 5*850,000 francs, and 
t h i s figure was even smaller i n the following year. A 
mere 3,000,000 francs were granted towards the running of 
colonies i n 1935 and 1936. 
Then came a great move towards s o c i a l reform unfcthe 
Ministry of S e l l i e r and the Front Populaire. The sum of 
5,000,000 francs was granted towards the running costs of 
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colonies and a further 7.000,000 francs were granted towards 
the creation of new colonies.. Two Orders i n Council (28th 
A p r i l and 18th May, 1937) s p e c i f i c a l l y l a i d down the 
conditions which were attached to these grants. The f i r s t 
Order allowed a maximum grant of 50^ off the runnings costs 
of a colonie, and c e r t a i n minimum requirements were made 
concerning the colonies which were to receive t h i s aid; for 
instance, the Order required each c h i l d to he provided with 
dormitory space of at l e a s t 6 so. metres, "hpt 2.60 metres i n 
height. The second Order l a i d down that no organisation 
having commercial- aims should benefit from these grants, 
which were only to be awarded to camps, centres de placement 
and colnnies de vacances which were o f f i c i a l l y authorized 
by the Pre"fet of the Department. This authorisation was to 
be given upon.the advice of the Departmental Inspector of 
Hygiene and the Inspector of Public Assistance i n con-
s u l t a t i o n with a committee compplsing tteo representatives 
of Public Assistance, the Inspector of the Academy or h i s 
delegate, two representatives of primary education^ and 
two doctors representing the Departmental Council of 
Hygiene. Thus those colonies receiving grants were from 
t h i s point onwards obliged to conform to ce r t a i n s p e c i f i e d 
standards and had to undergo pe r i o d i c a l inspection to ensure 
that these standards were met with. 
The r u l i n g s l a i d down by these Orders followed very 
c l o s e l y those suggested by Robert Lorriaux at the Congress 
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of Reims i n 1933 and published i n 1935, i n an amplified form, 
as "Statut Sanitaire et Administratif des Colonies de 
Vacances n 9 by the C.B.C.V. 
A consultative committee was created within the Ministry 
of Public Health which was to be responsible for the grants 
towards the opening of new colonies and the giving of 
authorisations for public fund-raising campaigns^as w e l l as 
being responsible for tlm declaring an organisation to be 
of " u t i l i t y publique", and the whole carrying out of the 
two Orders i n Council i n d e t a i l . 
I n 1938 a further Act placed children of the age of 
obligatory attendance at school under the care of the Pre'fet 
of the Department while i n colonies de vacances within h i s 
j u r i s t i c t i o n . 
B. The Accompanying Re-shuffle of organisation. 
1. The U.F.O.flT.A.L* 
/ 
Although the Ligue de L'Enseignement had shown 
in t e r e s t i n colonies de vacanees to the point that Mme. Puaux 
had been asked to report upon them to,their General Assembly 
i 
i n 1912, l i t t l e vffetl i n t e r e s t was taken i n them u n t i l 1927* 
I n t h i s yeaiyone of the leaders of the Confederation 
G^nerale des Oeuvres Lalques, which i n 1925 linked together 
a l l the organisations connected with State schooling, was 
forced to resign from the C.N.C.V. - according to the 
Committee, Conlombant had f a i l e d to organize the Federation 
ho 
Parisienne des Colonies de Vacances i n a s a t i s f a c t o r y ! manner. 
In 1933 a n d 193U a Monsieur B e l l i o t sent^a questionnaire • 
to which eighteen of the Regional Federations r e p l i e d . 
Reporting h i s conclusions to the Congress of Reims on 
r 
the 50th anniversary of the kigue de l'Enseignement I n 193U, 
he suggested that a new organisation was required. The 
U.F.C.V. implied an acceptance of r e l i g i o u s b e l i e f and the 
C.N.C.V. did not extbude i t , thus there was room for a t r u l y 
non-religious organisation^for only such an organisation' 
was f u l l y e n t i t l e d to claim a i d foom the State which stood 
s t r i c t l y aloof from f e l i g l o u s matters. Colonies de vacances 
were capable of being an excellent educational medium and 
there was every reason to encourage t h t i r attachment to the 
Ministry of National Education. 
On the lUth November, 1935» the Union Francaise des 
Oeuvres de Vacances Laiques^, under the presidency of 
Mademoiselle G^raud (Inspecteur General des Ecoles Maternelles); 
Monsieur Aurert was appointed; to the position of General 
Secretary anJLthe Administrative Committee consisted of 
sixteen members, one of whom was Conlombant, who had 
remained President of the Commission de Colonies de Vacances 
au Cercle P a r i s i e n . The f i r s t of the three b i g non-
r e l i g i o u s organisations had come into being. 
I n 1929» the C.N.C.V. had held i t s f i r s t few le c t u r e s 
for " s u r v e i l l a n t s " i n colonies de vacances, and during the 
1933 Congress, Guerin-Desjardins had produced a remarkable 
report ("le probleme des cawdees") i n an attempt to form 
a training course for those who were to become leaders 
or monitors i n colonies de vacance.s. t&am s e r i e s of lec t u r e s 
arranged under the auspices of the "Comite d'Entente" i n . 
1936 were i n s u f f i c i e n t and^n the following year^ the C.N.C.V. 
formed i t s own "Centre de. Formation^ for which i t received 
three Hundred i n s c r i p t i o n s . , 
The UiFiGV. continued the system of giving l e c t u r e s 
but introduced "semaines de pedagogue" (educational weeks) 
for i t s leaders, followed up by a corresrcondance course, i n 
1938* The need for trained leaders i n colonies de vanances 
was by now so great that an e n t i r e l y new organisation sprang 
into being. 
i i . The C.E.MBS.A. 
The Scouting organisations, t o u r i s t i c and c u l t u r a l 
organisations, as we l l as^Youth Hbstela^and the colonies de 
vacances had been c a l l i n g for trained leaders. Andre 
Lefevre, CommissaOne National des Eclaireursde France (the 
non-religious scouting organisation), and G i s e l l e de Fa i l l y , 
a member of l'Hjrgiene par l'Escemple, i n conjunction with 
t h e i r organisations, the Federation Francaise des E c l a i r e u s e s 
and the U.F.O.V.A.Lo c a r r i e d put the f i r s t Centre 
JC Entralnement for the t r a i n i n g of peispnnel for colonies de 
vacances and Maisons de Campagne des E c o l i e r s (children's 
holiday houses) from the 25tft March to the 2nd A p r i l , 1937* 
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Andre Leffevre wished to free scenting from i t s r e l i g i o u s 
trammels and put into practice the proposals of Guerin-
Xtesjardins. fifine. Mascart, the General-Secretary of the . 
Hygiene, par l'Exerap^ was responsible for bringing together 
G i s e l l e de Fa i l l y and Andre1 Lefevre arid she also placed her. 
s e c r e t a r i a t * a t th e i r disposition. A grant of 10,000 francs 
was obtained from Henri S e l l i e r , the Minister for Public 
Health, and Jean Zay 9 the Minister of national Education, 
was persuaded to allow a c i r c u l a r l e t t e r to be sent to the 
Inspectors of the Adademies to inform them of the creation 
of the f i r s t Centre d'Ehtralnement aux Methodes^Activea 
under the patronage of these two Ministers. I n 1939, as 
w e l l as organising basic t r a i n i n g courses, the C.E.M.E.Ao 
also organized a special t r a i n i n g course ^or directors of 
colonies de vacances. 
i i i . The JbP,A. 
I n 19389 Theodore Steeg and Georges Lapierne (an 
active member of the National Syndicate of School-teachers) 
. founded the Federation Nationale des Oeuvres Lalques til* 
dCEnfants et d 1Adolescents, grouping c e r t a i n trade-unions, 
the Ligue Francaise de I'Enselgnement, La Confederation 
G^nlrale du T r a v a i l , La Federation Rationale des Oeuvres 
Departementales, Les PupAlles de I'Ecole Publique, 0 
L'Hygiene par l'Exemple, the C.E.M.E.Ao. and the non-religious 
scouting movements. The object of the Federation was to 
coordinate the work of the different organisations, to 
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improve the organisation of colonies de vacances and aid 
i n t h e i r running 9 to e s t a b l i s h l i n k s with s i m i l a r organisations 
abroad, to a i d non-religious colonies by providing for a 
sale of sp e c i a l stamps and tokens to r a i s e funds, of which . 
the larger part would go d i r e c t l y to the different organisations 
to o f f s e t the running costs of colonies, and by providing 
loans without i n t e r e s t for the creation of new colonies or 
the equipjing of colonies already i n existence* Local 
Comnitteee were formed rapidly i n most Departments and, 
shortly before the Second Woold. War, the J.P.A. (the Jeunesse 
au Pie i n A i r , which was the shorter t i t l e of the Confederation) 
grouped about one, thousand different organisations. 
Chapter I I . 
The War Years (1939 to 19UUU 
The Second World War immediately, put a sto$ to the 
work of a l l organisations c l o s e l y linked with the State., 
such as the C^E.M.E^A, 9 the J.P.A. and the U tF,0 fV,A.L. 
As far as the G.N,C,V, was concerned there was a complete 
cessation of a l l a c t i v i t y u n t i l the Liberation. Nonetheless 
Stassinet claims that the work of colonies de vacances 
a c t u a l l y quintupled "between 19U0 and 19Uh9 (1) 
From the point of view of the U.F.C.V. t h i s claim may 
hold firm although through* the whole period of the Occupation 
i t was only able to hold one o f f i d a l c e n t r a l meeting. Since 
the Forces of Occupation had forbidden a l l meetings of over 
three people, t h i s meeting was held on the 13th March, 191+2 
between the President, Monsieur Couturier, the Vice-president, 
the Abbe" Bard, and the General Secretary, Monsieur Varaigne. 
Although the c e n t r a l organisation could play no part 
i n the organisation*of colonies t h i s was not true of. the 
regional o f f i c e s . A new branch o f f i c e was openfid at Lyons, 
organized by a c e r t a i n Father Courtois and Mesdemoiselles 
F l u s i n e t and Richehomme» and many of the regional o f f i c e s 
expanded t h e i r work r a p i d l y . Colonies which were part of 
the general a c t i v i t y of Parishes continued to function and 
many joined together to form Departmental Committees.. The 
( l ) Colonel Mo, STASSIWET.. Un neu d'hiatoire a 
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closing down of the Central Office by the Gestapo i n 19U3 
did not stop the a c t i v i t y of the colonies belonging to 
the member-organisations of the U.F.C.V., nor did i t stop 
the publication of a form of the "Saines Vacances" as a 
taraap " B u l l e t i n - the magazine only appeared once during 
the War i n i t s old form i n a sp e c i a l edition i n 19U2. 
Bordeaux i n p a r t i c u l a r was not behindhand i n continuing 
the work of colonies de vacanees,despite the altered circum-
stances. Not only did the Catholic organisation of the 
"rue de Chewus" continue i t s work along with the other 
Catholic and Protestant Patronages of Bordeaux, but also 
several b i g i n d u s t r i a l firms began important work of t h e i r 
own, instigated by the keenness of s o c i a l workers i n the C i t y . 
The M i l l i n g Company, the Vegetable O i l Company, the C i t y ' s 
Bus Services, a shipping company (the Union Sociale Maritime), 
and the Municipal Council of Bordeaux, a l l began to take 
part i n the organisation of colonies, beside the S.N.C.F* 
(the Railways) and Marie-Brizard ( a firm producing liqueurs) 
both of which had already run some colonies before the War. 
I n 19i+3» when i t was discovered that the l&rea of a 
group of I s r a e l i t e children were i n danger, the C.P.C.V. 
(^Cdmite1 Protestant Bes Colonies de Vacances") sprang into 
being i n order to take the children out of t h e i r homes and 
disperse them i n different colonies de vacances where the 
Army of Occupation would have great fli.fficulty i n finding 
and identifying them. Once the Committee had begun t h i s 
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work i t soon found i t s e l f , i n great demand and children of 
a l l creeds were accepted i n i t s colonies without d i s t i n c t i o n * 
Only the most devoted and the most courageous organisers 
were able to continue the work of organising colonies. Even 
i n the countryside food was scarce, although l e s s so than 
i n the towns and c i t i e s , and there was l i t t l e p o s s i b i l i t y 
of obtaining peft&ol - many a director or organiser had to 
cover many tens of miles by pedal-cycle and often the 
children themselves had to undertake long marches i n order 
to reach the s i t e of t h e i r colonie. I t was small wonder 
that there was great r e j o i c i n g at Saint-Andre' de Cubzac 
as the t r i c o l o u r was hoisted on the flag-pole of t h e i r 
colonie,as the retreating troops disappeared i n the distance 
and the forty young g i r l s took possession of the colonjsg* 
which they had l e f t quietly i n the night for fear of being 
molested by the troops which had camped nearby during the 
r e t r e a t . 
By the a c t i v i t y and enthusiasm of l o c a l organisers 
and the team of workers who continually joined the U.F.C.V. 
throughout the Vfodr, the Youth schemes of the Vichy 
government were l a r g e l y combatted* I n Bordeaux along htb^h 
children were sent to colonies de vacances i n 19U3» 
1*7 
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The Post^War Period 19U5 to 19U8„ 
Although during the Occupation colonies de vaeances 
had o f f i c i a l l y "been uflfler the d i r e c t i o n of the Ministry of 
National Education, the i n s t i t u t i o n came within the province 
of the Ministry of Population f o r a period "before coming 
once again within the. province of the Ministry of National 
Education, t h i s time under the Youth and Sports Section^aliVBx O-w-Ndcur. 
With the Liberation, there arose an extensive movement 
towards-social reform and a fervent desire to help those i n 
need. Parents were concerned to restore the health of their, 
c h ildren after the War; rationing was to continue i n Prance 
u n t i l 191+8 (not 1952 as i n England) and the s c a r c i t y of 
food was always l e s s acute i n the country* Besides t h i s , 
the governsment awarded extra points for colonies de 
vacances - a l l these factors favoured the growth of the 
colonie following the. War* 
Two news A8$s benefitted colonies de vacancies* The 
f i r s t gave (Somite's d •Entreprise (Works Committees - many 
of which had begun running colonies during the War) of 
Factories of over f i f t y workers o f f i c i a l status. These 
Committees contributed on an avserage 20$ of- t h e i r funds 
i 
towards the running of colonies (these funds were r a i s e d 
by the deduction of a small fixed sum from each workers 
salary added to a personal contribution). The second Act 
modified the'Assurances Sociales, creating the modern system 
of S o c i a l Security with a branch, "Lee Allocations F a r a i l i a l e s " , 
which began to a i d colonies de vacacuaes to the extent of 
% of i t s funds (Ponds d*action s a n i t a i r e et s o c i a l e ) 0 This 
money provided tokens to enable poorer children to be sent 
to colonies ;and grants were also made towards equipment i n 
colonies taking children whose parents contributed to the 
scheme* Apart from t h i s ^ s o e i a l and administrative services, 
such as c e r t a i n M i n i s t r i e s , the Prefectures, P o l i c e , Customs, 
the P.T.T. (Post Office and Telephone S e r v i c e s ) , and the 
S*F.C»F« (the Railways)/now had sums of money at t h e i r 
disposition' provided by the national budget which they could, 
i f they so wished, use to a i d colonies de vacannes. 
The U.F.CiV. held i t s f i r s t f u l l Committee Meeting on 
18th A p r i l , 19U5,when many of the new workers at a l o c a l 
l e v e l were introduced to the work of the Union at a national 
levelo Other organisations did likewise - including the 
CJ.C.V. which how had only a small f i e l d of action and 
gradually declined u n t i l , i n 1956, Dequidt handed over 
the small sum of money remaining to the organisation to the 
U.F«C.V. shortly before h i s death. 
At the beginning of 19U6, the State began the work of 
coordinating the various organisations through "Entr'aide 
Franchise" which sent out a C i r c u l a r L e t t e r bringing State 
Diplomas for Directors and Monitors of colonies de vaeanceB 
into being, and at the same time authorising four organisations' 
to run traingftg courses leading to the Diplomas, which were 
k9 
the C.E.M.E.A., the U.F.C.V.s the C.P.C.V. ana the F.C.V.F. 
(the l a t t e r had been part of the Coral to" d'Entente "Natality 
Famllle - Education" which had arranged a s e r i e s of lectures 
for leaders of colonies de vaeances i n 1936, - see page Ul). 
The training was to consist of a basic t r a i n i n g period of 
about ten days, followed by a t r i a l period of at l e a s t twenty-
one days i n a colon$sa under observation, and a f i n a l 
written examination,' The B i l l s of 195U and 1958 made only 
s l i g h t modifications tothe o r i g i n a l conception of the tr a i n i n g 
course. 
Some Zj.20,000 children went to colonies de vacances i n 
1936; i n 19UU and 19U5 similar numbers of children were 
found to have had t h i s form of holiday. Bptin 19it.6,by 
which time the G.E.M.E.A. had already held 220 t r a i n i n g 
"stages" and the U.F.C.V. 36 t r a i n i n g "stages", colonies de 
vacances multiplied with extreme r a p i d i t y , so that the figures 
rose to 500,000 i n 19J+6, 800*000 i n 19U7 and 900,000 i n 
191+8. 
I n 19U5 the C.P.C.V. and the F.e.V.F., although they 
held fewer t r a i n i n g camrses^had already begun organizing 
t r a i n i n g "stages"*. 
From the f i r s t meeting i n 19UU of the I n s t r u c t o r s of 
the C.E.M.E.A. the movement had expanded quickly. I n the 
following year a Belgian Section was founded", and "stages" 
were begun for supervisors i n boarding-schools. I n 19U6 
i n A p r i l , the CsEVM.EiAi began publishing "Vers l^Education 
Nouvelle" - a magazine of p r a c t i c a l pedagogy dealing 
with problems of colonies de vacances and aimed at a wider 
publie'than merely those who had attended the training 
i courses run by the organisation., i n the Same year the 
Editions du Searabee were brought into being to provide 
l i t e r a t u r e for colonies de vacances to tackle both p r a c t i c a l 
and pedagogical problems* During September Gisfefls de Pa i l l y 
and one other C.E.M.E.A. instructor ran a stage for twelve 
days on "Education nouvelle" following a request by the , 
Inspector of Youth Movements and Popular Education in^Nord. 
At the end of October seventy-five. of the C.B.U.E.A. 
instructors met together for a trai n i n g course tfttgothbo* 
of over a week; and at the end of November Giselle de F a i l l y 
ran a further stage on ducat ion "notive l i e " 9 t h i s time at 
the Educational Centre of Saint-Cloud, 
1947 was a year i n which the food shortage was s t i l l 
ac»ute. According to research c a r r i e d out by Swiss doctors 
(1) there was an average difference i n weight between French 
and Swiss children of eight to ten pounds i n the age group 
ranging from s i x to f i f t e e n years. Nonetheless colonies de 
vacances were not merely camps i n which children were 
fattened up a l i t t l e and returned to their parents at the 
end of a health cure. I t was during 1947 that the Centre 
de Cooperation C u l t u r e l l e . e t Sociale came into being,for 
instance; i t s object was mainly to provide international 
colonies for older children but i t gradually extended i t s 
(1) J . CAUSERET. Leg Enfants Sous-aliment^s^ et 
l a Colonie de Vacancei, an a r t i c l e i n V.E.N, of the C.E.M.E.A. 
No.3 June, 1946. : 
scope to provide colonies and camps for children of a l l , 
ages. 
During 19kl the Diplomas for monitors and directors of 
colonies were made o f f i c i a l l y recognized State Diplomas. "This 
was also the year which saw the death of MLe V44ux Castor 1* -
the Old Beaver - the great scouts-leader and the r e a l founder 
of the C.E.M.E.ft. The work of the C.E.IK.E.A. took another 
step forward during the year- when the Ecole Nouyelle of 
Boulogne was founded d i r e c t l y "by the organisation,in order 
to t r y out, Ander. normal school conditions for themselves, 
the ensembles of dif f e r e n t methods which had been c u l l e d 
from a great variety.of educationalists and which had come 
to be known as the New Education, hence the t i t l e of the 
magazine of the C.KM.E.A. 
During the year, the Ministry of Education had set up 
a commission to study the application of the 1938 Act 
concerning colonies de vaeances, with a view to making any 
alt e r a t i o n s which might be necessary. The unfortunate 
r e s u l t of t h i s was that the U.P.C.V. was no longer able to 
benefit from the proceeds of the sa l e of takens and stamps, 
which was now organized so l e l y by the 8.P.A. for the benefit 
of the C.EM.E.A. and the U.F.O.V.A.L. which q u a l i f i e d as 
s t r i c t l y non-religious organisations. 
I n 19U8 the a c t i v i t i e s of a l l organisations multiplied . 
i n every sphere. The Oeuvres de Pie i n A i r des Jeunesses 
Lalques et Republicaines received t h e i r recognition of 
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" u t i l i t e " pubUqTie'*; the Oeuvree des P u p i l l e s de I'Ecole 
Publique handled t r i c e as many ch i l d r e n as in. 19U5* The 
C.E.M.E.A; ran th e i r f i r s t "stage" i n Switzerland and created 
the "Theatre de l a C l a i r i e r e V t o provide plays for children 
at a pric e they could afford and which would he of r e a l 
Value - the "Theatre de l a C l a i r i e r e " succeedfeAjg i n doing 
for children what Jean V i l | a r had already done for adults -• 
by creating a theatre of a.high standard accessible to 
everyone. 
I n t h i s year the J.P.A* were able to provide i n t e r e s t -
free leans for the f i r s t time,and the C.E.M«E.A» c a r r i e d 
out the f i r s t of a new s e r i e s of Study Days devoted to the 
hearing of reports by sp e c i a l commissions - during the 
course of the series of four.days spent i n t h i s manner the 
reports of four commissions were dealth with on the subject 
of buildings and their s i t e s , the equipftng of colonies,, the 
inter n a l lay-out of a colon's* and a l a s t l y camps for adolescents, 
to which two important editions of the magazine of the CoE.M.S.A. 
were devotedo 
During the course of the year, the C.E.H.E.A, ran a t o t a l 
of 256 stages,compared to 153 run by the UrP*C*V., which 
had also begun i t s own magazine i n March (the " B u l l e t i n 
Mensuel d* Information*). 
Chapter IV. 
19U8 to 1952: The End of Rationing and the 
New L e g i s l a t i o n . 
I n 19U9, for the f i r s t time, the number of children 
going to colonies de vacahces ceased to grow and a c t u a l l y 
f e l l to 86lj.9550. This decrease continued u n t i a l 1951 when 
the figure was 802,903. I n 1952 the figure rose once more, 
"but only i n 1953 was the figure higher than the ±3m figure 
for 19^8. There were fewer special courses ("cours de 
perfectionnement") run "by the U.F.C.V., and the C.E.M.E.A. 
ceased the i r rapid progression i n t h i s kind of a c t i v i t y . 
During t h i s period there were also fewer young people 
t r a i n i n g to be either monitors or d i r e c t o r s . 
Three factors Contributed towards t h i s : f i r s t l y , the 
period of a low bi r t h - r a t e at the beginning of the War began 
to izfLuence the number of children of school-age; secondly 
the end of rationing made i t l e s s e s s e n t i a l for patients to 
send the i r children to colonies; l a s t l y the 19U9 Orders i n 
Council, which gave the Direction GiSnerale a l a Jeunesse et 
aux Sports (the Head body of the Youth and Sports organisation 
of the government) the r i g h t to inspect colonies from a 
medical and educational point of view 9 prevented many 
colonies from functioning. 
The l a s t factor i s perhaps the overruling one since 
Becart maintains that^even allowing for the fewer children 
5k 
being born at the beginning of the War, an increase i n the 
number of children attending colonies de vacances might 
have been expected ( 1 ) . A ftaftifedLof three years was 
allowed for colonies to bring t h e i r buildings up to date, 
but the costxa of doing so was too great a burden i n many 
tkok 
cases. I t i s significant^the Youth and Sports organisation 
reported that there were 1*U00 buildings unsuitable for use 
for colonies i n 19^9,as against only 100 i n 1952. 
1949 
The Act of 11+th A p r i l ^ l a i d down b a s i c r u l e s for the 
organisation and running of colonies, and also put a l l 
children of school-age,, out of the care of t h e i r parents, 
under the protection of the Prefet^seni ComiteaDepartementaux 
de Surveillance were set up consisting of the Pr&fet, the 
Inspector of the Academy, the Head of the Departmental 
Youth and Sports Office, the Departmental Directors of 
Health and of Population, the Departmental Health Inspector 
and fourteen other members. An organising committee was 
to carry out the detailed work i n between the sessions of 
the main committee. 
The same Act l a i d down regulations concerning bathing 
and the declarations of accidents; l a t e r i n the year came 
Orders i n Council concerning the S o c i a l Security obligations 
of those employed i h colonies as domestic s t a f f or as 
monitors or leaders. 
The C.E.M.K.A. had long worked i n close cooperation with 
the J.P.A. and U.F.0*V.A.L. and i n 1950, on the 10th and 11th 
November held Study Days i n conjunction with these organisations 
(1) c f . E. BECART i n Encyclop&die pratique de 1 Education en France, page 968 f f . 
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and devoted important a r t i c l e s i n i t s magazine to the 
findings, which concerned the progress of colonies and 
camps for adolescents. The problem of providing holidays 
for adolescents was now coming, to the fore since the 
t r a d i t i o n a l colonie de vacances for children of school-
age was well-established.. The " E c l a i r e u r s de France 1', 
the non-religious scouting movement, were also re-thinking 
t h e i r approach to the problem of adolescence,and, from t h i s 
year ©awards^, took the bold step of running a number" of 
mixed camps. 
L i a i s o n between, the U.F.O.V.A.L. and the C.E.M.E.A. 
had been becoming closer and cl o s e r , and during the 
course of 1951 the U.F.O.V.A.L. took over 5,000 dossiers 
from the C.E.M.E.A. so that by 1951 their office, responsible 
for placing children i n colonies^ had dossiers for about 
50,000 children, c o n t a i n ^ d e t a i l s concerning t h e i r background, 
t h e i r health,and education, providing a f u l l l i n k between 
the school doctor, the family, and the colonie de vacances* 
6esides^inform3ap|- the': director of a colonie of the kind 
of behaviour the c h i l d had shown i n previous colonies, 
permitting, i n certain cases, proper care to be taken i n 
dealing with a d i f f i c u l t c h i l d . 
The C.E.M.E.A. extended t h e i r work by running 8 stage 
i n I t a l y , by running a "stage" for workers i n p s y c h i a t r i c 
h o s p i t a l s , and also by running a "stage" for making marionettes -
which i n subsequent years was to become one of the most 
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popular h a n d i c r a f t s i n colonies. But the most s i g n i f i c a n t 
development, .and one which showed the very close l i n k 
between the C.E.M.E.A. and State education, was that a l l 
primary schools teachers i n training at.Ecoles Normales 
were obliged to following* a stage for monitors of colonies 
de vacances.. 
I t was also i n 1950 that Concordia set up an organisation 
i n Prance i n order to t r a i n s t a f f for Volunteer Youth Work. 
I n 1951,as the f i e l d of Franco-German cooperation 
began to widen,some U00 Eas t German refugees were placed 
i n c o l o r i e s de vacances, and, i n the following year,the number 
more than doubled. But the out-standing event of the year 
i n connection with the progress of colonies de vacances 
was the tftwt Congress of the U.F.C.V. - the F i r s t Congress 
had been as f a r back as 1910, and t h i s second Congress was 
planned to f a l l on the f i f t i e t h anniversary of the declaration 
of the Union National^ desColonies Bet Vacances i n 1911. 
After the Second Would War, the U.F.C.V. found i t s e l f , 
instead of being flominantly C a t h o l i c , having only about 
UO% of i t s members amongst the C a t h o l i c s n o t because thefts, 
were fewer Catholic members, but,during the War^the organisation 
had expanded greatly i n an e f f o r t to help a l l children, 
regardless of r e l i g i o u s dogma and educational p r i n c i p l e s . 
The U.F.C.V. had remained behind the s t r i c t l y non-religious 
organisations as f a r as the progress of educational thought 
was concerned and the three day Congress i n Bebruary, 1951 + 
was a sign that the UJ?.C.V. was aware of t h i s s i t u a t i o n 
and waa taking itSR r e s p o n s i b i l i t y i n the educational 
f i e l d seriously. Some 1,200 people attended the Congress 
throughout the tb*ee days, of whtoh. over. 700 were members; 
the Songress was a statement of the r i g h t of every c h i l d 
t o "une Education selon sa nature" - - - "paree que 
l^Enfant est une Personne, une personne s p i r i t u e l l e , une 
personne l f t b r e w - an education taking i n t o account the 
personality of each i n d i v i d u a l c h i l d as a free "being i n h i s 
or her own r i g h t - the colonie de vacances meant fer more 
i n educational terms than the mere continuation of the 
school-year, (1) 
1952 saw close cooperation of the C.E.M.E.A.* the 
U.F.O.V.A.L. and the. J.P.A. once, again, t h i s time f o r 
research i n t o the safety of chi l d r e n i n colonies de vacances. 
During the e a r l y days there had been very few accidents 
and i t was not u n t i l 1903 that the Chauss£e du Maine, which 
"by then was already receiving 1,500 children each year i n 
i t s colonies, reported to i t s regret that, f o r the f i r s t 
time, a c h i l d had met with a f a t a l accident while taking 
p a r t i n one of i t s colonies: the c h i l d had been k i l l e d 
while passing behind a loaded hay-cart. A number of 
accidents i n the years immediately f o l l o w i n g the Second 
Werld War had l e d the Direction GSnerale a l a Jwsnesse et 
aux Sports (the c e n t r a l body of the Youth and Sports 
organisation) to Ttwimg ft* several regulations to safeguard 
(1) Ho MANSION. Le Congrest Svnthese A r t i c l e 
i n B.M.I, of U.F.C.V.^  No.31 
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children i n colonies - the r e f l a t i o n s regarding bathing 
were p a r t i c u l a r l y s t r i c t and c a r e f u l l y piannedo The three 
"big non-religious organisations went into the natter of 
the safety of children i n colonies and published t h e i r 
f indings i n hook form (! ) • They concluded that good 
organisation and paper educational methods had solved 
many problems and that the t o t a l of t h i i t e e n deaths i n 
colonies de vacannes out of a t o t a l of 900,000 children 
was ©onsiderably less than the f i g u r e which would have b«*.n. 
expected f o r the same number of children spending t h e i r 
holidays at home or w i t h t h e i r parents. However one 
f u r t h e r O f f i c i a l Circular Letter was sent i n 1952, during 
the month of March, la y i n g down regulations concerning 
mountain rambles - t h i s was as a r e s u l t of a mountain 
accident e a r l i e r i n the year* 
I n 1952 the organisation of the J.P.A. was e n t i r e l y 
remoulded so that i t was able to becoming a permanent l i n k 
between the U.FoO.V.AVL. and the C«E,M.£.A. ma Hfert the 
three organisations more than ever began to function as 
one body; each dealing w i t h one aspect of the work* During 
A p r i l another organisation sprang i n t o being; the Federation 
Nationalex des Maisons Pamlliales de Vacances Popuiaires 
was created w i t h the aim of providing holidays f o r the 
working classes which would be free from a " c e r t a i n paternalism 
and a c a p i t a l i s t i c conception of holidays and leisure 1) 
(1 ) J* PLANCHOW. l a Securite des Enfant a. Editions 
du Scarab&e, Paris, 1959© 
vhioh were normally associated w i t h holidays f o r ^ 
people of the working classes. The groups federated w i t h i n 
the organisaticn^run hetween • them t h i r t y - f i v e i n s t i t u t i o n s , 
providing holidays f o r f a m i l i e s , f o r which the Federation' 
t r a i n s special s t a f f ; 
Although the number of c h i l d r e n attending colonies de 
, vacances i n 1952 had s t i l l not recovered the l e v e l reached 
i n 1948*the i n s t i t u t i o n as such was developing, especially 
as regards i t s educational methods and the i n t e r e s t taken 
i n adolescents* 
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Chapter V. 
The Decade 1953 to 1963. 
i f demographical growth alone i s taken i n t o account* 
no r i s e would he expected i n the number of c h i l d r e n attending 
colonies de vacacnes u n t i l 1954 or 1955* hut already i n 1953 
there 7;as a s i g n i f i c a n t increase over the f i g u r e f o r 1948. 
By the "beginning of the 1950s there was no longer any 
doubt of the value of colonies de vacances as an educational 
and recreationalinstitution i n i t s ovm r i g h t of value to a l l 
c h i l d r e n , regardless of wealth or t h e i r family background. 
Although colonies s t i l l provided f o r children of extremely 
poor f a m i l i e s , there was no question,for the parents of 
the majority of the children,of sending t h e i r o f f s p r i n g to 
"charitable organisations" * TEhe i n s t i t u t i o n not only had 
State support,but monitors and d i r e c t o r s possessed a s o l i d 
foundation^practlcal knowledge which would have trneak.the 
envy of J u l i e t t e Pary who, p r i o r to the Second World War, . 
d i d her best to run her colonies on sound educational l i n e s 
w i t h completely inexperienced, monitors ( 1 ) . So popular 
were colonies that the number of child r e n who were unable 
to be accepted was estimated at 500,000, although t h i s 
f i g u r e i s probably much amplified by the d i f f i c u l t i e s i n 
placing children which, caused many parents to apply to 
several organisations at a time. 
( l ) J. PARY. Mes 126 gosses. Plammarion, Editeur* Paris, 1953. 
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Although the number1 of c h i l d r e n attending colonies 
had diminished between 19U8 and 1952, the actual period 
spent i n colonies rose from an average of 27^.days to an 
average of 3H days. Between 1952 and 1957 thaiJe was also 
a very s l i g h t progression ( t o 31 3/5 days) due to e f f o r t s 
to make f u l l use of premises, since many children were able 
to leave school at any early date i n order to attend colonies 
de vacannes. I n i n d i v i d u a l l y cases the average lengSfcJt of time 
f e l l as much as even eight and a h a l f days "because of the 
pressure of demand and the i n s u f f i c i e n c y of buildings 
available. 
Only i n 1959 f o r the f i r s t time was there a regression 
i n the t o t a l number of days $^K£4*& by children 
i n colonies de vacanaes, due to the scarcity of buildings 
and the lack of funds provided by the government. However 
a step had been made i n 1957" to improve the s i t u a t i o n when 
the f i r s t Three-Year-Plan came in t o being to provide funds 
f o r the construction of new buildings f o r colonies de 
vacances. The Plan was not widely publicized and i n d i v i d u a l 
organisations had d i f f ioft&ty i n drawing, up plans and carrying ouk 
the complicated anfahn&strative proceidure i n order to obtain, 
the grants which were offered. The Second Three-Year-Plan, 
and the Five -Year-Plan foll o w i n g thfes, received much wider 
pub l i c a t i o n and the national organisations provided 
machinery and information to help the i n d i v i d u a l organisations to 
obtain the grants. 
I n 1958 and 1959 a f a l l might have been expected i n 
the number of monitors i n colonies de vacances due to the 
fewer b i r t h s Mn France during the early part of the Second 
?forld War, "but once again colonies de vacances were expanding 
so r a p i d l y that the number of monitors continued to r i s e 
s t e a d i l y over "both these years. ' 
1958 and 1959 also san renewed, a c t i v i t y w i t h i n the 
Q a F e O o V , , which began to keep an information bureau open 
i n Paris throughout the summer months. • C.L.E.D.O.R. (The 
Centre de Liaison, d'Efiifcioh, et de D i f f u s i o n des Oeuvres 
de Grand A i r ) and i t s associated publications twedb, j i t t e r 
afjfeadfit&jMwi s hortly afterwards the B u l l e t i n Mensuel d*IflfK>mation 
asswmed to an improved form, and the magazine "Moni tours" 
was f i r s t published to provide information and material 
f o r monitors i n colonies, apart from the technical information 
w i t h which the B.H.I.- dealt w i t h f o r the use of di r e c t o r s 
and organisers. 
I n the early fifties^many Algerian children were received 
in colonies i n France^ and i n 1954 the C.EH.E>A. formed i t s 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l Federation of which the Algerian branch s t i l l 
continued to function even during the d i f f i c u l t period of 
the Algerian c r i s i s . In 1954 the D i r e c t i o n Generale a l a 
Jeunesse et aux Sports began to organize i n t e r n a t i o n a l camps -
Rencontres Internationates de- Jeunes. 
Although progress was s t i l l being made i n many spheres 
nev; regulations came i n during 1957 which meant that the 
members of the C.E.M.EiAo running the experimental school 
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i n Boulogne were no longer e n t i t l e d to do .so, and the school 
had to he closed. However the school had served the 
purpose for which i t had been created and the methods of 
the "Education nouvelle^ were s u f f i c i e n t l y w e l l t r i e d by 
t h i s time f o r there to be. no urgent need to continue the 
work of the school. The importance and keenness of the 
C.E.H.E.A. i s witnessed at t h i s time by .the number of i n s t r u c t o r s 
attending a special week1 s course i n September. 1957, when 
a t o t a l number of 600 i n s t r u c t o r s was recordeiL 
Other developments during the decade included "classes 
de neipre" during the winter f o r young s k i e r s , the creation -
of "ruches" i n the country where young chi l d r e n could spend 
the day under proper supervision,and the inauguration of 
Gotravaux by the Jeunesse et Sports i n 1957, which was 
sending w e l l over 6,000 young people to work on special 
projects by 1962. The f i r s t national "stage" of the C.P.C.V.. 
was held at Bievres i n Seine-et-Oise i n December of 1957, 
ana /,the Committee founded, i t s Centre Experimental 
^Education Populaire^destined to replace and improve the 
J.E*E.P*. (a form of Protestant Pdronage out of which the 
f i s s t colonies had sprung during the Second World War). 
Recent years have seen the creation of the Centre des 
Jeunes at Avignon by the C'.E.Eff.E.A. for young people attending 
the Drama Festival,and i n 1962 AMP of t h e i r i n s t r u c t o r s 
were i n v i t e d to go to Poland to helpfcrun a t r a i n i n g course 
f o r Polish sekouts - already i n 196l they had been c a l l e d 
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upon to t r a i n leaders f o r the Eclaireurs de Prance* 
The U.F.C.V. had "been improving i t s services over a 
long period,and i n 1962 the Union moved i t s Central Office 
and made an a l t e r a t i o n i n i t s name at the same time. The 
altera t i o n i n the name of the Union to the Union Francaise 
des Centres de Vacances et de L o i s i r s was intended to "be 
an i n d i c a t i o n of the widening of the scope of the organisation. 
Although i t i s d i f f i c u l t to discover i n what d i r e c t i o n 
the colonie de vacances i s moving from a s u p e r f i c i a l glance 
a t the i n s t i t u t i o n , we s h a l l discover l a t e r i n t h i s study, 
when dealing w i t h a p a r t i c u l a r area and by examining the 
s t a t i s t i c s r e l a t i n g to colonies de vacaaaes, that t h i s 
broadening of horizons i s the sal i e n t feature of the 
i n s t i t u t i o n at a time when, from the numerical point of 
view, l i t t l e progress appears:to be beins made. 
•P; A R T I I . 
THE COLONIE -TODAY. 
S E C n OH I . 
The Pri n c i p l e s Behind Colonies de Vacances and 
t h e i r Evolution. 
Chapter I . 
The Aims of the Early Colonies de Vacances* 
A. The Early Protestant Colonies. 
There were c e r t a i n l y e a r l i e r movements i n Prance than 
Lorriaux's Trois Semaines - as early as 1823 Rudolphe 
Toepffer and h i s wife had organized "voyages en zigzag" f o r 
hoarding school pupfls of a l l n a t i o n a l i t i e s * These 
"excursions de vacances" provided holidays f o r about f o r t y 
children from f a m i l i e s which were wealthy enough to pay the 
necessary expenses. As early as 181+7 a group of children, 
i n what was termed a "eolonie" of between the ages of eight 
and f i f t e e n were provided w i t h food and work i n an o l d m i l l . 
The children were taken f»om amongst the poorest of the 
Canton and were given elementary schooling and a r e l i g i o u s 
education w i t h the aim that they should be brought up to 
be honest workers. : ' 
Lorriaux*s work had greater a f f i n i t i e s w i t h the "eolonie" 
rather than the "voyages", although he was i n a l l p r o b a b i l i t y 
ignorant of both of these movements at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century* His motives were e n t i r e l y philanthropic 
and he directed h i s a t t e n t i o n towards poor and s u f f e r i n g 
c h i l d r e n . He was influenced "by Bion and "by the work of 
Parsons i n America, wjere he had been t r a v e l l i n g f o r a 
period before ret u r n i n g to Prance to resume work i n h i s 
par i s h . Bion had begun by sending children i n t o f a m i l i e s 
i n mountain v i l l a g e s and t h i s was also the system which 
Parsons had adopted, ratherjLthe system which Bion prefeired 
and used from 1880 onwards by which he grouped numbers of 
children under one roof. As Lorriaux*s motives were 
solely charitable and since he was not an educationalist 
as Bion, the f i r s t system was the most natural one f o r him 
to f o l l o w . Bion had been wary from the very s t a r t of 
placing children i n families,, as he knew of such schemes 
i n Germany and DenmazAik and frowned .upon them as being 
no more than a mere "Milchkur" whereas h i s own colonies 
were governed by v a l | i d pedagogical p r i n c i p l e s . Thus he 
sent out only small groups of about ten chi l d r e n under the 
care of a teacher who grouped the children each day and 
took them f o r walks and excursions. The c h i l d r e n had to 
undergo a me<?ical examination before being accepted and 
only those children whose parents had not s u f f i c i e n t means 
to provide holidays f o r t h e i r children themselves were 
taken away* For Bion the purpose of the holiday was as 
much to provide an opportunity f o r town chi l d r e n to gain 
better health as to take them away from a background which 
was often morally unhealthy - often the family i t s e l f - and 
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allow them to spend a period i n •balanced and harmonious 
surroundingsp 
The name which Lorriaux ftofck f o r h i s organisation -
the Trois Semaines - comes from the period of three weeks • 
which the f i r s t group of three g i r l s spenfi at Nanteuil-les-
Heaux i n 1881; the g i r l s came hack w i t h t h e i r cheeks 
"glowing with health" and the, experiment was such a pronoTnsed 
success that colonies devaCannes had found a f o o t i n g i n 
France and were to .spread r a p i d l y . Lorriaux*s object was 
achieved so longs as the children came hack f u l l of health; 
anything from two to ten children were sent- to a Earner's 
wife i n the countryside and a l l was w e l l so long as she 
agree to take the children f o r walks. A few "devoted f r i e n d s " 
kept an eye on the c h i l d r e n and on the f a m i l i e s they stayed 
i n to ensure that the children were properly cared f o r and 
did no misbehave themselves. 
That t h i s systenv was not e n t i r e l y s a t s i f a c t o r y i s clear 
from the f a c t that Lorriaux's organisation obtained a 
b u i l d i n g at Mont javoult i n 1891 which i t named the "Clef des 
Champs". The "Clef des Champs" was able to take f i v e groups 
of f o r t y to f i f t y g i r l s each summer, and by 1§96 three 
similar buildings had been found so that there were two 
fo r boys and two f o r g i r l s . 
An experiment was t r i e d i n I f 8 9 , when some weak and 
anaemic children were sent f o r a. sea-side holiday, but 
t h i s scheme proved too expensive and had. to be abandoned. 
I n the fol l o w i n g years some mothers were sent away to the 
countryside w i t h t h e i r children, and occasionally whole 
f a m i l i e s were sent away thus the. keynote of the work 
was to help individuals i n diffsicult.circumstances, and 
the methods of doing so were secondary. Protestants, 
Ch&holics and even those of no p a r t i c u l a r r e l i g i o n s were 
accepted without d i s t i n c t i o n . 
As we have already seen, the Ohausse'e du Maine was 
a welliestahlished charitable.organisation long before i t 
begun to undertake colonies de vacances. The Cnaussee du 
Maine also employed the system of placement f a m i l i a l and 
not u n t i l 1899 did i t possess a small chalet, "La Maison 
Bleu" w i t h twelve beds. The system of placement f a m i l i a l 
i s a more stt^ple one than one involving c o l l e c t i v e holidays 
and proved most suitable f o r providing good food !*and 
pure a i r f o r some poorly children" - the ultimate object 
atoays remained the i n d i v i d u a l happiness of each child? 
I t was therefore p r i n c i p a l l y health motives which 
were the d r i v i n g force behind the early colonies, and 
t h i s was true u n t i l at l e a s t the F i r s t World War. The 
19014. meeting of the Academy of Medicine heard a report on 
colonies de vacances i n which Grancher described them as 
"the f i r s t l i n e of defense against tuberculosis". I n the 
same re p o r t , Grancher stated that out of h3Q children 
examined i n the twelfth Arrondissenroht of P a r i s , 62 were 
found to be suspected cases of children s u f f e r i n g from 
tuberculosis - a similar study i n Toulouse showed that 
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36$ of the children examined were probably suff e r i n g from 
tuberculosis. Colonies de vacances were considered one 
of the best ways of preventing the spread of t h i s scourge 
of the times and many thesfts f o r doctorates at various 
u n i v e r s i t i e s i n Prance at t h i s period were w r i t t e n on the 
subject of colonies de vacannes. Prom the point of view-
of the medical profession the method of placement f a m i l i a l 
was most useful as i t meant that children were kept from 
each other, rather than being herded together under conflations 
under which the disease was l i a b l e to spread eas i l y . 
• '• . • ' . 1 
Bi The School Colonies. 
Edmond Cottinet Was a ph i l a n t h r o p i s t although he 
had no p a r t i c u l a r connections w i t h any r e l i g i o u s body. He 
was p a r t i c u l a r l y concerned w i t h the l o t of children attenfling 
public schooling, and during a holiday i n Switzerland he 
came across the work of Bion and the "Eerienkolonien". 
Cottinet decided to create the same i n s t i t u t i o n through 
the Caisse des Ecoles (the Schools' Fund) of the eleventh 
Arrondisseinent i n Paris of which he was already an administrator* 
The colonies he created had nothing i n common with the 
school "voyages" of the revolutionary Turgot School, which 
had begun a form of excursion f o r the b r i g h t e s t children 
as a reward f o r good5 work. Many Caisses took up t h i s form 
of excursion, which were often expensive and crasmed w i t h 
a never-ending series of organized a c t i v i t i e s . Cottinet's 
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aims on the contrary were "purely hygienic". 
Nonetheless from the outset these colonies took on 
ouite a flifferent aspect from the Protestant colonies. 
C o t t i n e t followed Bion's l a t e r p o l i c y of holding c o l l e c t i v e 
colonies - the f i r s t two of which were i n the Training 
College of Chaumont and i n a nearby primary school at 
Luxeuil. Those who ran these colonies were young teachers, 
often married couples - there were abundant Lessons About 
Things and the children were sent out to Bunt f o r f o s s i l s 
or examine an o l d m i l l s . 
A uniform d a i l y routine was soon established: each 
i t 
morning an hour had to^spent w r i t i n g a diary of events, then 
there were organized rames; during the afternoon there would 
be a walk conducted by the teachers. 
Cottinet was quick to gain recognition f o r h i s work 
and persuaded the Municipal Council to take an i n t e r e s t i n 
h i s undertaking* I n order to gain support of the educational 
a u t h o r i t i e s C o t t i n e t set about forming the Comity Parisien 
des Colonies de Vacances, and s h o r t l y afterwards the Director 
of Primary Education succeeded i n persuading Bion to publish 
a booklet explaining h i s approach to colonies de vacances. 
I n h i s booklet, Bion pointed out the essential difference 
between h i s work and what had gone before: colonies needed 
to -
."joignent, aux spans donnas au corpsj l a culture 
i n t e l l e c t u e l l e et morale des enfahtst a*est en cela 
que consiste essentiellement 42tU2P o r i g i n a l i t e , et c*est 
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par la. q u ^ l l e s se distinguent des i n s t i t u t i o n s fondles 
anterieurement en vue d'am^liorer l a sante" des enfants." 
(1) 
Eftovide not only f o r the physical welfare of the children 
hut also f o r t h e i r i n t e l l e c t u a l and moral welfare. I t was 
i n t h i s approach that Bion*s i n s t i t u t i o n d i f f e r e d from 
the "Milchkur". S i m i l a r l y f o r C o t t i n e t the colonie was 
to provide f o r the a i l i n g and s i c k l y children of the primary 
school a "cure of fresh a i r , aided by natural exercise i n 
the countryside, cleanness, good food and gaiety. The 
chi l d r e n often came from the same school and were i n the 
hands of the teachers they saw throughout the school-year, 
and the d a i l y diary was kept r e g u l a r l y to impress favourably 
the Municipal Council which was more l i a b l e to be w i l l i n g 
to grant funds f o r the colonies i f i t was f e l t that they 
were of educational b e n e f i t to the children. 
Although i t was Cottlnet's i n t e n t i o n that the colonie 
of the primary schools should remain as much as possible 
f a i t h f u l to Blon's conception i t was d i f f i c u l t to do so 
where funds were provided by such conservative bodies as 
the Caisses des Ecoles and Municipal Councils which had 
already had experience of the "voyages scolaires". Not-
withstanding he himself demanded that the colonie should 
take place i n a "milieu Iducativement r i c h e " and required 
"special competence" from h i s d i r e c t o r s , rho were exclusivHy 
teachers, which was by no itroans the case w i t h Bion. So 
(1) Mo BION. Les Colonies de Vacances* memoire HIOTOBleHB' B$ SSatistique, Musee pgdagogjque, March 1887 -
Quoted by REY-HERMB Les Colonies de vacances en France (1881-1906) 
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r i c h was t h i s m i l i e u that i n 188U, one of the organisers, 
Lecart, who had been chosen f o r h i s knowledge of fthe country-
side, managed to organize.seventeen v i s i t s i n twenty-one 
days - a feat scarcely to he equally-even i n the most 
ambitious of redimtional n colonies at the present day* 
Not only was there the danger that teachers would "bring 
classroom technioues i n t o the sphere of the colonies de 
vacatuaes, hut there was also a tendency f o r the teacher to 
select h i s or her own p a r t i c u l a r favourites however unbiased 
they wished to he; also the very f a c t t h a t colonies were 
held on school premises, even where these were f a r away from 
the o r i g i n a l school, made' i t harder to escape the atmosphere 
of the classroom, it,was also common f o r the colonies 
attached to schools to lose a l l i n t e r e s t i n children as 
soon as they reached school-leaving age, so that as chil d r e n 
l e f t school at the age of twelve at the end of the summer 
term t h e i r l a s t opportunity of attending a colonie was i n 
the summer, nearly a year before they were to leave school. 
Thus although amany teachers aimed high there were often 
cases where the school colonie became very i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z e d . 
This was a danger that the Catholic colonies were hot 
able to escape e n t i r e ^ e i t h e r . * 
B o The Catholic Colonies. 
&s a general r u l e the Catholic colonies sprang up out 
of Patronages already i n existence - these were Thursday 
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Club8 providing games and r e l i g i o u s i n s t r u c t i o n , which 
already possessed leaders experienced i n handling children. 
For the AbbePSifcray, who converted a chalet i n t o a sanatorium 
f o r "weak and a i l i n g c hildren", " i n the middle of the maritime 
pine forests some distance from Areachon", the Patronage 
and the colonie were one and the same thing - "c' S t a i t l a 
meme organisation, l e meme e s p r i t , les memes ide'es". The 
colonie f o r P i t r a y was a Chr i s t i a n family where morning 
and evening devotions formed p a r t of the family l i f e ; by 
taking the chil d r e n from the Patronage away from Paris f o r 
a while he hoped to be able to "build them both morally and 
phys i c a l l y i n a family atmosphere. Parents were expected 
to contribute to the cost of the colonie, and children of 
d i f f e r i n g ages were accepted* 
The Society of Saint-Vincent de Paul i n Paris however, 
considered the colpnie of v i t a l importance from a d i f f e r e n t 
angle: f o r the Society the colonie was a "planche de sal u t " -
a spring-hoard to Salvation at a time when the government 
had a tensdency to e ncroach upon r e l i g i o n s r i g h t s and when 
primary schooling was very l a r g e l y i n the hands of.the 
Stateo The unfortunate r e s u l t s of ten months i n a State 
school f o r a Catholic c h i l d might w e l l he eradicated, i t 
was f e l t , by a period spend i n a colonie de vacances* 
Perhaps more than the "devoted f r i e n d s " of the Trois 
Semaines and the directors chosen fo r t h e i r "special 
competence" by C o t t l n e t , the seminarists of the Catholic 
colonies set to work w i t h genuine fervour, since f o r them 
7U 
not only the child's health \Htanuto"iai}B3aa but,even more, the 
c h i l d ' s eternal welfare was at stake.±£ The seminarists of 
the Society of Saint-Vincent de Paul set about studying • 
educational methods, l e a r n t games and songs and even mastered 
Swedish gymnastics so that they should be w e l l prepared f o r 
the task of running the colonies of the Society. • 
Thus, although the early colonies were "begun es s e n t i a l l y 
with charitable and phjtnthropic motives i n mind, there was -
even i n the early years a clear i n d i c a t i o n of the bias which 
the Catholic and School colonies i n p a r t i c u l a r had a 
tendency to assume i n l a t e r years. 
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Chapter II» 
The Process of "demedicalisatlon^o 
By the "beginning of the F i r s t World War the colonies 
de vacances were constantly under, discussion i n the press 
and the movement was steadily expanding. Some Works' 
Committees were sending children to colonies, the Socle'te's 
d'Originlaires? the Ligue de l'Enseignement and the S o c i a l i s t s 
Party (the S.P*1«0.) were concerned i n the movement and 
the organized structure of the movement was taking shape 
a t national l e v e l o 
As we have seen, the War "brought the large majority 
of the organisations to a s t a n d s t i l l , except during the 
l a s t year of the War when there was a mass exodus of the 
chi l d r e n from the C i t y during the bonterdment put i n t o 
operation by the Commission de l a Sauvegarde de l'Enfance. 
This movement was so successful that there was some suggestion 
immediately a f t e r the War of making colonies de vacances 
part of the normal school curriculum - hut i t i s to he noted 
that by t h i s time there was no longer any question of one 
teacher having ten c h i l d r e n i n his care as i n the colonies 
f o r which Cottinet had "been responsible, there was one 
school-teacher i n charge of at least thifcty children who 
were hoarded out i n f a m i l i e s (the system of placement f a m i l i a l ) . 
Once the War was over however, a new concerns "began 
to arise i n the minds of educationalists and phil a n t h r o p i s t s 
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- there was the f e e l i n g that It common i n any nation a f t e r 
a period of War that the adult population had f a i l e d and 
that the children were i n need of moral regeneration. As 
a r e s u l t of t h i s , many war-time organisations, "being no 
longer concerned w i t h the purpose f o r which they had o r i g i n a l l y 
been created, began to take an i n t e r e s t i n colonies de 
vacances - t h i s was the case w i t h the Office des Pupilles 
de l a Nations which took care of war-time orphans and now 
sta r t e d creating colonies. I t was out of the same s o l l i c i t u d e 
f o r the welfare of the children of the nation that the 
Min i s t r y of the I n t e r i o r ran the camp of Camiers f o r a 
number of years f o l l o w i n g the War - here i n three hundred 
barrack huts i n the Pas-de-Calais, which had been l e f t 
behind by the B r i t i s h s o l i e r s at the end of the War, some 
6,000 children from the East and North were given eight 
weeks holiday under the supervision 300 school-mistresses. 
Between 10,000 and 12,000 chil d r e n were able to spend part 
of t h e i r holidays i n the camps each year. 
I n the e x i s t i n g organisations, such as the Caisses des 
Ecoles, more and more children were being received even 
though the number of children receiving free holidays 
remained more or less constant. From the early twenties 
onwards, the idea of paid holidays was gaining ground u n t i l 
they were made a r e a l i t y f o r everyone by the 1937 Act and 
as time went on the wealthy classes were f i n d i n g themselves 
less wealthy w h i l s t some of the very poor of the nation 
were I n less aire s t r a i t s ' than at the t u r n of the century. 
So t h a t more fam i l i e s found themselves able to pay at 
l e a s t part- of the t o t a l cost of sending t h e i r children to 
colonies. • •'• 
At the same time, the d i s t i n c t i o n between the s t r i c t l y 
preventative colonies and those taking-normal, healthy 
children became apparent, and i t i s t h i s which aecbunts 
f o r the r e f u s a l of the Comitl National Cohtre l a Tuberculose 
to allow colonies de vacancies to benefit from the proceeds 
of t h e i r c o l l e c t i o n s when Dequidt wag attempting to win 
the f i n a n c i a l support of t h i s committee f o r colonies de> 
vacances i n 1930. 1 ' . 
In t e r n a t i o n a l colonies,•as those organized by the French 
V7ar Charity Society i n England, which were begun"for health 
reasons, acquired new, aims: i t was found that the children • 
ben e f i t t e d from the l i n g u i s t i c and c u l t u r a l point of view * , 
as w e l l as from the physical p o i n t of view ( - - - "the 
physical r e s u l t s are excellent, although a l l the children-, 
have to put up w i t h English food*") Also c e r t a i n new 
organisations sprang i n t o being f o r mixed social and p o l i t i c a l 
reasons ( f o r example the Jeunesee Republicaine), w h i l s t such 
an occasional organisation as the marxist Paucons Rouges 
came in t o existence w i t h * the primary objective of t r a i n i n g 
youngsters i n t o a p a r t i c u l a r way of l i f e and thought. 
Whereas one could discuss health problems purely and 
simply taking i n t o account the lowest 100,000 of the nation's 
c h i l d r e n , 
when the number of chil d r e n rose-from t h i s f i g u r e at the 
beginning of the 1920s to twice the number and then as 
much as four times the number by 1930y i t i s clear that 
other considerations were involved f o r at least three-
quarters of the children then attending colonies de 
vacances. 
I f a weak and a i l i n g c h l l d s needs only to be feA and 
cared f o r , the same i s not true of normal, healthy youngsters 
abounding w i t h energy. The i n s p i r a t i o n f o r a new approach 
to the handling of children i n colonies came from two 
sources. The f i r s t source can be traced back at least as 
fa r as J.-J. Rousseau and the second can be traced back t o 
the very f i s s t scout camp f o r a small group of boys on the 
island of Browneea run by the hero of Mafeking w i t h the 
experience he had gained i n organizing young people and 
t r a i n i n g them during the seige of the town during the Boer 
War. 
Chapter I I I * 
The Active.Methods* . • • 
A» Scoutingo 
The Boy Scout novHment i s too w e l l known f o r a 
de t a i l e d exposition of i t t o be necessary* ItsxprorresGion 
i n England was a l i g h t e n i n g one compared t o France; from 
invol v i n g twenty-two boys i n 1907 the movement Involved 
100.000 i n 1910 - i n three years the movement had gained 
the numerical strength which i t had taken the colonies de 
vacanccs i n France thft&ty years t o gain, and i t has only 
been Bince the Second World War t h a t the colonies&e 
vacances have gained a considerable lead over the 
seouting movement i n England* The scouting movement i n 
France began as early as 1910* but even today i t s extent 
i s only about h a l f that of the movement i n £hglafid» which 
may have eome connection w i t h the mingling o f "low-church 
C h r i s t i a n i t y p K i p l i n g and school-hoy honour" i n i t s 
philosophy which has a p a r t i c u l a r fascination f o r the 
B r i t i s h m e n t a l i t y 9 i n a country where the ideal conception 
o f the true "gentleman" i s s t i l l a v a l i d symbol* Nonethe-
l e s s the movement gained a S o l i d f o o t i n g i n France* 
especially amongst the Catholics* 
The goal of scouting I s t o b u i l d up the (tod-fearing 
c i t i z e n by an outdoor l i f e and t r a i n i n g * involving a uhole 
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system of tests to encourage the learning of various c r a f t s 
and s k i l l s ; a n d present a challenge to the I n d i v i d u a l . The 
taking of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and i n i t i a t i v e i s encouraged by 
the elaborate organisation of troups i n t o patrols, and t h i s 
was often copied i n colonies during the 19308* Most of 
a l l , the scout movement develops a readiness to serve 
one's fe l l o w , and i t i s l i t t l e s u r p r i sing that many educational-
i s t s began to wonder whether the high alms accepted by -
the scouting movement could equally be held by colonies de 
vacancesD 
For t h i s reason 1 ,8aines Vacancesrt i n the f i r s t year of 
i t s p u b l i c a t i o n i n 193^ ca r r i e d out a survey on scouting 
i n order to discover how f a r the methods used i n scouting 
could be adapted f o r use i n colonies de vacances. Already 
i n 1927 the Vice-president of the U.F.C.V. was at the same 
time the Chaplain Oeneral of the Scouts de France,(the 
Catholic scouting movement} while the f i r s t scout troups 
had joined the Union only two years pBeviously. 
When the Active Methods f i r s t began to be considered 
i n connection w i t h the colonie de vacances, i t was such 
people as Guerin-Des jar dins and Andre1 Lefevre, who were 
already leading l i g h t s of the non-religious scouting 
movement, who organized the f i r s t Centre d'Entrainement, 
which led to the formation of the C.E.M.F..A. 
B. The Hew Education. 
i . The Growth of the Uew Education. 
The movement of the "Education nouvelle" can he 
traced hack to the p u b l i c a t i o n of J.-J. Rousseau's "Emile ou 
del'Education";. The principles involved i n t h i s hook were 
so revolutionary at the time of i t s puhlicationoito constitute 
i n the educational f i e l d what Claparedc terms a "revolution 
coperniclenne". Rousseau was the f i r s t to claim that 
childhood i s a state possessing value 6^ i t s own viigMI and 
i s not a mere apprenticeship to the adult state, during which 
the c h i l d i s nothing more than a p&ae image of the adult he 
or she i s to become. The New Education respects the c h i l d 
i n h i s or her own r i g h t as an i n d i v i d u a l who must be free 
to grow and develop and who must have tifeft the powers of 
choice and discovery which every fully-grown human being 
possesses. 
Rousseau's p r i n c i p l e was not to impose education upon 
the c h i l d , but f o r the c h i l d to be allowed to perceive th a t 
to learn a p a r t i c u l a r thing was useful, rather than having 
an apparently useless Bchool curriculum t h r u s t upon him. 
I f the c h i l d could be l e f t free to grow na t u r a l l y , the 
a r t i f i c i a l i t y and the hypocrisy of Society would be avoided 
and the c h i l d would ^tncrraftlB an i n t e l l i g e n t and balanced 
human being interested i n a l l that was going on around him, 
and aware of the needs of,others i n the world which he had 
i n common w i t h a l l men. 
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During the nineteenth century, the work of two men 
played an important p a r t i n the advancement of understanding 
of the c h i l d and of child-education. The f i r s t i s I t a r d , 
who was presented with the challenge of t r a i n i n g an untamed, 
h a l f - i d i o t hoy who had l i v e d u n t i l the age of eleven yamaa 
l i k e a w i l d animal i n the Department of Aveyron. Although 
I t a r d found that the hoy could not he tr a i n e d beyond a 
c e r t a i n point, he developed a method of t r a i n i n g the l a d 
which was successful enough to allow jfetiBftril to introduce h i s 
strange prote'ge' i n t o Society. The second of the two men 
was Edouard Seguin, a school-teacher at BicStre, who began 
to f i n d a use f o r the methods discovered by I t a r d w i t h 
child^under the age of seven. The approach towards the 
c h i l d and towards schooling needed to be a "psychological" 
one. Seguin recognized that the c h i l d has c e r t a i n basic 
needs and impulses which require f u l f i l l m e n t , and the 
purpose of any education should be to provide t h i s f u l f i l l m e n t . 
Seguin transformed h i s own school* giving the children l i g h t 
and a i r , and provided f u r n i t u r e suitable to t h e i r size, 
while proclaiming the i r l ^ i t of every c h i l d to receive an 
education suited to h i s or her own pptitudes and i n d i v i d u a l 
nature. 
At the t u r n of the century, an enterprising young 
I t a l i a n g i r l went to study at the Sorbonne under Dr. 
Bourneville i n the Faculty of Medicina. Under him, Maria 
Montessori, whose namesl i s iaxw known the world over f o r 
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her influence upon teaching methods in' i n f a n t , schools 
and primary schools, became acquainted with the work of 
I t a r d , and p a r t i c u l a r l y of Seguin, whose works she 
Immediately procured from America. 
Maria Montessori 
and had the honour of 
specialized i n i n f a n t i l e psychiatry 
becoming the f i r s t woman to obtain 
a diploma i n medft£lne at the Sorbonne. the was also the 
f i r s t woman doctor to be received at the University of 
Rome,and during the two years that she spent as a c l i n i c a l 
assistant at the University of Borne she elaborated c e r t a i n 
methods and collected educational material which permitted 
her, a few years l a t e r i n 1907» to open her f i o s t "Case 
dei Bambini" i n a poor working-class quarter of Rome* The 
book on s c i e n t i f i c pedagogy, which Maria Montessori wrote 
as a r e s u l t of her work w i t h the children attending her 
schools, was translated i n t o French i n 1912 and had an 
immediate e f f e c t i n educational c i r c l e s . Before the end 
of the 1920s, teachers from a l l over Europe were coming to 
Rome to study her methods. Although at f i r s t Maria Montessori 
had developed methods to be used w i t h handicapped c h i l d r e n , 
she went on to apply these methods wi t h normally active 
young school-children u n t i l at l«ast, especially i n Holland, 
her methods were even adapted f o r use w i t h children of 
Grammar School age. 
Although Maria Montessori was the.real i n i t i a t o r of 
the New Education i n Europe, the movement was not l i m i t e d 
t o that Continent. The work of an American professor of 
§hicago University, who had "began an experimental school 
w i t h M B wife at the t u r n of the century, was also becoming 
known - Learning by Doing, and Project Methods under the 
guidance of teachers, who. guided and «otouraged rather than 
taught the ch i l d r e n , became known i n Europe. This was 
especially so Beitfagiithe World Wars when the 1922 t r a n s l a t i o n 
i n t o French ("L'Ecole et' 1'Enfant") of "The Child and the 
Curriculum" (published i n 1902) appeared. 
I t was however Ovide Decroly, a Belgian doctor, who 
had the most , d i r e c t Influence upon'the Hew Education i n 
France; he translated Dewey's "How We Think" (published i n 
English i n 1910) and was f a m i l i a r w i t h Maria Montessori's 
methods. I n 1907» from h i s work i n h i s own institute f o r 
abnormal ch i l d r e n , stemmed the "Ecole de 1'Hermitage" i n 
which he put i n t o practice methods which he had developed -
which were much more supple and less systematic than 
those of Maria Montessori - w i t h quite normal children. 
The p a r t i c u l a r c o n t r i b u t i o n to the work i n general 
from France comes from the work of Roger Cousinet, who 
rae, f o r some twenty- years, an Inspector of Primary Education 
He attacked e x i s t i n g methods of teaching i n primary schools, 
and l i t t l e by l i t t l e made h&s own method of " t r a v a i l par 
gquipe" or team-work accepted and applied ( c f . 1 ) . The 
work of F e r r i e r e , Freinet and Claparede also broadened the 
(1) R. COUSINET. t a methode de t r a v a i l par 
groupe. E d i t i o n du Cerf, 19U5* 
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scope of what came to he termed the New Education ( - "1* 
Education nouvelle")e There i s , besides t h i s , one other 
important aspect of the movement as f a r as colonies de 
vacances are concerned* 
Both Maurice Debesse ,(1) and only recently the U.F.C.V. 
i n a series of a r t i c l e s in"ItOniteurs H mention,among (2) 
movements forming part of the New Iducation, Baden-Powell 
and the p r i n c i p l e s he set f o r t h i n "Scouting f o r Boys", 
which s t i l l remains the guide-book of the movement. I t 
was the amalgamation of the practices of scouting w i t h the 
educationAtheorles of the New Education which gave the 
v i t a l d r i v i n g force to the New Education* i n the f i e l d of 
the colonie de vacannes. I t was f o r t h i s reason that the 
new t r a i n i n g body* brought i n t o being to provide Qualified 
d i r e c t o r s and monitors i n colonies de vacances i n 1937, 
was termed the organisation of the Centres d'Entrainement aux. 
CBWMofttn Active*: the Active Methods being the p r a c t i c a l 
applieetion of the theories of the New Education. 
ii« The Nature of the Active Methods. 
As we have seen, Rousseau paved the way f o r 
enlightened educationalists to study the progress of the 
c h i l d ^2£m5&XB$gg#8. from a new angle. 
(1) M. DEBESSE. Fondemente de l a pSdagogie 
contemporaine. Ch.XlII of Part I I of the Bncvclop6die paatioue 
de l'gdueation en France. I.P.N. & SEDE, Tours, 1960 
(2) Moniteurs. magsdne of the D.F*C.V., Nos.37 to 
hl» and i n p a r t i c u l a r No.ty3: Baden-Powell et l e scoutisme. 
Later on the discoveries of psychology gave new i n s i g h t 
i n t o the matter - whether i t was Bi'net, discovering the 
innate^ap^i^ude^ifjthe c h i l d , or Maria Montessori or Dewey, 
discovering the i n d i v i d u a l personality of the c h i l d , the 
whole d i r e c t i o n of educational thought was "being reversed 
and t r a d i t i o n a l methods examined under a new l i g h t . The 
r e s u l t was f i r s t and foremost a change i n a t t i t u d e , and 
i t i s t h i s change i n a t t i t u d e which i s the essential element 
of the New Education, and which has opened up the way 
to a vast* untrodden f i e l d of experiment i n methods of 
various kinds, which may he grouped under the general 
denomination of Active Methods ("me*thodes actives")• 
The New Education discovers that the c h i l d i s not a 
mere imperfect model of the a d u l t . He i s a "being i n h i s 
own r i g h t , who must develop n a t u a l l y through a number of 
stages, fol l o w i n g one upon the other. The child! has c e r t a i n 
profound needs* and the object o f the Active Methods i s to 
s a t i s f y these needs.• The c h i l d requires above a l l to learn 
how to do a thing f o r himself by h i s own e f f o r t s , and the 
New Education acknowledges that a c e r t a i n m i l i e u i s 
necessary f o r t h i s - an atmosphere of joy, confidence and 
sec u r i t y are as v i t a l to the c h i l d as good and water. Given 
these things, the c h i l d w i l l s t r i v e and t h r i v e f o r hims5Lf, 
but alas very often neither home.nor school, especially i n 
b i g modern c i t i e s , can come near t h i s goal. 
Thus teachers have a new and special r 6 l e ; they are 
to become a guides recognizing that the c h i l d i s more <Mf a 
f i r e to he i g n i t e d than ah empty vase to f i l l / o r even a 
wax t a b l e t f o r the educators to w r i t e upon* The c h i l d i s 
treated as an active, thinking being.for whom moral education 
and learning i s one and the same^sinee both are equally 
p a r t of l i f e . 
I n the Hew Education, the. c h i l d ' s natural i n t e r e s t i s 
allowed f u l l - p l a y and the former succession of sanctions, 
punishmants and orders of merit i s done away w i t h , the 
c h i l d learning the value of e f f o r t f o r i t s own sake. The 
classroom becomes the workshop and home of a community of 
ind i v i d u a l s cooperating together, and not s t r i d i n g one 
against the other* The school i s open to the world, which 
it« examines c r i t i c a l l y and takes part i n : learning and 
14*ing becomo^pne a c t i v i t y . There i s no longer a g u l f 
between i n t e l l e c t u a l and manual work, and the chijkd i s 
encouraged to create and to develop h i s own in t e r e s t s and 
character rather than allow himself to be channelled i n t o 
the unifoom pattern imposed upon him by h i s teachers and 
the school curriculum. Wherever possible the c h i l d i s to 
discover f o r himself; h i s golden r u l e w i l l be never to 
learn from a book those things that he can go and discover 
fo r himself i n the world around hims i t i s especially i n 
t h i s tenet that New Education has dbs^&fcdisL a f f i n i t i e s 
w i t h scouting: 
- - rne jamais piaster dans un l i v r e ce que 
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I ' i t e v e peut trouver facilement dans l e milieu qui 
l'entaoure' - - - C*estd*abord 1*observation du 
monde naturel, fle toute v i e physique, botanique et 
animale, tant vante"e par Rousseau, que l e scouftsme 
devait raettre en pratioue." 
(1) 
I t was therefore natural that Andre1 Leffevre and other 
scenters should turn with such i n t e r e s t to the f i e l d of 
the colonie de vacances, for i n a colonie more than anywhere 
e l s e i t i s possible to create the atmosphere of calm, 
confidence and joyful cooperation which i s so d i f f i c u l t to 
create i n school with examinations always looming menacingly 
i n the "background or i n the unhealthy moral atmosphere of 
the i n d u s t r i a l town today. 
I n France, as i n England and America, Active Methods 
have come to be very la r g e l y accepted i n the primary school, 
and the Langevin-Wallon Plan for the Secondary education 
of Prance was an attempt by enlightened educationalists to 
introduce the New Education^or at l e a s t some of i t s principles, 
into the fieltf of secondary education* . Butthe freedom from 
constraint of a l l kinds and the cerantrysidem mountain or 
sea-side background of the colonie de vacances mean that 
here, for at l e a s t a few weeks every year, the^conditions of 
the New Education can. most amply be f u l f i l l e d . 
(1) P. CHATELAIN. Les p r i n c i s e s de l*Education 
Nouvelle. E.N*P., P a r i s , page "121 ~~" 
' Chapter IV; 
The Extent of the Ao-plication of Active Methods 
I n Colonies de Vacancee Todayo 
I n 19U5/ 5-U53 monitors out of 7»882 candidates passed 
the written examination for the Monitors diploma, and by 
1958 t h i s number had become four times as great. At the 
same time the number of directors who passed the disjploma 
a f t e r taking the written examinations was 72^ 5 of the number 
of directors «d^ &riebu^ the t r a i n i n g "stage 1 By 1966,unless 
there i s a further extension of the sp e c i a l permission for 
directors not possessing the diploma to run colonies where 
there are fewer than s i x t y children, a l l d i r e c t a s of colonies 
de vacaBnces w i l l be obliged to hold the Birector's diploma* 
Thus a l l dir e c t o r s and one t h i r d of a l l monitors i n colonies 
de vacanees must be f u l l y q u a l i f i e d , and recently i t was 
also stipulated that one t h i r d of monitors taking part i n 
adolescents 1 colonies and camps should possess the " l i v r e t 
d*aptitude" as a r e s u l t of s p e c i a l t r a i n i n g for work with 
adolescents. 
This s i g n i f i e s that each colonie must possess a minimum 
of more than one t h i r d of f u l l y Qualified personnel to s t a f f 
i t . The monitors and directors have learnt some basic 
psychology, the correct approachis towards children and 
some bpsic s k i l l s and techniques to help them with their 
work, which although many of those who go through the 
tr a i n i n g course may not r e a l i z e i t f a r e a l l part of the 
New Education and Active Kfthods. 
I n 19U7 the C.E.M.E.A. opened t h e i r Npuvelle Ecole 
a t Boulogne i n order ;to t r y for themselves,in practice 
i n an actual school, the education methods they had "been 
advocating i n the c o l o n i c The school grew from i t s small 
"beginiSags with two c l a s s e s and gave many members of the 
C.E.M.E.A. an opportunity to go and see the Active Methods 
put into operation, u n t i l the s t a f f of the school suddenly 
found themselves obliged to abandon th e i r work i n 1957, 
when a new r e f l a t i o n prevented them from continuing to teach 
outside the framework of State Education i n the Department. 
While the school was functioning, Cousinet was a freauent 
v i s i t o r and^gave much advice at the outset to the three 
school-teachers who began the expertiAnent. Monsieur Gal, 
the Director of the Research Service of the National 
Pedagogical I n s t i t u t e i n P a r i s also nail« frequent v i s i t s 
to the school. 
I n the school» the d i c t a t o r i a l element of t r a d i t i o n a l 
teaching methods wasa done away with - the methods employed 
were based upon the r e a l needs and i n t e r e s t s of the children 
which they manifested for themselves* the teachers did not 
impose a c t i v i t i e s . The whole school was designed to help 
the c h i l d to a c t , le a r n and l i v e out l i f e for himself, only 
coming to the teacher when he wished - the c h i l d had to 
lea r n to otranaeiae d i f f i c u l t i e s for himself: 
"La maitresse se gardera d'intervenir chaque f o i s 
Qq'un enfant' sera absorb^ par une occupation, chaque 
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f o i s a u ' i l experiment era, chaaue f o i s qu'elle l e verr.a 
aux n r i s e s avec une d i f f i c u l t y o u * i l vent vaincre s e u l . " 
(1) 
D i s c i p l i n e might have been a problem "but t h i s was 
avoided by holding a reunion each week when the children 
would discuss any punishment which was to be given or any 
"taetribution which was to be made,, I t did indeed take time 
for the teachers i n the Nouvelle Ecole to t r a i n children 
to accept the new approach, but once each c h i l d had r e a l i z e d 
that he was worthy of respect he began to behave according^ 
andofcakm r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for h i s own a c t s . As i n Freinet's " 
schools i n Belgiuc^the object was that each c h i l d should 
be f u l l y himself - Mavant tout et plus librement 'lui-meme' 
Freedom did not mean the absence of d i s c i p l i n e - ami 
experiment i n Hamburg a f t e r the F i r s t World War had allowed 
primary school children i n several primary schools complete 
freedom of action and the r e s u l t had been chaos but for 
the New Education freedom was something planned by both 
S t a f f and children together. : 
This form of education did not bear immediate r e s u l t s 
i n a l l cases; i t was only over the course of years that a 
c h i l d could be f u l l y r e l i e d upon to help h i s feltihow without 
prompting, and would no longer be at a l o s s when confronted 
by a blank piece of paper,. I n the long run, the New Education 
develops the c h i l d ' s c r i t i c a l f a c u l t i e s and gives him a new 
a b i l i t y to express himself, most of a l l stimulating r e a l 
enthusiasffl, openness of mind, and a desire to discover, i n the 
(1) B. HARVAUX et M. A. NOXX-CHATEAU» 366Education 
Nouvelle a l ' E c o l e . Editions du Scarabee, P a r i s , 1958* Page 121. 
c h i l d o 
The problem remains to know how fa r such methods can 
be applied i n colonies de vacances, where, instead of 
possessing a f u l l team of trained educators* the director 
has to r e l y upon a group of young people, <m£ whom perhaps 
about h a l f w i l l have undergone a short stage of eight to 
ten days. 
i f M 
During the stage i t s e l f , young people from many 
d i f f e r i n g "backgrounds come together for a v a r i e t y of 
reasons, b u t / r e a l i z i n g that the most they are going to 
obtain from a colonie de vacances afterwards i s perhaps a 
l i t t l e pocket money and a change of scenery* Before the 
stage i s over the monitor-to-be w i l l come to r e a l i z e that 
the colonie i s bound to e n t a i l a good deal of work and 
enthusiasm on h i s part i f i t i s to be a success, and the 
r e s u l t i s that most of the young people leave the stage 
convinced that they have something to give ant? something 
to learn fcom the colonie, and are prepared to enter upon 
the adventsure of l&ein^ Om % fpikd^rb^LU^r f©^ a group 
of children.. 
During the stage, the young monitor i s not so much 
told about New Education as made to experience i t ; i n a l l 
probability he w i l l never hear the words mentioned during 
the stage, but he w i l l f i n d that everyone i s expected to 
p u l l h i s own w6*ght and use h i s i n i t i a t i v e * When a c t i v i t i e s 
are planned there i s always a choice to be made, and whether 
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the monitor chooses a dramatized game, model-making or a 
handicraft^ he w i l l f i n d himself encouraged to express him-
s e l f and use h i s own personality to the f u l l . His opinion 
i s respected; and he i s taught to respect the opinion of 
the children who are to be under h i s care. Throughdrat 
the training period the monitor i s undergoing the kind 
of l i f e and atmosphere which i s the core of the New Education, 
so that when he finds himself i n a colonie he w i l l be able 
to t r y and recreate the same, atmosphere for the children 
i n the colonie. Not only does the monitor learn c e r t a i n 
useful techniques,but he learns respect for the individual 
personality of the c h i l d . 
Experience of a monitor^* stage"run by the U.F.C.V. and 
of s p e c i a l course (a stage de perfectionnement i n canoeing) 
run by the C.E.M.E.A. has shown that New Education i s a 
p r a c t i c a l r e a l i t y i n such stages", but what of the colonie 
i t s e l f ? 
I t i s l e s s easy to. apply the New Education i n a colonie 
of ISO boys than i n a tr a i n i n g stage. Let us examine a 
colonie run by a Ministry i n 1959* 126 children, whose 
parents were e i w i l servants i n Prance or Al g e r i a , spent 
one, two,or i n one or two .cases as many as three months^in 
a small hamlet in Upper Savoy, at a height of about two 
thousand fe e t , not far from the Lake of Geneva. 
The children were well fed, and e s p e c i a l l y as regards 
many of the Algerian children, the meals were better than 
those they received i n t h e i r own homes. There were^two 
small dormitories i n the chalet which was h i r e d toy the 
Ministry, and which had "been designed for use as a colonie 
de vacanne6o The r e s t of. the children had to sleep i n 
dormitories with, room for about th&Srty children. Bach 
Child did at l e a s t have a small bafeide table for h i s 
possessions, but there was l i t t l e space for clothes. Only 
i n the small dormitories did the children take an i n t e r e s t 
i n their rooms/ which they: decorated with pictures and 
branches o\ trees ;and found room for the treasures they 
brought back from walfes on an old board placed insecurely 
on top of the radiator. The dining-room, although g a i l y 
painted, had a low c e i l i n g and the l e v e l of noise e a s i l y 
became excessive,so that, from time to time,one monitor 
or another was obliged to "impose a general silence; once 
the business of eating was over, the children and monitors 
f i l e d out with a sense of r e l i e f into the open a i r * 
Outside the chalet,the monitor was free to undertake 
whatever a c t i v i t y he could devise; some monitors made th e i r 
wa^, to the nearest f i e l d , , s e t t l e d down to a good book,and 
l e f t the children to the i r own devices. The more ambitious 
monitors however went off into the woods, b u i l t cabins or 
dams across a stream,or went off with ikaar groups to hunt for 
c l a y to maBe models, or^some sim i l a r a c t i v i t y . Each monitor 
was responsible for a p a r t i c u l a r group of children, and 
there was seldom any opportunity for a c h i l d to move from 
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one group to another. At. the chalet there was no freedom 
of movement -either a l l the, children had to go up to t h e i r 
dormitories or none were allowed into the building, and 
several times a day the children were l i n e d up and slowly 
made th e i r way to the wash-heaase where one hundred and 
twaaty grubbly p a i r s of hands had to "be washed. 
FJhile many techniques of the New Education were used 
from time to time during the colonie, and e s p e c i a l l y during 
the evening "veillces** when the children played games, put 
on p l a y l e t s or carried out somejkind of s p e c i a l * a c t i v i t y 
i n groups of twenty or t h i r t y , the chalet i t s e l f was not 
designed to house 120- Individuals. There was one small 
games-room; there was no reading-room,£no common-room for 
either the children or the • monitors, who had to meet i n 
the«H corridors of the building to chat for a few moments 
before going to bed. There was l i t t l e space for the children 
to sleep inland on a wet day there was nowhere for anyone 
to go apart to read or write l e t t e r s , and i t was up to 
each monitor to t r y ahd provide what a c t i v i t i e s he coJLd 
without disturbing other a c t i v i t i e s going on i n the room 
at the same time. 
The worst feature of the colonie was that a group of 
s l i g h t l y older boys of between twelve and fourteen years 
found themselves side by side with children of between 
nine and twelve years old. These boys ffiJbfor themselves 
hemmed i n by the d i s c i p l i n e / and bored with the a c t i v i t i e s , 
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_ which were suited more to the younger children than to 
thenselves. 
Here was a colonie which benefitted from c e r t a i n of 
the technioues intucduced by the New Education^but where 
the actuals building i n w"*ich the colonie was held, and 
the. d i f f e r i n g ages of children sent to the same colonie, 
whutata made i t impossible to achieve the kind of colonie 
which the New Education implies,, 
At the other end of the scale,we can turn to a colonie 
run by the Academy of P a r i s for the children of teachers 
or Atofy f a m i l i e s p a r t i c u l a r l y interested i n -the educational 
benefit which could be derived from a colonie*« The colonie 
i n . question was held i n England for boys and g i r l s between 
the ages of fourteen and sixteen i n a small market-town 
i n Devonshire. Two school-mistresses ran the colonie, one 
of Tvhom was English and the second French. There was one 
English monitrlce, a French monitor, and an En g l i s h monitor/ 
teacher for the group of t h i r t y young people, which included 
two English g i r l s and three English boys. 
The food was uninteresting but adecmate by English 
standards - by good fortune the d i r e c t r i c e s had hac the 
forethought of bringing d e l i c a c i e s such as some pate" and 
Ar i e s sausages to supplement meals on special occasions. 
But the building i n which the colonies was held posssessed 
a Common-room, a games-room and a gymnasium,apart from the 
dormitories; 1 
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I n the morning, a f t e r a period of free-time, came 
two hours devoted to English lessons by the monitor/teacher, 
the English D i r e c t r i c e and an E n g l i s h school-teacher* Twice 
a week during the afternoon there was a t r i p to the sea-Side 
or inland, otherwise each monitor proposed an a c t i v i t y , 
sometimes at the suggestion of the children and often on 
the suggestion of one of the D i r e c t r i c e s , and the young 
people were free to chose which a c t i v i t y they wished to 
*«w There were meetings from time to time for the children 
to discuss a c t i v i t i e s and the general running of the colonie. 
Many of the a c t i v i t i e s had a s p e c i a l purpose behind them, 
as for instance a competition i n which groups of children 
wr*nt into the town to. carr^out a survey into the hi s t o r y 
of the town, i t s indust4ies >and the a c t i v i t i e s of people 
whom the children met in the s t r e e t . Not only did the children 
have to practiee their. English, but they ha<3 to set out 
H<*L 
the information they^obtained, and a priz e was awarded to the 
best r e s u l t obtained by any one group. 
The e s s e n t i a l difference between t h i s colonie and the 
previous one, even allowing for the fact that the children 
i n the second colonie were rather older, l a y i n the attititde 
to the individual. I n the second colonie,the young people 
were considered to be respolnpible beings with minds and 
w i l l s of th e i r own, i t was recognized that each individual 
had a different personality and reauired the power of 
choice and the opportunity to express himself or h e r s e l f . 
The very f a c t that the group was mixed showas an 
admission of the complementary nature of the sexes; the 
wider the range of perJongalities, the r i c h e r a group, i s 
"bound to he, provided that the children are s u f f i c i e n t l y 
responsible to toe accepted i n t h i s kind of c o l o n i c 
Children were c a r e f u l l y selected for t h i s colonie, for 
even with the Boole Nbuvelle i t was found that for some 
children from d i f f i c u l t backgrounds, a long period of 
adaptation Has necessary, and a colonie which i s to be 
run on advanced l i n e s has not the time to provide for 
children who are not s u f f i c i e n t l y advanced to be able to 
cooperate iri the methods used. 
I t i s c l e a r that even^using the methods of the New 
Education "Kaiwt the colonie has to be adapted to some extent 
to the kind of background to which the children i t receives 
are used* A colonie i n a foreigns country, arranged by 
the A.R.O.C.E.A; was bound to be far more educationally 
biased than a colonie of the Hinistere des finances^ to 
which a number of quite backward children of poor customs-
o f f i c i a l s i n Algeria were sent* Nonetheless,in both the 
colonies we have mentioned^there was c l e a r l y a recognition 
of the value of the New Education. 
TJhere a monitor has to pay the equivalent of f i v e or 
s i x pounds to t r a i n himself, (although some organisations 
are prepared to pay the cost of train i n g monitors «^ sr their ervon 
colonies,themselves) and the remuneration during the colonie 
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i s s t i l l small,the monitor usually a r r i v e s at the stage 
with the intention of devoting himself to the task of 
being a monitor without expecting to gain a great f i n a n c i a l 
advantage. Yet^besides this,many monitors fi n d the stage 
of much greater i n t e r e s t s ^ than they han imagined and 
enter the colonies f i r e d with r e a l enthusiasm - this^lmply 
borne out by the f a c t that there are r e l a t i v e l y few 
monitors who do not troub&ife to s i t the written examination 
during the winter following th e i r stage i n a. colonie. 
The extent to which the New Education i s applied 
depends upon three factors: the o v e r - a l l organisation of 
the colonie, the slfciil of the director (and to a l e s s e r 
extent of h i s monitors), and the nature of the building 
which i s used for the colonie. Above a l l the director 
i s responsible for the colonie and a l l that takes place 
during the course of a colonie^and i t i s t h i s reason that 
has l e d the Direction Generale a l a Jeunesse et aux Sports 
to introduce a new tr a i n i n g course for directors i n two 
parts and require each director to undergo a refresher 
course every f i v e years so,that the complaint that the 
director i s out of touch with the methods learntby the 
monitors during the course of thei r 'stage"will be l e s s 
f requently bsozrrr&J^tA . 
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S E C T I O N I I . 
An Example of Colonies de Vacances i n Action 
i n 1963: Centres de Vacances i n the Gironde. 
Chapter I . 
Introduction. 
The Gironde area>played a part i n the development 
of colonies de yacances from the very early days. Within 
the Gironde l i e s Bordeaux, which i s the s i x t h largest c i t y 
of France, and ^ p o s s e s s e s b e a u t i f u l countryside, f o r e s t s 
and the sea-side, which a t t r a c t many people from outside 
the region, so that almost as many colonies enter the region 
from outside as originate i n the area. 
The colonie of the Groupe Scolaire d'Arlac et S o l f e r i n n 
organized by Davenne i n Bordeaux i n 18.88 to send children 
to Arcachon on the coast,was amongst the f i r s t of the 
pr o v i n c i a l colonies. I t was also at Arcachon that the 
f i r s t Catholic colonie, organized by the Abbe" P i tray i n 1097, 
was held. And two years l a t e r the report upon the school 
colonie of the Arise and Solferino Group mentioned that 
"everyone i n Bordeaux" knew the movement of colonies de 
vacances. C e r t a i n l y the movement was of s u f f i c i e n t importance 
for the Mayor of the C i t y and the Inspector of Primary -
Education to go and see what had been achieved at Arcachon. 
At the time of the Bordeaux Congress i n 1906, the 
President of the Congress was himself the President of the 
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Federation des Patronages of Bordeaux* I t was also the 
grouped organisations of Bordeaux which were i n the main 
responsible for preventing a close l i n k "between the r e l i g i o u s 
and non-religious organisations, due no doubt to the r i v a l r y 
between the Protestant and Catholic church i n the c i t y , 
which eventually brought about the formation of two 
separate national bodies. 
W** C i t y of Bordeaux was remarkable for :sending as 
many as 238 children to i t s own colonie at Saint-Andre'-de-
Cubzac as we l l as aiding ten differen t organisations out 
of public funds* Another considerable achievement was 
the pttnchase by the Caisse d*Assurances de l a Gironde i n 
1937 of a country-house and 257 acres of grounds which 
provided f a c i l i t i e s for 800 children. . Then, even during 
the war, the c i t y was a hive of industry I n the f i e l d of 
colonies de vacances,for i t i s from the War period that 
the creation of many of the organisations of the c i t y dates* 
For t h i s reason the Gironde i s an'area of p a r t i c u l a r 
i n t e r e s t for colonies de vacances and was a convenient 
region to choose to examine i n order to gain some impression, 
of the general trends i n the movement at the present day. 
r. • r 
The simplest means of doing t h i s was to contact the 
Departmental Inspector of the Jeunesse et Sports (I'lnspecteur 
Departmental a l a Jeunesse et aux Sports) who i s the man 
i n the key position, holding authority over the colonies 
e i t h e r originating in. the Gironde or entering i t from e l s e -
where. 
Prom the minutes of the winter meeting o f the Comlte" 
DepartemBntal des Colonies de Vacances i n December 19$3, 
from the Inspector's own report and from an interview with 
the Inspector and others concernaBa^ i n the organisations 
of colonies de vacances i n the Gironde, i t was possible 
to gain some insight into the work which took .place i n 
the Department during the period 1962 to 1963- This 
Departmental Committee unites representatives o f the 
Jeunesse e t Sports, governmental departments, the c i t y : 
c o u n c i l l o r s , members of the t r a i n i n g organisations and : 
members of the more important bodies organizing colonies 
de Vacances• 
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Chapter I I . 
The Colonies de Vacances of the Qironde and 
Those Entering the Gironde from Outside. 
AmoraBt the colonies i n the Gironde i n 19&3 there were 
20k colonies which originated i n the area assembling an 
average of 83 children over an average period of 30 days; 
there were also 135 camps i n which an average of 36 young 
people spent 21$ days. There were a further 178 colonies 
of, on the average, 105 children spending 28£ days, and 
Uh camps grouping 33 young people over an average duration 
of 2Q& days which entered the.Gironde.region from other 
parts of Prance.. There were nobmore than f i v e colonies 
maternelles (colonies for children under the age of s i x ) 
amongst a l l the colonies of the Gironde• 
The number of colonies remained more or l e s s eonstant 
between 1962 and 1963 but the number of camps for young 
people i n the Gironde rose from 8 to 9 amonpt those originating 
i n the Department, and from 26 to hi amongst those entering 
the Department from outside, which provided holidays for 
1,014-9 more young people than i n the previous year. I n 
conjunction with t h i s increase there were as many as^ii5 
applications for the f i v e tents ( f o r twelve people) which 
the Jeunesse eM Sports had at t h e i r disposal. 
fewer applications for a i d towards the d a i l y cost of 
maintaining children i n colonies r e s u l t i n g from the ever 
As regards the f inancing of these colonies, there were 
loU 
Increasing Him amount of paperwork involved i n obtaining 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t stuns of money^in most cases. On the other 
hand,the Caisse d f Allocations Pamiliales of the Oironde 
raised the amount of family income above which i t would 
o f f e r no grants by nearly one t h i r d , representing a s i g n i f i c a n t 
increase i n kid to families not i n the very lowest income 
groups; the Caisse continued to provide 1,200 e n t i r e l y 
free holidays i n colonies de vacances i n 1963* 
There were important claims"for grants towards equipping 
Centres Acre's (day-colonies), and the report to the Depart* 
mental Committee mentioned that, although flflgt the 2% grant 
towards equipping the Centres AereV was of value, i t would 
have "been of even greater value i f i t could have "oeen 
extended towards running costs and the cost of maintaining 
the e x i s t i n g equipment. Most of the 31 day-colonies of 
the Gironde were organized i n the c i t y of- Bordeaux and i t s 
suburbs, and 17 of these functioned during the Easter holidays 
as w e l l as i n the summer. Numbers of children attending 
day-colonies f e l l o f f during the month of August, f o r which 
the increase i n the number of grants made f o r t r a d i t i o n a l 
colonies "by the Caisse d'Allocations FaniHales was 
responsible i n p a r t ; also the movement towards making a 
f o u r t h wefik of annual holiday general meant that, already 
during the year, many workers receiving longer holidays, were 
able to take t h e i r c h i l d r e n away f o r holidays themselves. 
Two movements i n the region were mentioned p a r t i c u l a r l y 
as having expanded between 1962 and 1963* The f i r s t 
reference i n the same report was to a movement arranging 
"placement f a m i l i a l " i n Enpland: the Bordeaux-Bristol 
Exchange Scheme, vhich cane i n t o "being.at the end of the 
^'ar, expanded rapidly,, This expansion continued during 
1962 and 1963» and during the Easter holidays i n 196k 
the Exchange Scheme sent par t i e s of French children to 
exchange t * i t h p a r t i e s of English c h i l d r e n , e n t a i l i n g as 
many as four Slights i n each d i r e c t i o n at the "beginning 
and a t the end of the exchange i n order to transport a l l 
those taking part i n the scheme* The second organisation 
was the Service des Oeuvres Antituberculeuses, which sent 
more than two hundred chi l d r e n to the Pyrenees* 
During 1963,the government, awarded 2,239 holiday 
grants to c h i l d r e n i n the Gironde 9 of which aoout h a l f 
went to c h i l d r e n of r u r a l areas, f o r whom no provision i s 
made by the Caisse d*Allocations Famillales. 
Throughout the area there was l i t t l e change i n the 
numerical force of the t r a d i t i o n a l coloftie; some attempt 
was made to help children from r u r a l areas 9 who represent 
only one c h i l d i n seven attending colonies de vacances* 
The progress amongst centres de vacances (which "became a 
more common term i n general usage than "colonies" de 
vacances when i n t e r e s t i n camps f o r adolescents "began to 
gain considerable importance) i n the Oironde i n 1963,, l a y 
l a r g e l y w i t h the day-colonies and the movements providing 
holidays for. aflolecents. 
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Chapter i l l . 
The General Condition of the Colonies* 
Throughout 1963 i n the Gironde, a l l checks on the 
water-supply of colonies showed that the water was free 
from contamination; there were no serious,outbreaks of 
i l l n e s s * and buildings housing colonies, appeared to he 
improved each year. The organisations evinced t h e i r 
willingness to carry out improvements i n order to provide 
f o r the ever increasing numbers of children, and many buildings 
had been put i n t o good order through the a i d of the Caisse 
d*Allocations Familiales, despite the regrettable i n s u f f i c i e n c y 
of State aid: 
"Les loeaux s'ameliorent chapue annee* I I est 
regrettable que I'Etat ne puisse pas aider suffisaxfent 
l e s colonies; c e l l e s - c i ne. deraandeiJfc qu'a entretBnir, 
ame'liorer et surtout agrandir leurs loeaux, car le s 
e f f e c t i f s augmentent sans cesse. Presque toutes nos 
colonies ont neanraoins des loeaux convenables grace 
a l'aide t r e s efficace apport&e par l a Caisse -fi*" 
^ A l l o c a tions Familialeso" 
(1) 
Only two camps were found not to be suitably equipped — 
one having unsatisfactory sanitary arrangements, the other 
being heavily overcrowded - "to o f f s e t t h i s , ±3sk many 
colonies merit special mention f o r the good state of thdftr 
b u i l d i n g s and the way i n which the colonie i s run, ^hich 
i n some cases i s remarkable"• 
( l ) M« BEAUGSECY (Departmental Inspector). 
Compte-Rendu sur l e Ponctionnement dee Oeuvres de Vacances. 
Department of the Gironde, 19^ 3 o 
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A few colonies received more children than they 
a c t u a l l y declared,and t h i s was a, natter to set a r i g h t i n 
the following year. 
I n 1963 there were no cases of f i r e i n the colonies 
of the Gironde - as a cdnseouence of a f o r e s t f i r e which 
destroyed a large colonie spine years previously, f i r e 
precautions have "been s t r i c t l y applied. There; was on 
the other hand, one case of droving; t h i s occurred i n 
Spain i n a colonie which originated i n the Gironde, i n 
a spot which had not been o f f i c i a l l y passed as f i t f o r 
"bathing and also at a time when there was nj^bne present 
who possessed a l i f e - s a v i n g c e r t i f i c a t e ( t h a t i s to say 
under circumstances e n t i r e l y contrary to a l l the regulations). 
There were f i v e other accidents noted, hut i n each case the 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the s t a f f of the colonie was not i n 
question* 
On the educational side, four colonies were mentioned 
i n the annual report as being "both i n s u f f i c i e n t l y w e l l 
planned and poorly organizedj i n three other colonies there 
had "been strained relationfe between the director and some 
of the monitors, andjtwo &or e colonies there had "been 
complaints regarding the moral r e l a t i o n s "between monitors 
and .Tonitriceso Some, directors found d i f f i c u l t y i n keeping 
abrast with the progressive ideas of t h e i r monitors who 
arr i v e d at the colonie fresh from the "staged 
The report suggested that c e r t a i n elements were 
necessary to ensure a satisf a c t o r y colonie* The di r e c t o r 
had to he of the f i r s t order, he had to he able to work 
out, organize and '[balance a c t i v i t i e s , the colonie i t s e l f 
needed to he i n a esaefully-chosen spot and the monitors 
&&SBSS also, required to he chosen w i t h extreme care to 
ensure that they had bene f i t t e d to the f u l l from t h e i r 
t r a i n i n g . Mixed leaders were to be avoided, unless (as 
a commentator noted i n a marginal reference on the report) 
the director, possessed special a b i l i t i e s . . . I n 1963, only 
one director i n every twelve had not attended a t r a i n i n g 
course, and two t h i r d s of a l l the directors of colonies de 
vacancesin the Gironde were f u l l y o u a l i f i e d * As regards 
monitors,one i n every four had not attended a t r a i n i n g 
course, yet less than h a l f the monitors had obtained the 
monitor's diaploma. On the other hand, amongst the s t a f f 
of young people's camps^,not more than one di r e c t o r and 
one monitor were f u l l y q u a l i f i e d to carry out t h i s work 
out of 16 dire c t o r s and 56 monitors* although t h i s was 
to be expectedssoa the " l i v r e t d*aptitude" issued as a 
r e s u l t of t r a i n i n g f o r work w i t h adolescents, had only 
been i n existence f o r a short period of time. 
Many basic "stages", special courses, evenings classes, 
study days, and other a c t i v i t i e s were organized by the 
CS.M.E.A. and the U.F.C.V. i n the Gironde; but although 
the CiP.C.VL organized a few colonies i n the area, neither 
the C.P.C.V. nor the F.W.C.V, organized any t r a i n i n g courses 
i n the area. As' one might expect from an organisation • 
receiving as much o f f i c i a l support a$- the C.E.,M*E»A*y 
the premises of the organisation are better ecuiped thc>h ' 
those of the tf.S'.C.V, i n Bordeaux, but there i s no doubting 
the keenness of the s t a f f of both organisations,., t h e i r 
f a i t h i n the methods propagated and the a l t r u i s t i e i n t e r e s t 
they take i n t h e i r work* 
There is^np doubt that the Gironde, a f t e r i t s many 
years*• experience i n the organisation of colonies de 
vacances, is-both well, equippd and w e l l supplied vrith 
enthusiastic workers t o ensure the continuation of the 
i n s t i t u t i o n i n the region for, many years to come* 
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Chapter IV. 
Some Conclusions. 
There 1B no doubt concerning the competence of the 
inspectors and s t a f f of the Jeunesse et Sports i n the 
Bordeaux region, they c l e a r l y carry out t h e i r tasks most 
e f f i c i e n t l y , for, although l i m i t e d by funds and hampered 
by the need f o r an additional inspector, each colonie i n 
the region was examined at least during one of i t s sessions, 
ensuring that from every point of view the colonies w i t h i n 
t h e i r j u r i s d i c t i o n were on a par w i t h the standards l a i d 
down. 
The C.EoM.E.A. and the U.F.C.V. carry out extensive 
t r a i n i n g work i n the Gironde and, since the merging of the 
Qff.oy.A.L. , the J.P»A., and the C.E.M.E.A. ,the problem of 
placing children, monitors and di r e c t o r s as we l l as domestic 
s t a f f i n colonies de vaeances, and the financing of colonies, 
has been much s i m p l i f i e d . The^placement MMtta* of the U.F.C.V. 
functions e f f i c i e n t l y , a n d the proceeds of the public 
collection,which the U.F.C.V. i s now allowed to make, help 
the f i n a n c i a l s i t u a t i o n of the Union. Both organisations 
tend to deal w i t h d i f f e r i n g kinds of colonie and there i s 
every i n d i c a t i o n t h a t each organisation w i l l continue to 
t h r i v e and extend i t s : work i n the area. 
The o f f i c i a l machinery i s slowly becoming r a t i o n a l i z e d 
I l l 
and cooperation between the t r a i n i n g bodies and the 
Departmental a u t h o r i t i e s runs more smoothly w i t h i n the 
Comite" Departemental as the years go by. nonetheless., neither 
d i r e c t State a i d nor Departmental funds can be deemed s u f f i c i e n t , 
markedly i n the case of the latter, which a c t u a l l y become 
s l i g h t l y less i n 1963 than i n 1962, whereas the Caisse 
d'Allocations .Familiales made an important c o n t r i b u t i o n 
to the financing of colonies. 
Grants have however been improved i n two spheres: the 
camps f o r adolescents and the day-colonic The number of 
camps increased by 35;and 751 more adolescents received 
holidays i n camps o r i g i n a t i n g i n the Gironde. Two 
Associations were given 30$ grants towards f i t t i n g s and 
buildina*,and 16 projects f o r equipping day-colonies were 
put forward to benefit from the funds provided at a national 
l e v e l f o r t h i s pttcpose. A l l day-colonies had the r i g h t 
to b e n e f i t from grants towards equipment, but grants towards 
running costs were, generally found to be i n s u f f i c i e n t . The 
day-colonies has advanced from being something of very 
minor importance to^a major concern w i t h i n recent years. 
I f there was one aspect causing disquiet i n the report 
f o r the Gironde i n 1963» i t was on the educational side. 
The report mentioned disturbing disagreement between 
c e r t a i n directors and monitors, some colonies where a c t i v i t i e s 
were badly conceived,and even cases of doubtful moral 
r e l a t i o n s between monitors and monitrices: on t h i s l a s t 
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score, during the question-time f o l l o w i n g the reading of 
the report to the Departmental Committee, the representative 
of the C.B.M.E.A. expressed h i s opinion that the mere 
£act of having leaders of "both sexes should not he held t o 
he a cause of immorality - prohlems alee occurred i n single 
sex colonies. 
There followed general discussion of the report,and 
i t was announced; during the course of t h i s , that there would, 
i n a l l probability, bp a fur t h e r Departmental Inspector added 
to the s t a f f of the Jeunesse et Sports f o r the coming year. ' 
I t was f e l t that the colonies de vacannes of the region 
were functioning c o r r e c t l y as a whole. Yet i t i s to he 
noted that the report mentioned the very r e a l problem of 
dir e c t o r s who found d i f f i c u l t l y i n keeping psgfe«>& the 
educational progress. That t h i s prohlem wis universal, i s 
borne out by recent regulations o b l i g i n g d irectors to 
undergo a second1 t r a i n i n g . tNMriEtnritag course a f t e r t h e i r i n i t i a l 
course before receiving the diploma* and also making i t 
obligatory f o r directors to attend a refresher-course every 
f i v e years. 
The necessity f o r t h i s refresher-course was instanced 
by a colonie "belonging to a Social Welfare organisation i n 
the C i t y of Bordeaux, which provides a colonie f o r a number 
of hoys, l a r g e l y apprentices, from Bordeaux and Paris. The 
organiser of the colonle began the work i n 19U7 when tfaa 
food shortage was s t i l l acute and w i t h h i s m i l i t a r y experience 
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soon i n i t i a t e d a colonie which provided good food and w e l l 
earnt r e s t f o r a c e r t a i n class of hoy. I n 1963» as i n the 
early days o f the colonie, a l l was w e l l i n the eyes of the 
organiser so long as the Tricolour was raised w i t h a l l due 
ceremeny to the top of the f l a g pole at the beginning of 
the day and so long as there was a group of hoys playing 
f o o t b a l l or basket-ball on the f i e l d i n f r o n t of the colonie. 
The I n a c t i v i t y and boredom of the boys during the f i r s t 
h a l f of the colonie,during which the organiser himself 
ran the colonie,was i n stark contrast to the keenness and 
enthusiasm f i n a l l y generated during the second period of 
the colonie when a q u a l i f i e d d i r e c t o r , who was also a 
gysmotics I n s t r u c t o r , took over the organisation.w£ *» 
So, although colonies are e f f i c i e n t l y organized i n 
general i n the Gironde, there i s s t i l l tfoom f o r jcagufosing 
the number of trained monitors and directors,and f o r 
encouraging more monitors to specialize i n work w i t h young 
people. And apart from t h i s there remains one f u r t h e r 
less s a t i s f a c t o r y feature i n connection w i t h the colonies 
o f the region. I n 1963 there were 35 colonies w i t h over 
120 chi l d r e n , 22 w i t h 100 to 120 children, and one colonie 
w i t h 300 children attending i t . I t i s a w e l l known f a c t 
t h a t large colonies tend to be unsatisfactory from the 
poin t of view of the children as much as of the organisers, 
and i t was precisely i n the largest of the colonies of 
the Gironde that the organisation and a c t i v i t i e s were 
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hot considered to be of a s a t i s f a c t o r y standard* 
P A R T H I . 
STAGNATION OR PROGRESS? 
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S E C T I O N I . 
The Evidence of the S t a t i s t i c s * 
Chapter I * 
S t a t i s t i c s ConcBnning Polonies 'de Vacances* 
A. Colonies de Vacances* Their Expansion. 
From the very "beginning of the colonies de vacances 
u n t i l 19U9» excepting the two periods of World War, there 
has always been a steady r i s e I n the number of colonies i n 
existence i n France* The years showing the most marked 
increase were the years immediately following the Second 
Wer&d War u n t i l 1949 # when fi g u r e s rose from 500.000 to 
81+6,550 c h i l d r e n attending colonies de vacances; but the 
fi g u r e then f e l l to a low-point of 802,903 i n 1951 and I t 
was not u n t i l 1952 that a s l i g h t r i s e <W the f i g u r e f o r 
1949 was apparent* 
As we have seenj the end of r a t i o n i n g and a new emphasis 
upon the educational aspect of colonies de vacances* marked 
the beginning of a time of reorganisation; nonetheless, i f 
due account i s taken of the f a l l - o f f i n the b i r t h - r a t e at 
the beginning of the War, i t can be shown that the colonies 
were s t i l l increasing r e l a t i v e l y * I n 1959» according to 
the j.P.A., colonies de vacances were again i n danger -Ssie to 
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i n s u f f i c i e n t f i n a n c i a l a i d AB» m t o n & m "by the State; i n 
t h i s year* although there was a very s l i g h t increase i n 
the number of ahildren attending colonies, there was a 
small f a l l i n the t o t a l number of days spent i n them* 
Although the figures rose ariLy slowly from then u n t i l 1962, 
the number of children attending colonies de vacances rose 
to as many as 1,600*000 i n 1963, compared to 1,350,000 i n 
the previous year. 
B. The D i f f e r e n t Categories. 
The numbers of adolescents attending colonies de 
vacances hag r i s e n continually since the War, except f o r 
a temporary set-back i n 1957 o I n d i v i d u a l records from a l l 
over France show ant increase ;most especially i n camps f o r 
young people and also f o r day-colonies (Centres Aer^s). I n 
Bordeaux, where the number of children e£j&u^idk& colonies 
de vacances i n general rose only s l i g h t l y , the number o f 
young people attending colonies find camps i n 1962 and 1963 
rose by one f i f t h ; i n the Bordeaux region there were also 
more children given holidays by the placement f a m i l i a l 
system than i n the previous year, and the number of children 
66tabafih% day-colonies rose s i g n i f i c a n t l y (7?178 to 9,289). 
The was l i t t l e a l t e r a t i o n i n special colonies f o r p a r t i c u l a r 
categories of children, but the numbers of exchanges arranged 
by the Bordeaux}Brlstol scheme inaeased. Especially since 
1960 theichas been a steady growth i n the sphere of 
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"colonies maternelles" (colonies f o r c h i l d r e n under the age 
of s i x ) and of "ruches f a m i l l a l e s " (the equivalent of 
day-colonies, organized on a small scale i n r u r a l areas) ; 
"maisons f a m i l l a l e s de yacances" (where whole f a m i l i e s 
are enabledto receive holidays together and where the chil d r e n 
and often the parents can take p a r t i n educational a c t i v i t i e s 
organized by trained s t a f f ) have also beorame more popular.. 
C. Training Courses. 
The r a p i d progress and m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of t r a i n i n g 
stages slackened only'during 1950, when both the C.E.M.E.A* 
and the U.F.C.V, held fewer basic stages. I n a l l four 
t r a i n i n g organisations, great stddes forward were made from 
I9k5 onwards, and during 1958 the t d a l number of people 
attending courses of a l l kinds was 35>275 f o r the C.E.M.E.A. 
23,526 f o r the U.P.C.V., 2,503 f o r the C*P,C.V. and 
1,27U f o r the P.C.V.F. The C.E.18.E.A. ran 1405 stages f o r 
monitors, directors and house-managers of colonies de 
vacances, the U.P.C.V. 256, the F.CV.F. 39 and the 
C.P.C.V, 12 ( 1 ) . During 196k both the C.E.M.E.A. and 
the U.P.C.V. organized more than UOO basic stages, and i t 
i s clear that the e f f o r t t o improve the education services t 
of the U.P.C.V. has borne f r u i t so that the Union f a l l s 
only a l i t t l e short of the C.E.M.E.A. i n the number of 
basic courses which Ik runs.- /. 
Although i t i s d i f f i c u l t to obtain f u l l f i gures 
(1) E. BECART. Congas. Vacances. voyages* 
Ch.XXXVI of Part I I I of the EncyclopSdie pratique, page 973. 
1 1 8 
i ' 
concerning the number of special stages, evening classes, 
study days and other a c t i v i t i e s undertaken by the t r a i n i n g 
organisations }there has been constant growth i n a l l spheres 
since the end of the War. 
The number of candidates f o r the diplomas f o r monitors 
and directors has increased w i t h the number of t r a i n i n g 
courses, except f o r a f a l l i n the number of di r e c t o r s i n . 
195C$K when a body of trained d i r e c t o r s had been formed 
and the in£ftitial period f o l l o w i n g the introduction of 
the diplomas was over.« h e a t e r numbers of di r e c t o r s 
diplomas were awarded i n the f i r s t years than later, 
since no di r e c t o r possessed a q u a l i f i c a t i o n before t h e i r 
i n t r o d u c t i o n , and a d i r e c t o r , once he or she has obtained 
the diploma continues to run colonies de vacances f o r many 
more years than the monitor who helps^run colonies f o r 
on e-odL 
as long as two or three years^and then finds t h a t he has 
no longer the time available. By 1 9 5 8 , 7 2 $ of a l l 
d i r e c t o r s were i n possession of the dftploma, a n d , f a i l i n g 
. i 
&Bk f u r t h e r governmental i n t e r v e n t i o n , a l l d i r e c t o r s w i l l ^ 
be required to possess the diploma by 1 9 6 6 . 
t 
D, The Evolution. 
I n a recent survey, the U.F.C.V. examined the progress 
o f the colonies and camps belgngingtithe member- organisations 
( 1 ) 
( 1 ) L'Evolution des E f f e c t i f s dee Centres de 
Vacances: une enqufete sur les organismes a f f i l i e e a I'U.F.C.V. 
i n the Revue de lfU.F.C.V., Jan., 1 9 & 5 » No.19. 
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of the Union. This showed that,although there had been 
a steady r i s e i n the numberof children of school-age 
attending colonies de vacanees between 1953 and 1960, there 
hafi been a tendency f o r t h i s progression t o grow less 
since 1960 and, i n the case of the twelve m u n i c i p a l i t i e s 
and the group of i n t e r p a r i s h organisations concerned i n 
the report, the 1963 f i g u r e showed a dLiaght f a l l compared 
w i t h the figu r e s f o r the previous year, although the 
o v e r f a l l f i g u r e had growno 
More young people "between the ages of fourteen and 
eighteen were "being sent to centres de vacances "by many 
dioBcesan and i n d i v i d u a l n a t i o n a l , regional and l o c a l 
organisations* Two organisations i n p a r t i c u l a r yfiVB/nAe. a 
considerable leap forward: the Mutuality Agricole sto&mscfiWJt 
catered f o r rose from 7»887 to 20,275, which amounted to 
The report mentions a preference of young people f o r 
colonies and camps per m i t t i n g them to go away wi t h f r i e n d s 
from t h e i r own part of a town, and t h i s was why such a 
centres of short duration (most often f o r adolescents) also 
increase (although there are r e l a t i v e l y few organisations 
providing f o r children or young people from r u r a l areas) and. 
amongst small parish organisations.the number of adolescents 
a r i s e of 160%. 
s i g n i f i c a n t increase was csfi&enb amongst organisations which, 
i n 60% of the instances,received i n the Patronages the same 
young people whMi were sent to centres de Vacances* Small 
sprang from receiving 3h»lk$ children and young people 
i n 1962 to receiving an extra 6,115 i n 1963 (amoijpt centres 
l a s t i n g from 10 to 21 days)* 
The rgport concluded "by suggesting that i t was not 
a goestion of stagnation i n the f i e l d o f colonies de 
vacances as had teen o f f lcia!D> intimated during 1962, "but 
rather a process of transformation tak©^ place i n t e r n a l l y , 
especially i n respect to adolescents* ' 
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Qhapter I I . 
Financial Assistance, 
A. The Coat of the Colonie to the Family. 
The coet of colonies de vacarices r i s e s 
continually* For one organisation i n 1962,the cost o f 
a day spent i n a colonie f o r one c h i l d rose, from 7«25 francs, 
i n 1960, Mi 8.i*9 francs i n 196l,to as much as 9«>32 francs* (1) 
Grants, i t i s do not keep pace w i t h t h i s increase* 
I n 1959,the J.P.A. had claimed (2) tha t the lack of 
f i n a n c i a l support for colonies de. vacances "by the government 
was responsible f o r the s l i g h t f a l l i n the t o t a l number 
of days spent i n colonies during 1959,, and a similar a r t i c l e £«cj 
to 1962,(1) also blamed the f a i l u r e of colonies de vacances 
to continue expanding upon similar causes. I n an organisation 
handling 3,500 c h i l d r e n , i t was:^ found that,whereas the 
proportion of §tate Aid had been as much as 50$ i n 1914-7, 
the f i g u r e only amounted to 6.9$ i n 1962, and nearly h a l f . 
of the chil d r e n attending the colonies i n the organisation 
received no f i n a n c i a l support at a l l , although t h e i r parents' 
means were modest. Only 500 of the children were able to 
be sent to the colonies without t h i s being a serious 
f i n a n c i a l burdens upon t h e i r parents,since they received 
(1) Y a - t - i l stagnation des colonies de vacances 
i n Belles Vacances, No .23, Printemps 1963. 
(2) Colonies de Vacances en 1959: comparaisons 
1959-1959. i n Belles Vacances, No.12, Hiver 1960. 
a i d from the Caisse d*Allocations Familiales ana also a 
State holiday grant. 37$ of the c h i l d r e n (1,236/3,500B) 
received f i n a n c i a l aid from the works-committees to which 
one of t h e i r parents "belonged* ' 
I n 1959, the system of a t t r i b u t i n g suras of money had 
"been altered by the awarding of holiday grants to f a m i l i e s , 
and,during the f i r s t year, these grants had "been accompanied 
by an equivalent reduction i n the sums of money normally, 
granted d i r e c t l y to the organisations providing colonies; 
however t h i s s i t u a t i o n d id improve i n 1960. I n 1960 
85,000 holiday iwflftar^lrrltftc were.provided f o r 1,200,000 
children attending colonies, representing one c h i l d i n 
every fourteen, Nonetheless,even i n 1962, h% of children 
attending the colonies i n the organisation c i t e d above 
received no a i d whatsoever, despite the modest income of 
t h e i r parents--a situation*, which, to the mind of the author 
of the a r t i c l e , constituted a grave problem* 
I n 1963^there mm a s i g n i f i c a n t r i s e i n the number of 
chi l d r e n attending colonies de vacances^and t h i s may indeed 
be due to better f i n a n c i a l circumstances prevailing. I n 
Bordeaux, f o r example, we saw that, although grants by the 
municipal council f e l l very s l i g h t l y over the previous 
year, the Caisse d*Allocations Pamiliales ^ A J a s i g n i f i c a n t 
increase i n the amount of f i n a n c i a l assistance given, by 
awarding grants to f a m i l i e s w i t h an income-quotient of up to 
200 francs instead of liiO francs only... The Departmental 
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Committee expressed i t s s a t i s f a c t i o n w i t h the a i d provided 
by the Caisse d'Alloeations Familiales,while regretting the 
comparative i n s u f f i c i e n c y of State aid* 
An outstanding move forward came i n 1962 when the 
U.F.C.V., i n the O f f i c i a l C ircular Letter of 2nd A p r i l , 1962 
was permitted to carry out public fund-raising "by an annual 
campaign, which i n 1963 amounted to U71>999 francs: a 
sum s l i g h t l y greater than that brought i n by the campaign 
i n 19U1 (U-6,000,000 o l d francs) which b e n e f i t t e d a l l 
organisations. These extra funds enabled the U.F.C.V. to 
provide 1,6314. grants of 100 francs^as w e l l aB e n t i r e l y free 
stages f o r 5U2 trainees,besides leaving 189*039 francs f o r 
furnishing and equipjing colonies. Although t h i s extra income 
only amounted to a small f r a c t i o n of the t o t a l proceeds of 
the campaign of the J.P.A., t h i s new concession was at least 
one step i n improving the f i n a n c i a l s i t u a t i o n . 
B. Or ants Towards the Cost of New Buildings. 
I n 1957 the f i r s t t r i e n n i a l •plan was put i n t o operation, 
but very l a r g e l y escaped the notice of the organisers of 
colonies de vacances; the second T r i e n n i a l Plan had more 
effect ^ b u t i t was not u n t i l the f i r s t Five -Year-Plan came 
in t o «gMiOKbion tafen i n 1961 that r e a l b e n e f i t was f e l t . 
V/ithin the framework 6f the Plan organisations are obliged 
to lay down c a r e f u l l y is^fe^biadl plans f o r thej» work which 
they wish to undertake according to c e r t a i n specifications 
12k 
o^ f^tAmdSanJL by the Departmental a u t h o r i t i e s which are to 
provide the funds. Grants vary fronTl5$ to provide f a c i l i t i e s 
f o r camps, to up to 75$ towards the "buildings-costs of colonies 
attached to State Schools, the normal grant to most colonies 
being i n the region of 50$. 
Tn.lTo.12 of "Belles Vacances",in the a r t i c l e already 
mentioned (see page 121),the J.F.A. i n s i s t e d upon the 
r i g h t of every childxE to be able to go away on holiday, afid 
called f o r the creation of two m i l l i o n more beds, to be 
provided by the State by 1970. Immediately, during the 
years 1960, 1961 and 1962,the J.P.A. wished to see 500 
new colonies b u i l t ; 126,000 beds needed to be provided 
each year (enabling 2^0,000 more children to be sent to 
colonies de vacanceB each year.) 
The f i r s t Five -Year-Plan aimed at providing a t o t a l 
of 56,250 beds over the whole period ( t o a t t a i n a f i n a l 
t o t a l of 550,000 beds i n f i f t y years' time - not eight or 
nine years as the J.P.A. wished), but even t h i s f i g u r e 
was diminished i n 1962 to 51,000 because of what was 
described as overestimation. I n Bordeaux and the surrounding 
area ;h7 organisations put forward projects f o r the 
examination of the Departmental a u t h o r i t i e s ; of these, 
s i x were immediately rejected as the t o t a l cost of the 
projects amounted to less than 30,000 francs. I n the end 
19 plans were accepted i n order of merit, taking i n t o 
account those refused i n 1956. For the Gironde, 1,030,000 
francs were^available f o r financing these projects. 
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The Five-Year-Plan also aimed at providing one day-
colonie i n every town of 5,000 to 20,000 inhabitants, hut 
notmore than six i n a c i t y of 150.000- to 300,000 inhabitants. 
At the same time regulations f i x the t o t a l number of children 
to be permitted to attend a day-colonie at 300, thus a 
city^-the size of Bordeaux could expect the State to provide 
day-colonie f a c i l i t i e s f o r a mere 1,800-children: ^ already 
Bordeaux and i t s suburbs handle over 9,000 children i n day-
colonies. 
Quite apart from the b u i l d i n g programme grants are 
made towards the cost of equipping and maintaining colonies 
de vacances. I n Bordeaux and the Gironde^beds and mattresses 
were p a r t i c u l a r l y welcomed;and,in a l l , 7 1 centres were aided, 
besides which a f u r t h e r f i f t e e n associations b e n e f i t t e d from 
the Jeunesse et Centre de Vacances-fund and from a small 
general fund. Funds were Very l i m i t e d f o r aiding camps, 
and there were h5 applications f o r the f i v e tents ( t o sleep 
twelve young people each) which were available. 
The Five-Year-Plan has begun to show r e s u l t s , and, 
although the sums a t t r i b u t e d to the scheme by the national 
budget are s t i l l too small, the method of a l l o c a t i n g grants 
i s w e l l organized and ensures a proper usage of the funds. 
I t i s alee creditable that considerably more power has 
been given to the Pre'fet on the spot (who can now authorize 
projects up to 200,000 francs instead of 30,000 francs 
without consulting the M i n i s t e r ) . At the same time 
Humnt i*» general satisfactions/with the e f f o r t made by the 
Caisses d'Allocations Familiales to increase t h e i r support 
of colonies de vacances. The annual campaign of the J.P.A. < 
and now of the U.F.C.V. br i n g i n very appreciable sums of ' 
money, but there remains nevertheless one sphere i n which d i s -
s a t i s f a c t i o n i s u n i v e r s a l l y expressed, that i s ^ i n the 
domain of 9 ta t e-aid towards the day-to-day running costs of 
colonies de vacances (now so fttiUrtite that some organisations 
f i n d the amount of paperwork involved an too great f o r 
the small sums of money awarded and therefore cease to 
apply f o r these grants). 
I t i s often pointed out at the present time that State-
a i d towards day-to-day running costs amounts to less than . 
7J5 whereas i n 19*17 the amount was- 50JS. Whilst i t i s unjust 
to compare t h i s f i g u r e with, that of 19U7, since State-aid 
has become f a r more d i v e r s i f i e d , and since many more children 
belong to f a m i l i e s possessing adequate means to pay f o r 
the expenses of t h e i r c h i l d r e n j i t i s c e r t a i n t h a t many 
more children would be enabled to be sent to colonies de 
vacances i f State aid was increased i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n . 
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S E C T I O N I I . 
The Organisation of Colonies de Vacances. 
Chapter I . 
The Bodies Organizing Colonies de Vacances. 
A* The Department and the Commune. 
The Pre'fet ana the Conseil Ge'ne'ral of any 
Department i n Prance,<apart from t h e i r administrative^ 
duties, are permitted to take ; c e r t a i n i n i t i a t i v e s , i n as 
f a r as these are of recognized public usefulness, and colonies 
de vacances £all w i t h i n t h i s category. Such i n i t i a t i v e 
i s financed "by taxes on special products of the region, 
by i n t e r e s t gained upon leans s or by special grants provided 
c e n t r a l l y . The Commune^  however, i s more important because 
i t o ften possesses substantial resources, and the l o c a l 
mayors possessoa wide powers. The municipal council has 
del i b e r a t i v e power, but the f i n a t e execution of a pr o j e c t 
l i e s i n the hands of the mayor. I t can create or a i d 
colonies de vacances f i n a n c i a l l y JBR &G^B& as these are not 
commercial or i n d u s t r i a l enterprises. Certain municipalities 
have been c r i t i c i z e d from time to time f o r giv i n g f i n a n c i a l 
a i d to r e l i g i o u s Patronages and day-colonies,since i t i s 
claimed that i t i s d i f f i c u l t f o r the municipality to 
v e r i f y the proper use of such expenditure,, ^ hey are, 
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a l l the same, acting f u l l y w i t h i n t h e i r r i g h t s * 
I t i s also possible f o r .interdepartmental and i n t e r -
communal organisations to be created where t h i s f a c i l i t a t e s 
the task or eases the f i n a n c i a l and administrative burden 
upon i n d i v i d u a l organisations* 
B. The Caisses des Beoles. 
The Caisses des Ecoles lwwgo» under the personal 
i n i t i a t i v e of the mayor of the t h i r d Arrondissement i n 
Paris i n 18Z*9* The funds collected went f i r s t of a l l to 
provide clothes and shoes f o r poor children and to recompense 
the best pupi l s * The example vras f bllowed, and the Caisses 
flDSWSeJBStfed t h e i r f i r s t l e g i s l a t i o n i n 1867* Prom the 
e a r l i e s t days of-the colonies de vacances, the Caisses 
were involved as we have seen, and^i&3j|ke1wday/they are 
responsible f o r sending many needy children to colonies 
de vacances from State primary schools• Even todasdespite 
the early growth of the Caisses, these only e x i s t i n about 
h a l f the 6ommunes of Prance* Their creation can stem from 
an ordinary meeting of the municipal council, and they jiess*** 
few* a strong and responsible l e g a l status >once constituted* 
C Social Services of the Central C i v i l Service* 
The Social Services of the Central C i v i l Service 
remain without l e g a l d e f i n i t i o n and depend solely upon 
the i n i t i a t i v e of some.individual: they « m sometimes.vast. 
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organisations handling very many children from a l l over 
France ( f o r example the K i h i s t e f e des Finances). Some of 
the organisations of nationalized i n d u s t r y such as the 
E l e c t r i c i t y de France, the S.N.C.F. and the Grouperaent des 
Houffleres, are prosperous concerns with a high standard' i n 
other spheres, funds are small and the conditions p r e v a i l i n g 
i n such colonies MPW often ppor. 
D. Social Services i n Industry. 
I n some Companies^the social services tend to "be 
extremely p a t e r n a l i s t i c and quite contrary to the true 
s p i r i t of the colonie de vacances. There are other 
organisations run j d i n t l y by several i n d u s t r i a l groups, 
hut i t requires much ta c t and WEBM handling to run such 
a ,joint venture e f f i c i e n t l y . 
However those social services which are dependent 
upon the properly recognized and e f f i c i e n t l y c o n t r o l l e d 
Works-Committees, given legal status by the 19U5 and 
19*4-6 Acts, Ubry&b quite another order. These Committees 
raise and manages funds f o r s o c i a l services f o r the benefit 
of workers and t h e i r f a m i l i e s , whether or not the Company 
concerned contributes a small or large amount to the funds. 
Most Works-Committees are very much aware of the value of 
colonies de vscances and do much to promote them.. 
E. The Caisses d'Allocations Familiales. 
Beyond<U&wing grants to colonies receiving children 
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whose fa m i l i e s contribute to the Caisses, the fund provides 
grants those f a m i l i e s whose income i s below a c e r t a i n 
l e v e l . The Caisses also run a Ifew experimental colonies 
themselves. 
P. Independent Organisations. 
The great majority of children attending colonies de 
vacances are accommodated by associations which come w i t h i n 
the compass of the 1901 Act. Such associations form 31% 
of the organisations of the Department of the Seine and 
90$ of the organisations i n the provinces. Many of these 
are recognized as being of •pBSLic u t i l i t y " , thereby, being 
permitted to receive g i f t s and legacies, which must be 
administered i n accordance with the law of the land. They 
elso receive advantageous rates i n respect to certain,grants; 
on the other hand these associations must submit themselves 
to the a u t h o r i t y of the M i n i s t r y of the I n t e r i o r , which has 
the r i g h t to v e r i f y that the composition, running, and 
administration,of them conform* s t r i c t l y to t h e i r w r i t t e n 
statutes. 
The associations which are merely "deftftared" have no -
r e s t r a i n t s imposed a& long as they do not trouble public 
order and i n so f a r as they are not run f o r f i n a n c i a l gain. 
Amongst independent organisations thereeddsa wide v a r i e t y 
o f l o c a l , regional and national bodies, c o n t r o l l e d by a 
great d i v e r s i t y of people - some show a s l i g h t p o l i t i c a l 
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bi a s , some were created out of purely philanthropic motives, 
and many out of r e l i g i o u s motives- Well over h a l f the 
number of children f a l l i n g w i t h i n t h e ' r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of 
the U.F.C.V. belong to parish, i n t e r p a r i s h or diocesan 
church organisations,; most of which are Catholic since 
Protestants constitute only a small minority i n Prance, 
i 
besides which the Protestant organisation (the C.P.C.V.) 
takes charge of most Children from. Protestant f a m i l i e s . 
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Chapter I I . 
The Coordination of the Whole Movement. 
A. The General Coordination. 
Prom the point of view of the State, the general 
coordination of colonies de vacances i s through 
the medium of the Commissioner f o r Youth and Sport (Le Haut-
Commlssaire a l a Jeunesse et aux Sports) , at present MOVHIUM-
Maurice Herzog, h i s High Commission, the Regional and 
Departmental Offices of the Jeunesse et Sports,the departmental 
inspectors and s e c r e t a r i a l s t a f f of which ensure the 
inspection, e f f i c i e n t running,and proper coordination of 
a l l colonies w i t h i n t h e i r province. 
The Solonies de vaoances movement i s , however, hound 
together i n a more v i t a l manner by the great national bodies, 
that i s to say the J.P.A.^I/U. U.P.O.V.A.L. and the U.F.C.V., 
as f a r as the organisation and running of colonies i s 
concerned^and by the C.E.M.B.A., D.F.C.V, and to a lesser 
extent the C.P.C.V. and the P.N.C.V. w i t h respect to t r a i n i n g 
s t a f f of a l l kinds. The M*^ea*W*»i of the true s p i r i t 
and r e a l understanding of the •'me'thodes nouvelles" and 
the "Education active", which are the l l f e - b l o d d of the 
colonies de vacances,depends upon these four bodies, whpse 
in s t r u c t o r s include amongst t h e i r numbers some of the best 
educationalists of the present day. 
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B, The "Hon-religious" Colonie. 
i . The U.F.O.V.A.L. 
The Union Francaise des Oeuvres de Vacances Laioues, 
which b&»x& ^ 6fa i n 1937» i s a technical section of the 
Ligue Francaise de I'Enseignement (The Confederation 
G^nerale Ses Qeuvres Lalques).. By 1958, 72 Departments 
were represented w i t h i n the national coramissiftn of the 
U.F.O.V.A.L. 
The U.F.O.V.A.L. groups about U.000 colonies and 
camps which are attended by.over U50,000 children yearly, 
and runs some colonies, especially camps and family-holiday-
houses, i t s e l f . I t c a r r i e s out research i n t o improving 
colonies under the guidance of its> technical committee, 
and i t s technical services supply a l l necessary information 
pertaining to l e g i s l a t i o n , insurance, purchasing or h i r i n g «| 
bu i l d i n g s , the f i t t i n g out , running and administering of 
colonies and deals r r i t h a l l matters r e l a t i s e to the provision 
o f s t a f f , health, hygiene, safety,and transport,with reg^s&b 
to colonies. 
An i n t e r n a l b u l l e t i n ( B u l l e t i n I n t e r i e u r de Liaison) 
and occasional c i r c u l a r l e t t e r s f o r urgent cases serve to 
keep the departmental delegates informed of the a c t i v i t i e s 
of the Union. "Vacances UFOVAL", which i s the national 
p u b l i c a t i o n of the Union, runs i n t o over 100,000 copies 
each year and^since 1958,it has been p a r t i c u l a r l y directed 
a t parent sysending t h e i r c hildren to colonies, g i v i n g them 
advice and information about colonies,and regarding t h e i r 
own role,before and during^the colonie attended by t h e i r 
o f f s p r i n g . Besides these, the U.F.O.V.A.L. publishes a 
guide f o r d i r e c t o r s and organisers, and administrative 
documents to a i d i n the running and accountancy of colonies. 
Since 1952, dating from an O f f i c i a l Circular L e t t e r of 
the M i n i s t r y of A g r i c u l t u r e , the member-organisations of 
the U.F.O.V.A.L. are permitted by law to use National Park 
and Forest land. 
i i . The J.P.A. 
The Jeunesse au Plei n A i r , so e n t i t l e d since 19*4-9 
(which began as the Federation Nationals des Oeuvres 
Laloues de Vacances d'Enfants et d'Adolescents), has, since 
1952, become the instrument un^itB^the lay organisations 
o f colonies de vacances, so that f o r most purposes the 
C.E.M.E.A,, the 9.P.A. and the U.F.O.V.A.L. may be con-
sidered to Represent d i f f e r e n t aspects of the same organis-
a t i o n . The J.P.A. federates organisations which are not 
e n t i t l e d to belong to the UF.O.V.A.L., and i t s most important 
c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the work i s the preparation of the national 
1 
"campagne du timbre", of which the proceeds amounted to 
two and a h a l f m i l l i o n francs i n 1958. The J.P.A. operates 
o f f i c e s f o r placing s t a f f and ch i l d r e n , o f f e r s leans at 
very low i n t e r e s t - r a t e s f o r building-or improvement^ schemes 
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(3h organisations were aided i n 1962 and 8 new colonies 
"built through t h i s scheme), has a technical commission to 
study the f i n a n c i a l aspects of colonies,and also runs a 
holiday-house f o r f a m i l i e s i n a 250 acre domain a t 
r 
Viazaco The organ o f the J.P.Ab i s the magazine "La 
Jeunesse au Ple i n A i r " * 
i i i . The C.E.M.E.A.. 
The Centres d'Entralmement aux TJ^thodes d'Education 
Active constitute the t r a i n i n g "body of the non-religious, 
colonies, which runs more courses than any other single 
organisation. I t s magazine, "Vers I'Education ffouvelle", 
contains paactical and t h e o r e t i c a l a r t i c l e s concerning the 
New Education i n r e l a t i o n to colonies de vacances and i s , 
perhaps, the most powerful element, s e t t i n g aside the stages 
themselves, i n the d i f f u s i o n of proper educational methods i n 
colonies de vacances. A regional "bureau de placement" groups 
the members of the U.F.O.V.A.L., the J.PoA. and the C.E.M.E.A. 
i n a l l the Important regions of France; the C.E.M.E.A. ac t u a l l y 
runs these o f f i c e s , and the J.P^A. i s responsible f o r the 
financing of them. 
i v . The Pupilles de l'Eeole Piiblique, P„3?.C. and the 
E.i).P. 
u 
The organisation of the Pupilles de l'^cole Publique^ 
through i t s open-air schools, i t s sanatorium at Odeillo, 
and through i t s colonies de va c a t e s , provides f a c i l i t i e s 
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f o r c h i l d r e n attending State primary schools, p a r t i c u l a r l y 
orphans and sick or maladjusted children. The Francs eftfl 
Franches Camaflades organisation t r a i n s leaders f o r day-
colonies, non-religious Patronages,and colonies de vacances; 
the Eclaireurs de France constitute the non-religious branch 
o f scouthg i n France. 
These three organisations,hand i n hand w i t h the U.F.O.V.A.L., 
the J.P.A vand the C.E.M.E.A., work towards a common goal, 
inspired toy the tenets of the New Education, and cooperate 
i n the pu b l i c a t i o n of "Belles Vacances" (a magazine which 
replaces c e r t a i n issues of "Vacances UFOVAL" and Mm 
"Jeunesse au Pie i n A i r " throughout the year), which f u r t h e r s 
t h e i r aims, and comments month toy month upon the progress 
of the non-religious movement of colonies de vacances. 
"Belles Vacances" champions the struggle to provide a r e a l 
and f u l l holiday, completing the work of the school yeai* 
f o r every c h i l d , since this i s the r i g h t of each separate 
c h i l d as an in d i v i d u a l * 
C. The U.F.C.V. 
By 196U the .U.F.C.V., which had been i n existence f o r 
58 years, had been recognized of "public u t i l i t y - f o r 
t h i r t y years. I n i t s . early' days,the U.F.C.V. was strongly 
under Catholic influences, and,for a period between the 
Wars,it became almost e n t i r e l y supported by Catholic 
organisations. However, although the vast majority of 
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the organisations "belonging to the U.F.C.V. are Catholic 
even todays at least of the ch i l d r e n passing through 
the hands of the Union "belong to other organisations* 
The services of the U.F.C.V. are much the same as 
those of the U.F.O*V.A.L., the 9.P.A. and the C.E.M.E.A. 
together, f o r the Union, federates some lj.,500 associations, 
f o r which i t provides "bureaux de placement" and t r a i n s s t a f f 
o f a l l kinds. The U.F.C.V.* as we have seen, i s now able 
to carry out a national fund-raising campaign similar to 
the campaign f o r which the J*P*A* i s responsible, although 
at present the amount of money collected "by the U.F.C.V. 
remains f a r "below the amount collected "by the J.P.A. 
Exactly as the C.B.H.E.A. publishes a whole aange of 
"books and "brochures i n i t s Scarabe'e Editions, so Cle'dor, 
the U.F.C.V. publishing-house, i s also expanding to provide 
stadlar material f o r the members of the Union. The "Revue 
de 1'U.F.C.V.1' combines something of the nature of "W&ft 
"Vers l'Education XTouvelle", ^ Belles Vacances", "Jeunesse au 
Pl e i n A i r r t and "Vaeances UFOVAL" i n one magazine. I t 
has of recent years included many a r t i c l e s concerning 
pedagogy and handicrafts, whereas,during especially the 
f i r s t few months of the reappearance of the magazine a f t e r 
the War, the magazine was almost e n t i r e l y a technical b u l l e t i n * 
"Moniteurs" stands as a complementary magazine aimed at 
young leaders i n colonies, providing them w i t h a i d and 
information concerning the New Education and i t s techniques 
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- f o r instance the magazine published a series of a r t i c l e s 
over a period of several months explaining the h i s t o r y of 
the movement of the New Education and describing the work 
of i t s p r i n c i p a l protagonists, alongside more s t r i c t l y 
p r a c t i c a l a r t i c l e s . 
The work of the U.F.C.V. i n t r a i n i n g monitors, 
directors^and general s t a f f , f o r colonies de vacances /is 
almost as important as that of the C*E.M.E*A., and i t has vmpi»v«Ji 
fenou and i s ^ continuing to improve and enlarge i t s work i n 
t h i s f i e l d . New Regional Unions have been created i n the 
Academies of Strasburg and Orleans, and some departmental 
committees of the U.F.C.V. have f e l t the need to create 
t h e i r own colonies, such as that of Upper Savoy, Isere, 
L i l l e , Paris and others. Since t h e i r foundation i n 1960, 
the Centres de L o i s i r s U.F.C.V. i n Paris have b u i l t up 
t h e i r capacity to enable them to handle U,000 c h i l d r e n , and 
t h i s serves a dual purpose. F i r s t l y , i n response t o 
demands from d i f f e r e n t organisations,more children can be 
accepted i n colonies, and secondly, the U.F.C.V. i s able 
to put i n t o practice tibfer educational methods and techniques 
i n order to t r y and resolve the many p r a c t i c a l problems 
which s t i l l e x i s t by experiment w i t h i n t h e i r own colonies, 
much i n the same way as the C.E.M.E.A. were enableJLto do 
i n the Ecole Nouvelle at Boulogne. 
For many years the CiE.M.E.A. have turned t h e i r a t t e n t i o n 
t d ^ l ^ l d s other than those immediately connected with 
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colonies because d i f f e r e n t organisations perceived that 
Active Methods could be applied to t h e i r own needs (-the 
G.E.M.E.A. runs t r a i n i n g courses f o r s t a f f of psychiatric 
hospitals,amongst other special a c t i v i t i e s ) . And the 
U.F.C.V., f o r the f i r s t time, has given a new lead by 
being the organisation t o s t a r t the f i r s t school f o r 
t r a i n i n g "animateurs de l o i s i r s " - youth-leaders i n a 
permanent capacity of which the government wishes to see 
i n being at least 50,000 by %he year 2,000. The f i r s t 
batch of young people ended the f i r s t t r a i n i n g period of 
three months at the O l i v e t School at Chateau d'lsambert i n 
December, 196I4-: the whole course of p r a c t i c a l and t h e o r e t i c a l 
t r a i n i n g cfes^ uasfta period of nine months to^completei,. 
Thus, i n a l l spheres of the colonie de vacances,the 
U.F.C.V. i s making progress, aided by the f a c t ^ t h a t , i n 
these modern times,there gri&less prejudice against an 
organisation which de&bare& i t s b e l i e f i n the existence of 
a s p i r i t u a l side to the personality. 
D. The F.C.V.F. and the C.P.C.V. 
The Federation des Colonies de Vacances Familiales, which 
ex. m«vib« -bcxt*3 
as jom& of the ComltS d'Entente - "Natality-Famine}. 
Education" played a part i n the f i r s t t r a i n i n g ^ now t r a i n s 
some 3,000 monitors and dire c t o r s each year and groups 
the Federation des Families de France,Families Nombreuses e t 
Jeunes Foyers, Union des Caisses d fAllocations Familiales, 
1!*0 
and the French Red-Cross. The Federation also runs c e r t a i n 
speeial courses f o r leaders of youth groups and "maisons 
d'enfants" (a form of Creche). 
I t has no p e r i o d i c a l publication and handles 80,000 
ch i l d r e n through the various organisations which i t federates. 
The C.P.C.V., which "began during the War,, t r a i n s 
fewer leaders than the F.C.V.F. and presents a d e f i n i t e 
r e l i g i o u s trend - most monitors and d i r e c t o r s trained "by 
the C.P.C.V. go to colonies run "by the Comite's member-
organisations, where the s p i r i t u a l welfare of the c h i l d 
receives important a t t e n t i o n although no c h i l d i s refused 
a place i n these colonies due to h i s creed. The Comity's 
magazine "Rencontre", once a mere four duplicated sheets, 
i s nor a w e l l laid-out and informative document, giving much 
the same p r a c t i c a l help as "Moniteurs" or "Vers l'Education 
Nouvelle". 
+ • • • 
Thus colonies de vacances constitute today a w e l l -
organized, hi g h l y coordinated, and e f f i c i e n t i n s t i t u t i o n . 
Although f i n a n c i a l d i f f i c u l t i e s are. holding "back a more 
r a p i d progression of the movement from the numerical point 
o f view, there i s no d6"jbt of the vin^o«rous work earried 
on "by the i n d i v i d u a l organisations and of the steady 
process of evolution-which i s taking place. 
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A. The Need f o r Colonies de Vacancea, 
Colonies de vacarices have been described as "the most 
important Social service of the Nation" and, were i t only 
because of the considerable sums of money invested i n them, 
they cannot be disregarded. 
I n a nation which has the lowest unemployment rate i n 
the world and possesses an advanced social welfare system, 
where the working week has. gradually f a l l e n lower and lower, 
and where a f u l l month's paid annual holiday i s becoming 
a r e a l i t y , i t i s scarcely surprising that great i n t e r e s t 
should be taken I n holidays f o r children. 
The population i n France has r i s e n s t e a d i l y since the 
measures taken s h o r t l y before the Second World War when 
there was great anxiety over the f a l l i n the b i r t h - r a t e . 
I n 193hjthere were 5»500,000 young people between the ages 
of 15 and 25 i n the country; i n 1970 there w i l l be 
7§700,000: youth problems w i l l therefore tend to increase 
rather than decrease. Amongst the young population, 1+7.7^ 
of the nation's children went away f o r aholiday I n 1961 — 
31.5$ with t h e i r parents and 8.7$ i n colonies de vacances. 
Half the country's children thus do not have r e a l holidays 
and i n some areas the s i t u a t i o n i s more acute*, f o r 
instance^in NancyjOnly a quarter of the c i t y ' s children 
went outside i t s boundaries i n 1961* 
Hany parents cannot a f f o r d to give t h e i r children a 
holiday ,T more especially i n poor areas of c i t i e s where the 
need i s greatest; an example i s the more crowded parts of 
Paris. Y,|f.J.Chambart de Lauve (1) - shows that the 
rates of delinquency, and of deaths through tuberculosis, 
are highest i n such parts. More and more people are being, 
housed i n H.L.M,. ("Habitations a Loyer S!oder£" - Flats at 
Moderate Rents) where already the amount of space allowed 
o f f i c i a l l y i s acknowledged to be dangerously low f o r r e a l " 
moral welfare ,arid where the lack of spaee' i s c r i t i c a l as 
soon as a new baby arrives,since the f l a t s are allocated 
according to the size of the f a m i l y at the moment of 
entering the f l a t . 
As the pace of l i f e accelerates, the r u r a l areas become 
more depleted. Since the younger generation goes to seek 
work i n the large towns, the problem of young people 
grows more acute, f a m i l y - t i e s lessen,and the young people 
often f i n d themselves u t t e r l y isolated* 
These adolescents need a change of scenery, r e s t , 
open-air and a balanced d i e t . Those who are ph y s i c a l l y 
handicapped, perhaps nore than others, would have no 
holidays but f o r such associations as the Association des 
Paralyses de France, which caters f o r children w i t h 
d i f f e r e n t i l l n e s s e s , d i s a b i l i t i e s , handicaps,or who 
(1) See Psycho-pathologie sociale deft 1'enfant 
inadapte*. P.U.F., 1959« 
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show a n t i - s o c i a l "behaviour. 
But today i t i s not suff i c e n t merely to provide r e s t 
and good food - i n many cases t h i s w i l l not be a cause f o r 
r e a l concern "because the l o t of young people i n France today 
i s by no means hard. Yet there i s a need, which i s not at 
a l l f u l f i l l e d by the school^system as i t stands today, f o r 
young people to discover t h e i r own p o s s i b i l i t i e s , widen 
t h e i r views, learn to l i v e i n harmony w i t h others, and 
discover the value of doing a task f o r i t s own sake. The 
colonie de vacances modelled upon the New Education can o f f e r 
j u s t such an opportunity to do t h i s . 
F i n a l l y a new conception has entered the f i e l d of 
national planning - i t i s acknowledged that each i n d i v i d u a l 
has a r i g h t to leisures freedom to seek a change of scenery 
and widen the scope of h i s Interests. For t h i s reason, 
the present government has set i t s e l f a vast programme 
of b u i l d i n g i n order to provide f a c i l i t i e s f o r young people, 
ranging from sports-grounds and swimming-pools to colonies 
de vacances and day-colonies, so that no young person may 
be deprived of a f u l l opportunity to develop through xssk 
le i s u r e as w e l l as through work. 
B. The Problems of Colonies de Vacances. 
Since the need f o r holiday f a c i l i t i e s i s thus ever 
growing, i t seems strange that twice i n recent years 
"Belles Vacances" has commented upon the apparent stagnation 
i n colonies de vacances* But i t must be remembered that 
t h i s applied e s s e n t i a l l y to the question o f the governments 
cont r i b u t i o n towards the day-to-day running costs of 
colonies de vacances. And. although the lack of such 
support i s s t i l l acknowledged to be a factor l i m i t i n g the 
progress of colonies, governmental grants, especially 
towards b u i l d i n g and improving colonies de vacances, are 
being awarded i n a more logical, manner and w i t h greater 
e f f i c a c y than heretofore; 
There e x i s t other problems - - — despite the very 
e f f i c i e n t work of the. "bureaux de placement" and information 
services, i t i s both a d i f f i c u l t and an exacting task to 
run a colonies de vaeances, to organize i t to the s a t i s -
f a c t i o n of the a u t h o r i t i e s , to-aarry out the extremely 
complicated administrative proceadure and s t i l l make i t 
a v i t a l l y l i v i n g concern f o r the children. A l l t h i s has 
t o be achieved w i t h a minimum of funds f o r paying the 
personnel and purchasing educative material. 
Trained s t a f f are d i f f i c u l t to f i n d * teachers and 
students are available during school holidays, but even 
they are exhausted by the s t r a i n of a hard year's worh. 
CongSs Cadres Jeunesse, by which workers may claim leave 
from t h e i r job, have enabled numbers of young people i n 
industry to t r a i n as monitors yand there i s a plan to 
establish a body of permanent youth leaders throughout 
Prance - both these moves cons t i t u t e only a small step 
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towards r e l i e v i n g the e x i s t i n g d i f f i c u l t y . 
The tendency to crowd too many children i n t o a colonie 
i s a permanent one, and the c h i l d r i s k s "being swallowed up 
i n the anonymity of the groupJi»the colonie runs the 
danger of f a l l i n g educationally beloir standard because 
there are not s u f f i c i e n t inspectors to examine every 
colonien de vacances, especially i n popular areas such 
as the Gironde aS Upper Savoy. 
C. The Progress Achieved by Colonies de Vacances. 
Some progress i s being achieved i n almost every 
d i r e c t i o n . The f i n a n c i a l burden i s slowly being eased, here 
and there new inspectors are added to the s t a f f of the 
Departmental Offices of the Jeunesse et Sports, and gradually 
governmental aid i s taking on a more l o g i c a l aspect. 
The recent Plan d'Equipement has recognized the need 
f o r 1,000 day-colonies (although perhaps two and a h a l f 
times t h i s number are r e a l l y r e c u i r e d ) , one bed i n colonies 
de vacances f o r every 25 inhabitants (which would provide 
a t o t a l of 1,600,000 beds, of which h a l f would be permanent) -
and,for the f i r s t time^the need.is real i z e d f o r the provision 
of one bed per 50 inhabitants f o r adolescents. I t i s 
expected that a b i l l w i l l be drafted s h o r t l y to begin the 
work of t r a i n i n g the 50 ,000 permanent youth -leaders who 
w i l l be renuired by the year 2 ,000. The need has been 
taken i n t o account even though, with the c r e d i t available 
i n 1961+, i t would take f i f t y years to a t t a i n the target set. 
The number o f chi l d r e n attending colonies de vacances 
increased i n 1963 hut ceased to grow once again i n 196U... 
However more children are attending day«-colonies and more 
and more young people, are going to camps. And there are 
two terms which o f f e r some enlightenment of t h i s new 
d i r e c t i o n which colonies de vacances are talcing: " L o i s i r " 
and "embourgeoisement". 
For Bion, as for;the early pioneers i n colonies de 
vacances i n "tftwj France, the concern was to provide holidays 
f o r those i n physical need of them - although from the very 
f i r s t the educational aspect was not neglected. 
Throughout the inter-war period, youth leaders and 
educationalists the world over were discovering the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of a new kind o f education which would develop 
the whole personality; V7e have seen that the c o l o n i e i , 
above a l l , provides the se t t i n g i n nature and the free 
atmosphere i n which t h i s may be achieved. 
Now the colonie i s taking on a new aspect. I n the 
modern world adolescents,having more l i b e r t y at t h e i r 
disposal, stand i n need of a sphere of a c t i v i t y i n which 
to develop t h e i r creative a b i l i t i e s i n the r i g h t environment: 
t h i s i s the r e a l meaning of " L o i s i r " . Young people are 
i s o l a t e d , idle^and a prey to a l l kinds of harmful influences 
i n the present world,and i t i s hard to t r y and develop 
one's own personality i n hBrmony w i t h one's fellows: t h i s 
task i s becoming urgent. France wants no leather-i-jaeketied 
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hooligans on the teaches of Le Touquet or Cannes, and the 
French govern©!!^ i s prepared to do a l l i t can to give 
the young people of the nation an opportunity to occupy 
t h e i r spare time positiv&fey. 
The t r a d i t i o n a l colonle f o r young children continues: 
whistles and loadspeakera-systems (the baas of many a Lycee) 
are seldom heard, there are fewer t r i p s to the cinema, fewer 
assemblies (no longer the dozen or f i f t e e n a day of "before 
the war) - there are no longer competition-charts, p a t r o l -
c a l l s and good or "bad ipoints. Order i s more often respected 
f o r i t s own sake and colonies are smaller: the J u l i e t t e Parys 
of today have every opportunity and encouragement to run 
colonies de vacances fo l l o w i n g the New Education, and the 
whole I n s t i t u t i o n has much improved* More colonies f o r 
haAdicapped children are run, there are more family, centres, 
and many more specialized youth camps. But most of a l l , 
although more children go to colonies de vacances from 
poor "backgrounds, the colonie i s no longer a camp f o r 
ragged chi l d r e n . I t i s an i n s t i t u t i o n of r e a l p o s i t i v e 
value f o r nOA children of a l l ages and "backgrounds, e x i s t i n g 
i n i t s own r i g h t : a l l t h i s i s implied by the term 
"embourgeoisement"• 
The o4& prejudice of the middle classes against the 
i n s t i t u t i o n has vanished, and some of the r i n t e r colonies 
are destined only to the wealthy. The In s u f f i c i e n c y of 
the school f o r developing the whole personality i s 
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u n i v e r s a l l y recognized,and i n many cases the colonie has to 
"be the only substitofe i n a world where the mother frequently 
goes out to work and the children are sent i n t o the streets* 
The o r i g i n a l purpose of the colonie de vacances has 
not "been l o s t /but, rather^ has become more comprehensive* 
For the^.F.C.V.^"the family and school no longer are 
enough", as "Belles Vacances" mentions: 
"La colonie de vacances a p r i s rang dans notre 
pays, d ' i n s t i t u t i o n Educative de toute peemiere 
importance, compiStant avec sa p€dagogie propre TP 
L'action de 1'ecole," ( l ) 
the colonie de vacances has become an educat&mal i n s t i t u t i o n 
of primordial importance i n France, completing w i t h i s own 
pedagogy the work of schools* 
Educationally, s o c i a l l y and numerically,the colonies 
de vacances have assumed proportions unthought of before 
the creation of the t r a i n i n g courses* Now there i s every 
sign t h a t , instead of a t t a i n i n g a c e r t a i n state of 
equilibrium, the colonies de vacannes, or rather the 
centres de vacances^as they are more i n c l u s i v e l y termed 
today, are undergoing an i n t e r n a l revolution, aa Attention 
i s more and more focused upon the teenager instead of 
being focused almost solely upon the young c h i l d as Sforsx 
i t was o r i g i n a l l y * The centre de vacances,is France's 
best answer to the teenage problem jphich^in other European 
countries,grows d a i l y more urgent. 
(1) Qu'atrporte l a colonie de vacances? A r t i c l e 
i n Belles Vacances No. 23, Printemps 19&3. 
6 L 0 8 S A R Y. 
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Bureau de -placement: an office which finds places for 
staff and children in colonies de vacances. 
Camp de vacances: a holiday camp for adolescents* 
Centre de -placement; a village or small town in the country, the mountainsjor at the sea-side, to which numbers of children are dent to he provided with lodgings* A leader i s responsible for such children and w i l l often organize special a c t i v i t i e s for them* 
Centre de vacances: this i s an inclusive term comprehending colonies maternellea, colonies de vacances. camps de vacanees^and other specialized colonies. 
Colpnie de vacances: a children's holiday camp* normally i n a permanent "building, for children "between the ages of 6 and 14* They are defined o f f i c i a l l y "by a r t i c l e No.I of the Order in Council of the 14th A p r i l , 1949 ( l ) * 
Colonie maternelle: a colonle de vacances for children 
under the age of six. 
Cours de -perfectionnement: special training classes or 
sessions. 
Directeur: the director or group-leader, who 
i s responsible for a l l that takes plaee in a colonie de vacances (the American equivalent, i s a "warden")* 
Econome: a manager re sponsible for the 
material and catering sides of a colonie de vacances (the American equivalent i s a "domestic "bursar")* 
Fiche m^dieale; a document informing the staff of 
colonies de vacances of a l l details pertaining to the health of a child* 
(1) A r t i c l e ier« de I'arrete' du 14 a v r i l 1949: 
f,Les colonies ae vacances sont I'oeuvre d' institutions organisant, hors du domicile familial, en.regime d*internat et sous l a direction d'un personnel qualified le sejour temporalre d'enfants sains dans l e s e'taolissements reunissant diverses " conditions d'hyglene et d 1Education prScisees par aille u r s " * 
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Maison Familiale de vacances: a holiday home providing 
accommodation f o r parents and children. 
Moniteur: 
Organisa'teur; 
Patronage; 
a monitor or leader i n a colonie de 
vacances, formally frequently termed a 
" s u r v e i l l a h t " (the American equivalent i s a 
"counsellor"). 
an organizer of one or more colonies 
de vacances, Ttfio may sometimes also act as 
director i n one of the colonies he supervises* 
either a r e l i g i o u s or non-religious 
organisation,functioning most frequently on 
Thursdays and Sundays as a club f o r young 
people. 
Placement f a m i l i a l ; the system "by which children are 
sent to centres de placement (see above)e 
Stage de formation; a "basic t r a i n i n g course f o r a) monitors 
D)' d i r e c t o r s . 
Stage de perfectionnement: a special a c t i v i t y course f o r 
q u a l i f i e d monitors. 
Vacances c o l l e c t i v e s : the complementary system to placement 
f a m i l i a l (see above), "by "which children are 
lodged c o l l e c t i v e l y * 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
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